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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
DEVELOPMENT AND VERIFICATION OF CONTROL AND
PROTECTION STRATEGIES IN HYBRID AC/DC POWER
SYSTEMS FOR SMART GRID APPLICATIONS
by
Vahid Salehi Pour Mehr
Florida International University, 2012
Miami, Florida
Professor Osama Mohammed, Major Professors
Modern power networks incorporate communications and information technology
infrastructure into the electrical power system to create a smart grid in terms of control
and operation. The smart grid enables real-time communication and control between
consumers and utility companies allowing suppliers to optimize energy usage based on
price preference and system technical issues. The smart grid design aims to provide
overall power system monitoring, create protection and control strategies to maintain
system performance, stability and security.
This dissertation contributed to the development of a unique and novel smart grid
test-bed laboratory with integrated monitoring, protection and control systems. This testbed was used as a platform to test the smart grid operational ideas developed here. The
implementation of this system in the real-time software creates an environment for
studying, implementing and verifying novel control and protection schemes developed in
this dissertation. Phasor measurement techniques were developed using the available
Data Acquisition (DAQ) devices in order to monitor all points in the power system in real
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time. This provides a practical view of system parameter changes, system abnormal
conditions and its stability and security information system. These developments provide
valuable measurements for technical power system operators in the energy control
centers. Phasor Measurement technology is an excellent solution for improving system
planning, operation and energy trading in addition to enabling advanced applications in
Wide Area Monitoring, Protection and Control (WAMPAC).
Moreover, a virtual protection system was developed and implemented in the
smart grid laboratory with integrated functionality for wide area applications.
Experiments and procedures were developed in the system in order to detect the system
abnormal conditions and apply proper remedies to heal the system.
A design for DC microgrid was developed to integrate it to the AC system with
appropriate control capability. This system represents realistic hybrid AC/DC microgrids
connectivity to the AC side to study the use of such architecture in system operation to
help remedy system abnormal conditions.
In addition, this dissertation explored the challenges and feasibility of the
implementation of real-time system analysis features in order to monitor the system
security and stability measures. These indices are measured experimentally during the
operation of the developed hybrid AC/DC microgrids. Furthermore, a real-time optimal
power flow system was implemented to optimally manage the power sharing between AC
generators and DC side resources.
A study relating to real-time energy management algorithm in hybrid microgrids
was performed to evaluate the effects of using energy storage resources and their use in
mitigating heavy load impacts on system stability and operational security.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction
Power system planners need to operate the power system under increasingly
complex conditions. The high penetration of renewable generation and demand impose
an immense challenge to the operation of the electric grid. With these challenging
conditions being introduced into the power system, the overall system operation requires
new and innovative methodologies in order to enhance the power system performance
[1], [2]. Modern power networks incorporate communications and information
technology infrastructures into the electrical power system to create a smart grid in terms
of operation. The smart grid is a power system that enables real-time communication and
control between the consumer and utility allowing suppliers to optimize energy usage
based on environmental, price preferences and system technical issues. The smart grid
will utilize digital information technology to create more efficient, reliable and
responsive networks that are flexible [3]-[5]. The communication capability is one of the
potential benefits for digital relays, which communicate not only with a control center,
but also with each other in a two-way manner. This in turn will facilitate the overall
system-wide area protection and control philosophy. The smart grid designs aims are to
provide overall power system monitoring, create control strategies to maintain system
performance and security and reduce the cost of operation, maintenance and system
availability planning. The smart grid control gives us capabilities such as: predicting
system behavior, anticipatory operation and adaptation to new environment, handling
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distributed resource, stochastic demand and optimal response to smart appliances [6]. The
smart grid is considered to have observability with all interconnected nodes with data
integration and analysis to support advances in system operation and control. The selfmanaging and reliable smart grid is seen as the future of protection and control systems
[7]. This philosophy requires finding a way to implement it in the laboratory scale and
then in the real power system.
While many smart grid topics were identified in the literature, there are some
illustrations of the topics involved in developing new smart grid ideas and a test-bed
platform to test these ideas [8]-[20]. These include:
•

Phasor measurement units and their application in power systems for
improved monitoring, protection and control.

•

Integration of distributed energy sources including renewable resources
(wind, solar, fuel cell, etc) in power generation and their fully controlled
structure.

•

Intelligent protection schemes and their application in detecting,
mitigating and preventing cascading outages, islanding situation and total
grid blackout occurrences.

•

Integration of Hybrid AC-DC systems creating new micro grid solutions
for residential and industrial applications.

•

Real-time or dynamic energy management and demand side management
based on renewable uncertainty.

•

Reactive power support and distributed voltage control, remote control of
FACTS and HVDC devices to enhance overall system performance and
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islanding detection of a local and wide-area power system and develop
proper separation actions.
Due to the power fluctuation of renewable energy sources, voltage and frequency
deviations are occurred in the end user side and islanded power systems whose ability to
maintain stable supply–demand balance is low. Therefore, it is necessary to control the
system frequency and voltage at the supply side despite the control limitations. Therefore,
mutual cooperation control between the generation and the demand sides is required
because it is difficult to maintain the power system quality and security by only the
generation side control. Technically, a smart grid, which maintains generation-load
balance by monitoring system key parameters and load side information, is necessary for
future electric power systems. It is expected that smart technology will lead to reduced
investment in equipment and an increase higher availability of power generation. Figure
1.1 shows the smart concept of power grids which uses two-way communication between
control center and all power system general components.
Power and energy systems researchers need to develop a platform for smart grid
technology to study and identify the issues involved in their operation. This approach
should include objectives such as visualization enhancement of the power system, realtime analysis for wide-area network, model validation, developing strategies for widearea monitoring, protection and control system (WAMPAC). Nowadays, modern
technologies in the communication infrastructure lead to their high accuracy, security and
data transfer speed. Hence, the power system uses these new and updated facilities
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to create a communication infrastructure for wide-area power system in order to improve
grid observability and control flexibility. This infrastructure is responsible for fast data
exchange among the system components and the control centers [2] and [5]. Phasor
Measurement Units (PMUs) are the most recent technology to measure power system
parameters accurately and in time-synchronized format. They measure the system main
parameters such as voltage and current phasors and frequency information which are
synchronized to a common time reference with a high level of precision. Furthermore,
protection and control solutions based on synchrophasors for wide-area applications are
being introduced as a preventive or self-healed system for frequency, voltage and rotor
angle instabilities. The system data are collected by the PMUs and are sent to a phasor
data concentrator (PDC). The PDCs, in turn, send the system data to a control center [24].
The PMU-based state measurement is expected to be more efficient than the present state
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estimation since synchronized phasor signals provide the state variables, in particular, the
voltage angles. A successful protection and control application requires a carefully
designed

WAMPAC

architecture,

including

thoroughly

considered

latency

(Communication Delay) [25]. The concept of wide-area monitoring, control and
protection may be used as a platform for more flexible or adaptive protection and control
strategies, having a better management of disturbances and higher power transfers and
operating economies. On the basis of a modern wide-area monitoring system, advanced
protection and control strategies can be applied through development and implementation
of new analytical tools and extensive study procedures. Clear understanding of the
requirements for large-scale WAMPAC systems and designing a system to meet the
requirements are essential for achieving the cost/benefits objectives and the deployments
success [25]. It is expected that WAMPAC system will, in the near future, reduce the
number of cascaded events (failure or blackouts) and will improve the reliability and
security of energy production, especially in power systems which has operational
uncertainties.

1.2 Literature Review
In recent years, trends toward diversify the electricity market and the increased
importance of environmental issues have led to diversification of power system
configurations. This is occurring through the installation of distributed power sources
based on photovoltaic and wind power generation technologies in addition to other
resources. Under these circumstances, there is concern regarding the effect on the
stability and reliability of power networks with respect to issues such as overload, voltage
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and frequency variation and harmonic distortion. Against this background, there has been
an increased focus on the concept of Smart Grid, which has the capability of collecting
wide-area power system information on a real-time basis from intelligent power grids
using information and communication technology [26]. Power and energy systems
researchers need to develop a platform for smart grid technology to study and identify the
issues involved in their operation. Such approaches should include objectives including
visualization enhancement of the power system, real-time analysis for wide area network,
model validation, developing strategies for wide area monitoring, protection and control
system (WAMPAC) [52]-[54]. Moreover, concerns related to the use of renewable
generation, energy storage, demand response and electric vehicles introduce further
complexity to system operation and control [1]. Recent technologies enhanced the
communication structure of power system by its high accuracy, security and data transfer
speed. Hence, the smart grid uses modern communication infrastructure at wide area
power system to improve grid reliability, reduce the price of electricity, improve
operational efficiency, security and safety and promote environmental quality [2],[27][28]. The communication infrastructure is responsible for fast data exchange among the
system components and control centers [5], [23]. Currently, Phasor Measurement Units
(PMUs) are the most accurate and advanced time-synchronized technology available.
They provide voltage and current phasors and frequency information, synchronized to a
common time reference with high precision. Therefore, wide area measurement system
based on synchrophasors for wide area applications are being introduced as a preventive
or self-healed system for frequency, voltage and rotor angle instabilities [69]-[74]. Hence
references [56]-[68] present innovative and novel methods for control and protection of
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electrical grids in wide area scales. The system data is collected by the PMUs and is sent
to a phasor data concentrator (PDC). The PDCs, in turn, send the system data to a control
center [24]. The PMU-based state measurement is expected to be more efficient than the
present state estimation since synchronized phasor signal provide the state variables, in
particular, the voltage angles. Designing an integrated protection and control system with
the modern and fast communication layer is a new challenge of power system
engineering. These systems will reduce the system outages due to the cascaded events
which may cause an overall outage or the system blackout. Furthermore, these systems
will improve the reliability and security of energy production, especially in power grids
integrated with operational uncertainties.
The smart grid was first introduced in past decade and in generally it refers to a
class of technology people are using to enhance and modernize utility electricity delivery
systems, using computer-based remote control and automation. These systems are made
possible by two-way communication technology and computer processing that has been
used for decades in other industries. [30] Recently, federal government investment on this
subject cause the concept has now moved from pilot projects to the full-scale
deployments [29]. Energy research organizations have made considerable progress in
formulation and promoting a vision for the future smart power grids [31]-[39].
References [34] and [35] present smart grids for future power delivery. Reference [36]
discusses the integration issues in smart grid. Reference [37] presents interesting and
promising concepts in smart grid architecture. Specific technologies such as smart
metering infrastructure were presented in [38]. The design of such grid will be based on
cross boundaries of knowledge in communication theory, optimization, control, social
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and environmental constraints as well as dynamic optimization techniques [10]. Most of
the referenced literatures attempted to create a roadmap for studying smart grid issues in
terms of implementation and operation. However, the great concern is that they works are
presenting wide and diverse topics which are general and not clear enough. Such clarity
is needed for engineers and researchers to approach the smart grid aims and see the
advantages of making the conventional power system as an intelligent grid. Therefore, in
this dissertation we will implement several smart grid concepts and test the related
studies in a realistic manner. Also, explanation of practical insights of the developed
procedures will help us to present the feasibility of the methods covered in the literatures.
Technically, international standards such as IEC 61850 and 61968, define the
overall architecture of a Smart Grid and its characteristics can be summarized as follows
[11]:
•

Self-healing by detecting and instantly responding to system problems and
restoring

•

Provision of high power quality to all consumers and industrial customers

•

Accommodating a wide variety of generation options in local and regional
scale

•

Empowerment of the customer by allowing energy management

•

Tolerance of attack by standing resilient to physical and cyber attacks

•

Optimizing assets and operating efficiency

Many countries have been trying to develop the Smart Grid technologies by
performing some projects as test-beds with different points of view. In the US, there are
some projects such as GridWise, GridWorks [40] with plans to expand the results to
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focus on improving the efficiency of its legacy transmission and distribution networks.
This project aims to give consumers more information about energy use and cost to
enable them to identify the benefits. It will also test and promote technologies designed to
make the power system more reliable.
The European Union has Smart Grid projects [41], while focusing mainly on
suitably adopting renewable energy resources. In this perspective, the main goal of this
study is to prepare a comprehensive inventory of Smart Grid projects in Europe and use
project data to support the analysis of trends and developments. This report looks into
several aspects of the Smart Grids landscape to describe the state of the art of their
implementation, the emerging hallmarks of the new electricity system and some
foreseeable developments.
Canada is running integration of decentralized Energy Program [42]. In addition,
“Smart Grid CANADA” which is a national organization dedicated to promoting a more
modern and efficient electricity grid for the benefit of all Canadians, creates Canada’s
smart Grid Repository. This reference identify that by exploring Canada’s smart grid
projects, this system defines the principal gateway connecting the national smart grid
community to relevant sources of information in one centralized location.
In Korea, a project called K-Grid has been launched to design a highly integrated
Korean Smart Grid System [43]. This project aims to explore projects on the
development of technology that encompasses the convergence of electric power and IT.
Hybrid power systems are combinations of AC and DC systems. Such a system
has two or more energy conversion devices (e.g., electricity resources generators or
storage devices), that when integrated, could be used to overcome limitations that may be
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inherent in either. System efficiencies are typically higher than the case of utilizing single
resource. Higher reliability can be accomplished with redundant technologies and/or
energy storage systems used in conjunction with AC/DC infrastructures. Some hybrid
AC/DC systems include both, which can simultaneously improve the quality and
availability of power. Since energy management, control and operation of a hybrid grid
are more complicated than those of an individual AC or DC grid, various operating
modes of a hybrid AC/DC grid were investigated in [75]-[83]. These references
investigate microgrids coordinated control between AC and DC sides and their active
load-generation control by intelligent methods. The microgrid and system coupling in
addition to interconnection issues are studied as well. Defining protection principals and
strategies in microgrids are also discussed in these references.
The coordination control schemes among various converters are proposed to
harness maximum power from renewable power sources. It is also used to minimize
power transfer between AC and DC networks as well as maintain the stable operation of
both AC and DC grids under variable supply and demand conditions when the hybrid
grid operates in both grid-tied and islanding modes. Advanced power electronics and
control technologies used will make the future power grid much smarter. A power
management strategy is necessary for the hybrid AC/DC power system to manage the
power flow in order to satisfy the load requirements [44]. Hybrid power systems require a
much more complex control and protection scheme that must ensure efficient and robust
power transfer from the sources without risks of their rapidly degraded reliability due to
prolonged over-current and/or under-voltage conditions. Therefore, rather than achieving
a single voltage/current regulation goal at the output, the control system must regulate
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these power converters to balance the power flow of these energy sources so as to satisfy
the load requirements while ensuring the various limitations of electrochemical
components such as the battery overcharge limit, limited PV output power and etc. [45].
A hybrid smart AC/DC power system and its control strategies were proposed in [46] and
the impact of power quality is taken into consideration from the view point of generator
side, a grid side and a demand side management in [47] and [48] and power quality
management for smart grids is proposed in [49]. However, these types of controls are not
real time and comprehensive for overall power system.
In addition intelligent protection relays for smart grid were also presented in [50]
and [51]. These works proposed the concepts of intelligent protection relay systems for
Smart Grid and have developed a prototype relay based on these concepts. The results of
the field trial of this system demonstrate that such a system has the capability of
evaluating the power system characteristics in detail on a real-time basis and contributing
toward supervision, coordination check and optimization of setting values. Moreover,
these works did show that an agent system can be applied under practical conditions. The
main conclusion in these references identify that the development of real-time protection
for smart grid applications is necessary and it should be as an integrated protectioncontrol system talking into consideration all economic and operational issue in real-time.

1.3 Motivation and Objective
The motivation of this research is to develop the ideas for smart grid operation
and create a platform to implement and verify these ideas. This hardware/software based
system includes implementation of control strategies for generating stations and power
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transfer to programmable loads in a laboratory scale of up to 35 kW in AC power and 36
kW in renewable sources and energy storages. Appropriate software need to be
developed to monitor all system parameters as well as operate and control the various
interconnected components in varying connectivity architectures. The interconnection of
alternating energy such as wind emulators, PV arrays and Fuel cell emulators also need to
be implemented and integrated into this system.

Implementation of the real-time

operation and analysis capability provides a platform for investigation of many
challenging aspects of a real smart power system. In addition there is a big concern about
the implementation of the monitoring, control and protection of the system in real-time
environment which will be addressed by this research.
Therefore, the aim of this research is to apply the concept of real-time analysis of
a smart grid and implement it on a smart grid test-bed. The implemented system in this
dissertation will have many capabilities to perform experimental research and studies.
The test-bed uses laboratory scale components in addition to commercial hardware to
create a microgrid setup for modeling the realistic behavior of a large power system.
As mentioned before, the main objective of this dissertation is to use real-time
measurements in smart grids to identify the power system states. Online power system
analysis feature are developed to deploy real-time data in order to monitor system state
with online optimal load flow and security assessment results. The developed software
environment to monitor real-time data as a SCADA center will be discussed. This realtime software has the capability to run analysis software in engine mode and hence the
system online analysis can be implemented in real-time data. In this setup, the monitoring
system updates the SCADA system approximately every one second and then the
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analysis software can update the data immediately after and analyze the system situation
with the help of monitoring and alarm systems. Consequently, this system can analyze a
snapshot of the power systems in less than three seconds and return the real-time
calculation results. Studies related to the time range of phenomena and control actions
has also been implemented and an online system power flow and security assessment was
developed. In addition a real-time optimal power flow management system has been
developed for smart microgrid. The commercial Power Factory Package was used to
communicate with real-time LabVIEW software in order to receive system data and
utilize real-time data in online mode to calculate the Optimal Power Flow (OPF) and
return the optimal schedule of generators and reactive power demand from DC side by
the available communication link.

1.4 Problem Statement
The increased complexities in operating the power grid have emphasized the need
for grid revitalization. Advanced applications in wide area monitoring, protection and
control (WAMPAC) systems offer solutions to improve system planning, operation,
maintenance and energy trading. Synchronized measurement technology and applications
are important element and is enabler of WAMPAC.
Time synchronization is not a new concept or a new application in power systems.
As power system and telecommunication technologies have advanced, the time frame of
measured and communicated synchronized information has steadily been reduced from
minutes, to seconds, milliseconds and now microseconds. At present, phasor
measurement units (PMUs) are the most accurate and advanced time-synchronized
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technology available to power engineers and system operators for WAMPAC
applications. This technology was made possible by advancements in computer and
processing technologies and the availability of GPS signals. We are approaching a time
where all metering devices will be time synchronized with high precision and accurate
time tags as part of any measurement. To achieve the potential benefits, advancements in
time synchronization must be matched by advancements in other areas. One example is
data communications, where communication channels have become faster and more
reliable in streaming PMU data from remote sites to a central facility.
While a number of applications based on GPS-synchronized data have already
been developed, there is a need for researchers to continue improving existing and
developing applications using the latest visualization techniques, intelligent operational
tools, advanced algorithms and information semantics to improve grid reliability under
complicated power system conditions. This analysis also helps identify policy, economic
and technology barriers to commercial deployment.
Implementing a WAMPAC system presents some unique challenges. These
challenges are technical, such as system data transmission, process, analyze and store
vast amounts of data. The ideal situation for using fast PMUs data and designing realtime control centers for power system should properly address the following issues:
•

As the number of installed PMUs is increasing, the system architecture
must be designed in a way to keep the system operation more advanced
and flexible to change quickly the strategies toward system performance
enhancement.
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•

As many of the system components will be installed, operated and
maintained by different utilities, the system architecture should be flexible
to accommodate the diverse requirements of the power system. Therefore,
the designed system should be compatible with any operating system.

•

The modern and novel communications should be applied to the power
system in order to increase the data communication bandwidth and
monitoring latency. Reducing the bandwidth requirements will help to
reduce the ongoing cost of PMUs applications. It will also help to reduce
the latency of the PMU data transferring. For real-time applications,
reducing the communication latency is an essential factor.

•

A roadmap should be developed to include applications that guide PMU
installations and system architecture to enhance system observability and
controllability locally and regionally.

•

Data exchange between customers and utilities and developing of the
overall system infrastructures are based on system requirements. All
customers connecting to the overall system would need to fulfill key
integration

requirements

(hardware,

software

and

communication

interoperability, data quality, etc). It is also beneficial to prioritize
applications from the grid perspective.
•

The consistent and accurate performance of all PMUs is the key to the
overall performance of the system. Developing uniform requirements and
protocols for data collection, communications, interoperability and
security through standards (NERC, IEEE) and testing procedures. Assure
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ease of PMU upgrades (particularly considering the novelty of the IEEE
C37.118 standard) and calibration.
•

Developing and promoting the new applications for integrated real-time
monitoring and control systems in order to enhance system stability,
security and reliability.

•

Compared to current EMS monitoring tools that use information from
state estimation and SCADA over several-second intervals, WAMPAC
introduce the possibility of directly measuring the system state instead of
estimating it based on system models and telemetry data. With proper
implementation, the new technology also allows us providing data
integrity validation without added cost.

•

WAMPAC should be used for early warning systems, system integrity
protection scheme, detecting and analyzing system stability and enabling
faster system restoration.

•

Faster and more accurate analysis of a vast number of data during transient
events by validation and development of power system models should be
addressed by WAMPAC.

The above issues should be studied through comprehensive analysis of various
applications and related advantages of WAMPAC. Based on implementing WAMPAC,
we need to apply novel and innovative controller and protection strategies for power
system which maintains system normal operation under different scenarios which may
occur. The use of intelligent and integrated smart controllers are necessary to detect
network change in topology and load and generation variations which are all related to
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the normal operation of power system. In other word, we need to find a solution for
controlling power system in a proper manner to avoid exceeding production cost, loosing
stability, voltage and frequency drop and so on. As a technical example, in case of adding
sustainable energy resource in any place of grid, the fast monitoring system should detect
this new power source and then the smart control and protection system should change
the production level as well as network topology in order to achieve all power system
requirements. In this case, it may comply removing costly production sources, changing
production control settings to maintain frequency and voltage considerations. The control
options in smart control method will be accomplished through switching strategies and by
changing the energy production level to keep the voltage and frequency to secure whole
power system or in a microgrid.

1.5 Original Contributions of the Dissertation
In this research a unique and novel hardware/software based Smart Grid test-bed
facility was developed in a laboratory environment as a testing environment to verify the
concepts developed in this dissertation. The developed system was the product of a
number of researchers at the Energy Systems Research Laboratory, Florida International
University. This hardware test-bed is capable of studying and developing real-time
automated power system network operation and control strategies which is the focus of
this dissertation. In addition the developed test-bed system was used as a platform to
study, test and implement grid connectivity issues of alternate energy sources and
validate power sharing and energy storage ideas. The developed system was achieved by
integrating of different hardware devices and emulators. The communication interfaces
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between these devices and their operation in a wide area network infrastructure. The size
of the presented system is significant enough reaching a 72 kW level of combined AC,
alternate generation and energy storage assets on the AC and DC sides of the system. The
real-time analysis capability of the developed system provides a platform for
investigation of the most challenging aspects of operating a real power system. This is
one of the main focuses of this dissertation.
In addition, an integrated wide area system in the laboratory-scale Smart Grid
test-bed, with capabilities for WAMS, WACS and WAPS, was developed for this
dissertation. The implementation of this system in the real-time software creates an
environment for studying and verifying the control and protection schemes for the AC
side of this power system. Verification experiments were developed and implemented on
the test-bed to verify the system performance and its capabilities.
This system was used for studying integrated wide area control and protection
system to monitor the system status for abnormalities such as over/under voltage,
overloads of equipment and any other conditions. In the implemented example, when the
loadings on a power system line increases, the relay would indicate that the system is in
moving condition to a fault situation prior to actual condition. This might be by
disconnecting that part of the system by available protection devices. Hence by setting
the protection relay under the settings of the physical relay, the control scheme can
retrieve the normal status by a proper control action. This case may be the changing of
system topology or power dispatching in a control center. Self healing strategies can
maintain the system continuous operation with appropriate control scheme. A
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contribution of this research is the development of a real-time platform to monitor,
control and protect the system by integrated design and implementation of WAMPAC.
The developed WAMPAC real-time system was used to monitor the real-time
system stability and security margin. This system investigates the appropriate indices,
formulate them and define their implementation on wide area monitoring and the test-bed
control center. These developments are presented in this dissertation to provide a
practical view of system stability and security margin using PMUs in wide area networks.
Furthermore, voltage stability indices were formulated and developed as well as
measured during the operation of the power system when load changes are taking place.
Testing these indices practically in real-time and in different circumstances provides the
new insight of stability issues which are accomplished in this research. A wide area
monitoring system with high data resolution rate is achieved so far in this thesis. This
system is designed to improve capabilities such as maintaining system normal operation
and take a proper remedial action when encountered by unexpected circumstances by
monitoring critical states in wide area system. Several examples are developed in this
dissertation to verify this aspect as a tool to be used by the system operator. As a result,
we created a novel infrastructure for the system operator to have proper knowledge and
visualization about the power system's current situation and the level of stability margins.
In addition a Virtual Protection System was developed and tested in the real-time
system control platform. Tools and procedures were developed in the system so that it
can be used for failures detection and apply the proper solutions on the power system.
Following a disturbance, one or more components overload and hence fail. The
equilibrium of the load flow will consequently change and the power will then be
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redistributed to other normal components and this makes additional load transfer to other
resources in the system automatically. Thus, a cascading failure is triggered by the
overload failures and it could cause network collapse resulting in a blackout. The PMUs
data can be used to follow the phase angle of each bus to detect the system failures which
may cause cascaded events. In this process, the developed procedures detect upcoming
faults by network data and analyze the network reaction to this outage. This is possible by
algorithms including state estimation, N-1 contingency, fault calculation, OPF, etc.
Therefore, in this dissertation the online calculation software was used to estimate system
states following any circumstances. An example was implemented on the test-bed and the
results were used to explain these new ideas.
The dissertation developed a new virtual protection system idea to use the realtime wide area protection system for applying adaptive online settings of protection
relays. The protection coordination settings in a large area network are completely
dependent on the topology and the system status which are varying frequently. For
example the application of distributed generation, whose generation depends on the
energy availability such as photovoltaic and wind power, may cause different operational
settings for relays connected to the same network. This system is capable to detect the
grid status and will run the protection coordination software to achieve proper settings for
the relays. Finally, the developed procedures will apply the new settings using the realtime software and communication networks to the selected system protection devices.
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In summary the contributions achieved in this dissertation are:
•

Developing a unique and novel hardware/software based Smart Grid testbed facility in a laboratory environment as a testing environment to verify
the concepts developed in this dissertation.

•

Developed real-time software environment for studying and verifying the
control and protection schemes for the AC side of the power system.

•

Developed and verified an integrated wide area system in the laboratoryscale Smart Grid test-bed, including capabilities for WAMS, WACS and
WAPS.

•

Tested and verified the system voltage stability and security margin using
PMUs in wide area networks.

•

Implemented and modified online system analysis including online load
flow, contingency (security) analysis and Optimal Power Flow in real-time
format

•

Developed a novel real-time energy management algorithm for mitigation
of heavy loads in hybrid microgrids

1.6 Organization of Dissertation
This dissertation is organized in nine chapters including this chapter which
introduces the general contribution of this dissertation.
Second chapter will review the power system operation and control in modern
networks and microgrids including hybrid AC and DC systems. It also discusses
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monitoring, control and protection aspects. Finally PMUs and their applications will be
introduced.
Chapter 3 is presents the smart power system laboratory and its components by
modeling, design parameters and procedures. This chapter also presents some test results
and verification for real-time system monitoring and control of this smart microgrid.
Chapter 4 of this thesis will focus on developing and implementing of PMUs in a
laboratory scale power system test-bed in digital form by using real-time analysis
software. At first the measurement techniques for phasors is presented. Then, a simplified
power system was implemented in order to test the real-time application of PMUs. This
system uses different DAQs to gather the voltage and current data and measure the power
system parameters such as the full voltage and current phasors, positive, negative and
zero sequence data as well as power and frequency of each component. In addition, the
industrial level setup of PMUs is introduced to apply same concept in real power system.
Chapter 5 explains the developed wide area monitoring and control strategies in
the smart grid test-bed. This chapter demonstrates the results of experiments for system
real-time monitoring technically and the control structure for system start-up and
continuous operation. In addition this chapter introduces the implemented virtual
protection system in the smart grid lab with detailed functions description and
experiments results for system protection in wide area scale. Also the applications of this
protection system are also discussed in this chapter.
Chapter 6 will introduce the architecture and design procedure of DC parts in
details and control of this hybrid AC/DC system in terms of operation and control with
experimental results.
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In chapter 7 of this dissertation explores the challenges and opportunities to
implement online system analysis capability in order to monitor the system security
indices. Therefore, the implemented hardware/software setup for monitoring and
analyzing system in real-time format is detailed in this dissertation using the online
results from the real-time software. Online load flow and contingency analysis results
aim to identify the proper security monitoring of the power system in a wide area which
is useful for most applications including system remedial actions. In addition this chapter
focuses on evaluating online voltage stability indices for an interconnected power system.
The voltage stability indices were measured during the operation of the power system
when the dynamic changes take places. The evaluation of the voltage stability was
performed by simulation and measurement of real-time data using Phasor Measurement
Units (PMUs). The evaluation of the dynamic voltage stability indices were performed by
creating dynamic load step change in both simulation and implementation at the
laboratory-scale power system. The developed simulation involved the modeling of
transmission line emulators with a pi network structure. The monitoring software was
developed and implemented for wide area control and monitoring system on the
laboratory power system test-bed.
Chapter 9 is presents the case study of system stability and security assessment in
presence of pulse loads which may affects the system stability. The storages distribution
is also studied by the simulation results for the test case. In addition, this chapter presents
a real-time energy management algorithm for mitigating of pulse loads in hybrid
microgrids and the effects of using battery storages in proper time in order to minimize
the cost and to mitigate the pulse loads adverse effects. In addition, in this chapter details
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of the developed real-time Optimal Power Flow (OPF) management system which is
implemented in the smart grid test-bed are presented. The online power system analysis
feature was developed to deploy real-time data in order to monitor system state with the
online optimal power flow. The developed software environment was made to monitor
the real-time data as a SCADA center. This real-time software has the capability to run
analysis software in engine mode and hence the system online analysis can be
implemented by real-time data monitoring speed. In this setup, the monitoring system
updates the SCADA system approximately every one second and then the analysis
software can update the data immediately and calculates the generations optimal power
sharing. Consequently, the developed procedures in this dissertation can analyze the
power system continuously in less than three seconds snapshots and return the real-time
calculation results.
Chapter 9 provides general discussion of the results and outcomes of this
dissertation as well as presenting some suggestion and recommendations for further
research and activities related to its topic.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF POWER SYSTEM OPERATION AND CONTROL

2.1 Modern Hybrid AC/DC Power System
Ideas related to smart grids operation and control are gaining significant interest
in the research community. So far the majority of this interest has been related to
implementation issues on the AC side. Fewer publications has concentrated issues related
to the implementation of the DC microgrid or Hybrid AC/DC microgrid. In this
dissertation, we concentrated on the whole AC/DC hybrid smart power system as well as
the building of a platform to implement many of the developed models for the future
power system.
Recent increased trends in the consumption of electric power clearly indicate that
there is a renewed demand for renewable and hence there will be an increased use of DC
power in the end-user equipment. Computers, TVs and other electronic-based apparatus
use low-voltage DC obtained by means of a single-phase rectifier followed by a DC
voltage regulator. In factories, the same input stage is used for process-control
equipment, while directly-fed AC machines are replaced by AC drives that include a twostage conversion process. Hence, DC distribution was proposed to address some of these
challenges to have highly reliable supply of power. These new DC systems utilize power
electronic based converters to convert AC sources to DC power and distribute the power
using DC lines. The converters convert DC power back to AC power at the load, when it
is needed. For motor type loads driven by adjustable speed drives, this conversion may
even not be needed, as the motor drives then can directly be interfaced with the DC grid.
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The power converters are the main components of these systems. The Hybrid system
proposed has advantages of being utilized for both DC and AC grids. This system
consists of DC generations (implemented on the testbed) as emulators for renewable
energy sources.
Renewable power resources are also safe, clean and abundant in nature. However,
due to the power fluctuation of renewable energy sources, voltage and frequency
deviations occur in islanded or remote area power systems whose ability to maintain
stable supply–demand balance to low levels. Therefore, it is necessary to control the
system frequency and voltage not only at the AC supply side but also on the DC
generation sides and interconnected points. Hence, in case of using the renewable energy
plants connected to the power system, the supply-side control has limitations. Therefore,
mutual cooperation of control with the demand side is required. This is because it is
difficult to maintain the power quality by only the supply-side control. From this
viewpoint, a smart grid, which maintains stable supply–demand balance by monitoring
the power information of the demand side, is necessary.
The electrical energy production from renewable sources is at DC (as is the case
for photovoltaic systems and fuel cells) or requires a similar two-stage conversion as case
of AC drives, e.g. variable-speed wind turbines and natural-gas micro-turbines. By using
DC for distribution systems it would thus be possible to skip one stage in the conversion
in all these cases, with consequent savings and higher reliability due to a decreased
number of components.
Moreover, the energy delivery at the DC side is characterized by lower losses and
voltage drops in the lines or cables.
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Figure 2.1: Typical Hybrid AC/DC Microgrid

A DC distribution system also allows direct connection of battery blocks for backup energy storage. The latter is often needed for avoiding supply interruptions in
hospitals or big office buildings or in industrial complexes with high power quality
demands and is presently implemented with Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS)
systems using two conversions (from AC to DC and back). A direct connection to a dc
network would thus save two conversions in this case increasing system efficiency.
The smart grid provides an excellent opportunity to manage the power quality and
security. The impact on power quality is taken into consideration from the viewpoint of
the generator side and a grid side and the demand side management. Various load
management and control strategies have been developed to make the power system
smarter. It is expected that smart technologies will lead to reduced investment in primary
equipment and it will increase the availability of power supply.
Currently, the smart AC grid is implemented by practical examples at the
industrial level. However, the DC smart grid is not implemented or proposed seriously
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except in the case of HVDC systems at the transmission level. The DC grid has the
following advantages compared to an AC grid:
•

Each power generator connected to the DC grid can easily be incorporated
because it controls only the DC bus voltage.

•

When the AC grid experiences an abnormal or fault conditions, the DC grid is
disconnected from the AC grid and then it is switched on for stand-alone
operation in which the generated power is supplied to the loads connected to the
DC grid.

•

The cost and loss of DC system can be reduced because only a single AC-gridconnected inverter unit is needed.

•

Distributed generators usually supply DC power. Therefore, the phase detection
like AC grid is not needed. Therefore, the cost and loss of the system can be
reduced.

•

Although the DC distribution line is required, the cost performance of DC houses,
hospitals and information centers are satisfactory.

However the DC grid has the following disadvantages compared to an AC grid.
•

Difficult to scale up voltage to reduce current.

•

It uses thick cables and short distances to reduce voltage losses.

•

The DC distribution is limited to a small short line length (km).

•

There are limited protection devices and coordination problem exist in the DC
systems.
Both DC and AC grids have advantages and disadvantages. For example, an AC

grid has advantages such as the cost of short and medium voltage level transmission
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lines. Therefore, the next-generation hybrid power system comprising both grids is
required.
Figure 2.1 shows the idea of having a DC bus in a DC distribution system. As it is
obvious, this kind of topology for each microgrid could be implemented. The advantages
of such DC bus are:
•

Islanded operation

•

Reduction of power converters number and their complexity

•

Increase in power quality for public network’s end users

•

Better integration of DG
Considering both configuration, the DC bus is the only connection common to all

converters and hence, the control system is based on the DC voltage value. The presence
of different supply sources makes it possible to integrate and optimize system
management with field bus systems. The control system must be robust and should keep
the DC voltage within the acceptable range. Renewable energy generators must supply all
the available power, if loads, network or storage systems absorb it.
Storage systems have to be recharged as soon as possible and need to be
discharged if necessary. For maintaining system load-generation balance, the AC/DC
interface converter has to absorb or deliver power from or to the network.
In this research, a smart microgrid, which has both AC and DC sides and is
integrated together, is proposed as an AC/DC hybrid power system. The proposed smart
grid consists of several sources with a generator-side converter, a grid-side inverter and
controllable loads.
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Figure 2.2: Comparison between AC and DC distribution systems

2.2 Power System Operation Limits
Power system operators are constantly monitoring the state of the transmission
grid and dispatching the output of generating units. On the other hand, operators are also
under considerable pressure to run the power system in the most economical manner.
This means producing or buying electrical energy to meet the demand at the lowest
possible cost and making many transactions feasible. These economic considerations
invariably put more stress on the transmission system because more power ends up being
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transmitted over longer distances. Balancing the grid for profit and preventing of
blackouts is thus the essence of operating a power system.
To resolve this conflict and help operators perform what is a complex technical
task, special rules have been developed for transmission utilities and operators which
should be followed at all times. However, the fundamental principle is to operate power
system in such a way that no credible contingency could trigger cascading outages or
another form of instability. This approach was chosen because all power systems are
routinely affected by unpredictable faults and failures such as lightning strikes on
transmission lines, mechanical failures in power plants, or fires in substations. Since
events of this nature are unavoidable and relatively frequent, all power systems should be
able to endure them without inconveniencing consumers. Avoiding blackouts and wide
scale consumer disconnections is possible only if the system is operated with a sufficient
security margin. There must be enough reserve generation capacity to make up for the
loss of a generating unit and enough transmission capacity to handle the power flows
displaced by the outage of a line. Note that it is always possible to dream-up a sequence
of unfortunate events that would bring any power system to its knees. Since securing the
system against all possible contingencies is clearly impossible, the fundamental principle
only calls for securing against all credible contingencies. It is typically assumed that the
probability of two or more independent faults or failures taking place simultaneously is
too low to be considered credible. Most security rules therefore call for the system to be
able to withstand the loss of any single component. When a power system satisfies this
criterion, it is said to be “N-1 secure” because it could lose any one of its N components
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and continue operating. Similarly, in a system that is “N-2 secure”, no consumer would
be disconnected even if two components were suddenly disconnected.
System Operating Limit (SOL) is defined as a value (such as MW, MVar,
Amperes, Frequency or Volts) that satisfies the most limiting of the prescribed operating
criteria for a specified system configuration to ensure operation within acceptable
reliability criteria. System Operating Limits are based upon certain operating criteria.
These include, but are not limited to:
•

Facility Ratings (Applicable pre- and post-contingency equipment or facility
ratings)

•

Transient Stability Ratings (Applicable pre- and post-contingency Stability
Limits)

•

Voltage Stability Ratings (Applicable pre- and post-contingency Voltage
Stability)

•

System Voltage Limits (Applicable pre- and post-contingency Voltage Limits)
In the planning stage, the determination of SOL follows specific procedure. In

order to apply reliability performance criteria or standard, all transmission lines facilities
should be within their thermal ratings and system should be stable transiently and
dynamically with adequate reactive margin to prevent post-transient voltage instability.
Required studies include power flow, transient stability and post-transient voltage
stability. In addition system should meet requirements for single contingencies and in
some cases double contingencies may be required. Study models should be based on the
most recent approved base cases available for the study time frame and conditions.
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By power flow calculations the performance of the system will be evaluated by
calculation of thermal capacity limits which should be kept under 100% of its continuous
rating under normal conditions. Following a single contingency or a credible double
contingency, no transmission element will be loaded above its emergency rating. In
addition, system voltage limits should be monitored by the system operators. Transient
stability studies should be performed for all contingencies provided, reviewed and
approved for the disturbances which will be initiated by a fault on the EHV bus adjacent
to the major interconnected point and then to the related power plant. Evaluating faults
should be cleared in accordance with the guidelines and also backup protection clearing
time for breaker operation should be provided as well.

2.3 Cascading Events and System Blackout
A disruption in one infrastructure causes failure in a component of another
infrastructure, causing a disruption in that one as well. This in turn may cause a failure in
a third infrastructure and so on. Thus, the failure cascades through the infrastructures like
a wave, sometimes revealing new interdependencies between seemingly independent
critical infrastructures. For example, a failure in the natural gas infrastructure might result
in a failure of a power generation unit, causing power blackouts.
Cascading failure is the usual mechanism for large blackouts of electric power
transmission systems. For example, long, intricate cascades of events caused the August
1996 blackout in Northwestern America (NERC [84]) that disconnected 30,390 MW of
power to 7.5 million customers [85]). An even more spectacular example is the August
2003 blackout in Northeastern America that disconnected 61,800 MW of power to an
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area spanning eight states and two provinces and containing 50 million people [86]. The
vital importance of the electrical infrastructure to society motivates the understanding and
analysis of large blackouts.
Power systems are complex systems that evolve over years in response to the
economic growth of the country and to continuously increasing power demand. In spite
of the reliability of these systems, there are widespread disturbances that have significant
cost to society. The average frequency of blackouts in the United States is about one
every 13 days [87]. This frequency has not changed over the last 30 years. Also the
probability distribution of blackout sizes has a power tail; this dependence indicates that
the probability of large blackouts is relatively high. Indeed, although large blackouts are
rarer than small blackouts, it can be argued that their higher societal cost makes the risk
of large blackouts comparable to or exceed the risk of small blackouts [87].
The operation of power transmission systems is studied from the perspective of
complex dynamics in which a diversity of opposing forces regulate both the maximum
capabilities of the system components and the loadings at which they operate. These
forces enter in a nonlinear manner and may cause an evolution process to be ultimately
responsible for the regulation of the system. This view of a power transmission system
considers not only the engineering and physical aspects of the power system, but also the
economic, regulatory and political responses to blackouts and increases in load power
demand. From this perspective, the search for the cause of the blackouts must not be
limited to the trigger of the blackout, which is normally a random event, but it must also
consider the dynamical state of the power transmission system. A detailed incorporation
of all these aspects of the dynamics into a single model is extremely complicated.
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Based on the blackout analysis, the operational conditions of a power system
could be classified as follows:
•

Normal condition, with fulfillment of the N-1 criterion and power flow limitation

•

Pre-emergency condition, involves the restoration of normal condition and
prevention of cascading emergency development.

•

Emergency condition, which begins with cascade process in wide area scale by
tripping of generators or transmission lines.

•

Frequency decline emergency, during which loss of thermal equipment stability is
likely to occur.
Collapse of a power system can be triggered by the following emergency

processes:
•

Dynamic stability loss at short-circuit occurrence

•

Dynamic stability loss at tripping a heavily loaded line

•

Static stability loss due to voltage decrease

•

Load node voltage drop avalanche

•

Out-of-step generator running

•

Accompanying voltage drop avalanche

•

Transmission voltage drop avalanche

•

Large-scale outage of generators due to overload at transmission voltage level

•

Multiple tripping of lines as a response of protection to the voltage drop

•

Multiple tripping of lines due to wire sagging and short-circuits

•

Large-scale outages of power plants due to sudden load rejection
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•

Large-scale outages of power plants due to stability loss of thermal equipment at
under-frequency emergency
Postmortem analysis and other investigative reports have concluded that the

power system must be provided with means and tools to avoid system-wide power failure
under extreme contingencies. The system deterioration starts with alarming of steadystate violations and gradually evolves to faster dynamic phenomena with the system
reacting quickly and defending itself with pre-determined protection schemes and relays
setup. The analysis of short-term/mid-term states must be considered. Angular transients,
voltage transient stability and security, frequency stability and small signal analysis tools
would certainly help to devise dynamic actions and reconfiguration strategies. The
process is expected to be highly automated and bounded by the latest communication
technology and PMU allocation strategies. The following issues should be considered as
part of any development plan to address catastrophic events:
•

Early detection and monitoring of system security indices

•

Analysis of critical real-time information to trigger the dynamic security
assessment process

•

Wide-area information, control and protection schemes

•

Deployment of control actions for dynamic adjustment and reconfiguration
In next section we will provide information to address new technologies for

avoiding blackouts and catastrophic events.
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2.4 Power System Monitoring with SCADA
The current necessity for more and more energy in all the industrial sectors brings
a variety of challenges for engineers involved in power system control. The requirements
of a proper power system operation cannot be accomplished without a supervisory
control and data acquisition system (SCADA). The main objective in power systems is
maintaining the balance between power generation and production, assuring the
reliability of the system. This purpose is becoming harder to achieve hence to the new
renewable power sources that bring new uncertainties and parameters’ variations into the
power grid. Considering these aspects, the importance of monitoring systems is obvious.
The SCADA system supervises controls, optimizes and manages generation and
transmission systems. The main component of these systems are RTUs (Remote Terminal
Units) that collect data automatically and are connected directly to sensors, meters,
loggers or process equipment. They are located near the monitored process and they
transfer data to the controller unit when requested. They often include integral software,
data logging capabilities, a real-time clock (RTC) and a battery backup. Most of the
RTUs are time redundant. These devices are complete remote terminal units that contain
all of the transceivers, encoders and processors needed for proper functioning in the event
that a primary RTU stops working. Meter readings and equipment status reports can also
be performed by PLCs (Programmable Logic Controllers).
A SCADA control center performs centralized monitoring and control for field
sites over long-distance communications networks, including monitoring alarms and
processing status data. Based on information received from remote stations, automated or
operator-driven supervisory commands can be pushed to remote station control devices,
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which are often referred to as field devices. Field devices control local operations such as
opening and closing valves and breakers, collecting data from sensor systems and
monitoring the local environment for alarm conditions, [88]. Although SCADA is a
widely used application in most industries, requirements within the electric utility
industry for remote control of substations and generation facilities have probably been the
driving force for modern SCADA systems.
The control center contains the SCADA Server (MTU) and the communications
routers. Other control center components include the human machine interface (HMI),
engineering workstations and the data historian, which are all connected by a LAN. The
control center collects and logs information gathered by the field sites, displays
information to the HMI and may generate actions based upon detected events. The
control center is also responsible for centralized alarming, trend analyses and reporting.
Field sites are often equipped with a remote access capability to allow field operators to
perform remote diagnostics and repairs usually over a separate dial up modem or WAN
connection. Standard and proprietary communication protocols running over serial
communications are used to transport information between the control center and field
sites using telemetry techniques such as telephone line, cable, fiber and radio frequency
such as broadcast, microwave and satellite. The communication architectures are
different depending on the implementation.
SCADA supervises the status or the changes of breakers, connectors and
protective relays; induces of charged/uncharged status of lines and buses; supervises
active/reactive power against operational/emergency limit; judges network faults.
SCADA systems include several functions: State estimation and scheduling function
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estimates most likely numerical data set to represent current network. Load forecasting
function anticipates hourly total loads for a few days ahead based on the weather forecast,
type of the day, etc. utilizing historical data about weather and load. Power flow control
function supports operators to provide effective power flow control by evaluating
network reliability, considering anticipated total load, network configuration, load flow
and contingencies. Data maintenance function enables operator to modify the database of
power device status and network topology by defining parameters. Voltage/reliability
monitoring function monitors present voltage reliability and transient stability and
predicts future status some hours ahead.

2.5 Wide Area Monitoring, Control and Protection
The conventional power system monitoring, protection and control system are
based on local measurements. However, it is quite difficult to maintain the stability and
security of the system on the whole, if only local measurements are utilized in the
monitoring, protection and control schemes. One promising way is to provide a system
wide protection and control, complementary to the conventional local protection strategy.
While it is not possible to predict or prevent all contingencies that may lead to power
system collapse, a wide-area monitoring and control system that provides a reliable
security prediction and optimized coordinated action is able to mitigate or prevent large
area disturbances. The main tasks, which can be accomplished through wide-area based
monitoring and control system, are early recognition of large and small scale instabilities,
increased power system availability through well coordinated control actions, operation
closer to the limit through flexible relaying schemes, fewer load shedding events and
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minimization of the amount of load shedding. The main disadvantage of the present
conventional methods of system monitoring is the inappropriate system dynamic view, or
the uncoordinated local actions, like those in decentralized protection devices. Solution to
the above can be achieved through dynamic measurement system using synchronized
phasor measurement units. A system comprising synchronized phasor measurements and
performing the tasks of stability assessment with adaptive relaying is called a Wide-Area
Monitoring, Protection and Control (WAMPAC) system [89].
Today, the application of synchronized phasor measurements is limited to the data
collection for post event analysis and limited system monitoring. System wide area
protection and control schemes have not been broadly applied by fast data acquisition
from PMUs. Power System researchers are actively developing new applications of this
technology, which can be generally categorized into wide area monitoring, control and
protection. Therefore, the long-term development of wide area monitoring system is
moving to utilization of the synchronized phasor data for real-time network protection
and control. Figure 2.2 is an example of an achievable overview for wide area
monitoring, protection and control. Here the PMU serves not only as a data acquisition
system, but also as a wide area protection and control device. The PMU can provide local
management of system functions like over/under-frequency or over/under-voltage, load
shedding, overload protection, etc. In addition, the recent findings on system operation
functions that can be managed locally with or without system operation permission can
also be implemented by PMUs. Data that are sent to the PDCs can be utilized for specific
system applications like state estimation (state measurement if the data are adequate) and
voltage stability. Power flows can be monitored for system congestion. Data from
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terminals of the same line can be used for line thermal monitoring and power swing
detection using fast data transferring capability with small latency. Applications can
provide feedback control and protective actions through the PMU’s or SCADA. The
WAMPAC may also serve as backup to SCADA/EMS and may eventually merge with or
replace it.
Researchers have shown numbers of examples of synchrophasors being used in
the visualization, analysis and control of large power systems. As experience in this
technology grows, more applications will be forthcoming:
•

The visualization of power system conditions and dynamics is improved by the
use of time-synchronized measurements. Operators with better information will
make better decisions to maintain or achieve stable conditions.

•

As power systems expand, dynamic conditions will arise that are beyond the
ability of static tools to examine or determine appropriate corrective actions.
Synchronized measurements, available at high message rates, provide an
improved tool to determine system dynamic operating conditions.

•

Both manual and automatic control systems can be improved by the application of
synchrophasors. Real-time processing, either in relays or a vector processor, can
take high-speed control action to maintain system stability.

•

New methods have been developed for the stability assessment of transmission
systems using measurements at either end of the transmission line.

•

Enhancement in identification and prediction of system events and location of the
disturbance(s) for real-time action.
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•

Enhancement of decision and action making need to be undertaken to arrest the
degradation of the system state, assure a safe return to the secure state and return
to economical operating state.

2.6 Phasor Measurements Units
Synchronized phasor measurements (synchrophasors) provide a new method for
improved visualization of system conditions and even wide-area-based control. The
availability of streaming data in a standard format improves supervisory control and data
acquisition (SCADA) data quality and provides automatic checks of state estimation
calculations.
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Figure 2.3: Wide Area Monitoring, Protection and Control System (WAMPAC)

The PMUs manufactured by different manufacturers differ from each other in
many important aspects. It is therefore difficult to discuss the PMU hardware
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configuration in a way which is universally applicable. However, it is possible to discuss
a generic PMU, which will capture the essence of its principal components. Figure 2.3 is
based upon the configuration of the first PMUs built at Virginia Tech [90]. Remember
that PMUs evolved out of the development of the “symmetrical component distance
relay”. Consequently the structure shown in this figure parallels that of a computer relay.
The analog inputs are currents and voltages obtained from the transformers. All three
phase currents and voltages are used so that positive-sequence measurement can be
carried out. In contrast to a relay, a PMU may have currents in several feeders originating
in the substation and voltages belonging to various buses in the substation.

Wide Area
Monitoring
System

GPS
Receiver

Time

One Pulse per Second
Measurement Signals

Phase-Locked
oscillator

Anti-aliasing
filters

A/D
convertor

Ethernet

Phase
Microprocessor

Figure 2.4: Major elements of the modern PMU [90]

The current and voltage signals are converted to voltages with appropriate shunts
or instrument transformers (typically within the range of ±10 volts) so that they are
matched with the requirements of the analog-to-digital converters.
The sampling rate chosen for the sampling process dictates the frequency
response of the anti-aliasing filters. In most cases, these are analog-type filters with a cutoff frequency less than half of the sampling frequency in order to satisfy the Nyquist
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criterion. As in many relay designs one may use a high sampling rate (called
oversampling) with corresponding high cut-off frequency of the analog anti-aliasing
filters. This step is then followed by a digital ‘decimation filter’ which converts the
sampled data to a lower sampling rate, thus providing a ‘digital anti-aliasing filter’
concatenated with the analog anti-aliasing filters. The advantage of such a scheme is that
the effective anti-aliasing filters made up of an analog front end and a digital decimation
filter are far more stable as far as aging and temperature variations are concerned. This
ensures that all the analog signals have the same phase shift and attenuation, thus
assuring that the phase angle differences and relative magnitudes of the different signals
are unchanged. The sampling clock is phase-locked with the GPS clock pulse. Sampling
rates have been going up steadily over the years – starting with a rate of 12 samples per
cycle of the nominal power frequency in the first PMUs to as high as 96 or 128 samples
per cycle in more modern devices, as faster analog-to-digital converters and
microprocessors have become commonplace.
The most common use of the GPS system is in determining the coordinates of the
receiver; although for the PMUs the signal which is most important is the one pulse persecond. This pulse as received by any receiver on earth is coincident with all other
received pulses to within 1 microsecond. In practice much better accuracies of
synchronization of the order of a few hundred nanoseconds have been realized.
The PMUs are installed in power system substations. The selection of substations
where these installations take place depends upon the use to be made of the
measurements they provide. The optimal placement of PMUs will be considered in some
of the following chapters which discuss some of the applications of phasor
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measurements. In most applications, the phasor data is used at locations remote from the
PMUs. Thus an architecture involving PMUs, communication links and data
concentrators must exist in order to realize the full benefit of the PMU measurement
system. A generally accepted architecture of such a system is shown in figure 2.4.
The PMUs are situated in power system substations and provide measurements of
time-stamped positive-sequence voltages and currents of all monitored buses and feeders
(as well as frequency and rate of change of frequency). The measurements are stored in
local data storage devices, which can be accessed from remote locations for post-mortem
or diagnostic purposes. The local storage capacity is necessarily limited and the stored
data belonging to an interesting power system event must be flagged for permanent
storage so that it is not overwritten when the local storage capacity is exhausted. The
phasor data is also available for real-time applications in a steady stream as soon as the
measurements are made. There may well be some local application tasks which require
PMU data, in which case it can be made available locally for such tasks. However, the
main use of the real-time data is at a higher level where data from several PMUs is
available.
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Data
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PMU

Substation A

Data
Concentrator
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PMU

PMU

Substation B

Data
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Figure 2.5: Phasor measurement systems and levels of phasor data concentrators
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The devices at next level of the hierarchy are commonly known as “phasor data
concentrators” (PDCs). Typical function of the PDCs is to gather data from several
PMUs, reject bad data, align the time–stamps and create a coherent record of
simultaneously recorded data from a wider part of the power system. There are local
storage facilities in the PDCs, as well as application functions which need the PMU data
available at the PDC. This can be made available by the PDCs to the local applications in
real-time. Clearly, the communication and data management delays at the PDCs will
create greater latency in the real-time data, but all practical experience shows that this is
not unmanageable. The question of data latency will be further considered when
applications are discussed in later section.
For power system application, the common time frame is independent of the
location of the measuring device. So, the phasor measurement considerably reduces the
amount of analogue data of the power system to key characteristics of most interest to the
power system operator. PMU devices are now installed all over the world to gather GPS
time synchronized phasor information. Some major applications of PMU in power system
are [91]:
•

Automation of the power system in smart grids.

•

Detecting isolated networks and preventing total system blackout.

•

Load management and other load control techniques such as demand response
mechanisms to maintain power system stability.

•

Increase the reliability of the power system by fast detection of faults, isolation of
healthy system and the prevention of power outages.
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•

Increase power quality by precise analysis and automated correction of power
sources of system.

•

Wide area measurement, protection and control, in whole area of regional
transmission networks and local distribution grids.
Figure 2.5 shows the conceptual diagram of a power system with PMUs available

in important buses in different areas.

2.7 Applications of PMUs in Power System
Given a simplified power system model with application of PMUs in both buses
is shown in figure 2.6. The left side bus is assumed to be sending end and then the power
flow in the line will be from left bus to right bus. Without losing generality, this is just for
simplicity in formulation of real-time parameters and one can consider the right bus as a
sending end in any other situation.
If we neglect the parallel admittance of transmission line, Y, the transmitted
active power, P and reactive power, Q, can be expressed by Eqs. 2.1 and 2.2,
respectively.

X 
R

P =  (Vs cos(δ s − δ r ) −Vr ) 2
+ (Vs sin(δ s − δ r ) −Vr ) 2
 ×Vr
2
R + X2 
R +X


(2.1)

R 
X

Q =  (Vs cos(δs − δr ) − Vr ) 2
− (Vs sin(δs − δr ) − Vr ) 2
 ×Vr
2
R + X2 
R +X


(2.2)
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Figure 2.6: Conceptual diagram of a power system with PMUs

Figure 2.7: Two bus system with PMUs

In other example, PMUs deployed at both ends of a transmission line and
measuring both currents and voltages facilitate online tracking of line parameters.
Technically, we can calculate the line parameters by having all voltage and current data
of both terminals. For this purpose we have Eq. 2.3 as voltage and current transfer matrix
for nominal PI line model. Solving this equation for Z and Y leads to equations 2.4 and
2.5, which present line parameters according to measurement of voltages and currents in
both sides of the line. In real-time calculation, this can provide real-time monitoring of
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line parameters to detect possible line faults, seasonal line condition and temperature
changes as well as loading of transmission lines [92], [93].

Figure 2.8: PI-Line Model
YZ
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 × Vr ∠ δ r 
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(Vs ∠ δ s ) 2 − (Vr ∠ δ r ) 2
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Y =2

(2.3)

(2.4)

( Is∠θs ) − ( Ir∠θr )
(Vs∠δs ) + (Vr∠δr )

(2.5)

By decoupling real and imaginary parts of Z and Y, the resistive and reactance
parts of the series impedance and capacitance and conductance part of the parallel
impedance are captured in real-time format. This would be a great idea to calculate line
parameters for realistic power line without measuring them directly, because most of the
system studies like power flow, short circuit, contingency, long term transients etc, need
line PI model parameters for analysis of power system.
Stability is one of the factors that play a significant role in modern power system
operation. The instability conditions may have seen by system voltage and frequency
quantity in online form. The phase angle differences across different nodes are measure
of system proximity to instability. Real-time monitoring of phase angle by distributed
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PMUs around the grid is required to apply corrective control actions for stabilization of
large power system [94].
Online voltage stability index (VSI) is proposed in [95]. This index can be
calculated in real-time and predicts the power system steady-state voltage stability limit.
The method to calculate this index starts by deriving three maximum transferrable powers
including active, reactive and apparent power for each branch. So, the receiving end side
voltage can be calculated from equations 1 and 2 and is presented in equation 2.6.
Vs 2
Vs 4
− (QX + PR ) ±
− (QX + PR )Vs 2 − ( PX − QR ) 2
2
4

Vr =

(2.6)

The maximum transferable power Smax through the transmission line has been
achieved when the internal root phrase equals to zero [94]. There is only one possible
solution for Vs and the receiving end voltage, Vr, is at the marginally stable operating
point. The maximum transferred active power, Pmax, maximum transmitted reactive
power, Qmax and the maximum transferable power, Smax, can be calculated by equations
2.8 and 2.9 where ϕ = arctan(

Q )
2
2
P and Z = R + X and all right side parameters

are assumed to be constant. These equations can be simplified by assuming high X to R
ratio [96].
Vs 4
2
2
− ( QX + PR )Vs − ( PX − QR ) = 0
4

(2.7)

QR Vs2 R | Z | Vs Vs2 − 4QX
P
=
−
+
max
X
2X 2
2X 2

(2.8)

Q

max

=

PX Vs 2 X | Z | Vs Vs 2 − 4 PR
−
+
R
2R2
2R2
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(2.9)

S

max

=

Vs 2 [| Z | − ( X × sin ϕ + R × cos ϕ ) ]
2 ( X × cos(ϕ ) − R × sin(ϕ )) 2

(2.10)

Therefore, according to these relations, the total Voltage stability Index (VSI) can be
calculated as [97]:
−P Q
−Q S
− S
 P

VSI = min  max
, max
, max

Q
S
 Pmax
max
max 


(2.11)

Smaller values of VSI indicate that the receiving end bus is close to its voltage
stability margin and less power transferring margin is left and in its margin the VSI will
be equal zero.
Based on PMUs, different types of wide area protection, emergency control and
optimization systems can be designed. Synchrophasors provide an appropriate
measurement for real-time wide area control and protection. Using modern
communication protocols according C37.118, the measured data can be sent long
distance to a control center between one and two or more cycles [91]. Phase angle
difference between buses is considered for indicating power flow direction and topology
changes that requires control actions.
Wide area protection system, may act upon transmission congestion, risky
transient stability conditions, voltage and frequency degradation and thermal overloading.
In order to implement an effective and intelligent protection system for the widespread
power system condition, it is essential that a real-time and fast wide data collection
system be available. This system can use PMUs to implement smarter and intelligent
protection scheme over a wide area and as a backup supervision system for the existing
SCADA system. This protection scheme may have different architecture, multilayered
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design and compatible by existing protection system to act in extensive system events.
One application may be loss of synchronism that leads to a blackout of a part or whole
power system. If proper actions are taken appropriately, the system could be protected
from instability of a sub-network in first swing cycles and hence it prevents to complete
grid frequency and voltage instability. In this situation, fault could not permeate by
cascade events which cause whole system blackout or even an area outage. Figure 2.8
shows the concept of different protection schemes in different operation time scale versus
the area which they are applicable. As it is obvious, the PMU is applicable for long-term
wide area events protection as well as local and fast protection action.
Distance
Wide
Area

SCADA / EMS

PMUs Protection
Local
Area

Zonal Protection
Back up Protection
Fast Relays
Main Protection

Local
Point

0

msec

sec

minute

Time

Figure 2.9: Time-Area Diagram of Different Protection Scheme
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CHAPTER 3
DEVELOPMENT OF SMART POWER SYSTEM TEST-BED

The smart grid is a power system that requires real-time communication and
control between the consumer and utility allowing suppliers to optimize a consumer’s
energy usage based on environmental and price preferences. The smart grid operators
need to create a test-bed which provides a structure that allows components and
configurations to be tested in a flexible and dynamic way, enabling researchers to
simulate real network conditions and study specific situations. Simulating different
energy flows or fault conditions will help to understand which components to use and
what choices to make to ensure the greatest accuracy possible when managing power
grids. In addition the smart grid platform is required to integrate disparate applications
and systems for real-time data flow and management. Using the specially designed
laboratory, engineers will now be able to answer key questions such as how to determine
the exact configuration of a system, what are the renewable energy interconnection issues
and which is the proper way to design protection system and the tripping logic? How can
we increase the reliability of an electricity network, How to test the behavior of a
communication device in the distribution network?
Smart Grid fundamentals include definitions, architecture, formulation of
performance requirements, discussion of development of analytical and decision support
tools, as well as renewable energy resources. The design of such a grid will be based on
cross boundaries of knowledge in communication theory, optimization, control, social
and environmental constraints as well as dynamic optimization techniques [99].
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International standards such as IEC 61850 and 61968, define the overall
architecture of a Smart Grid and its characteristics can be summarized as follows [100]:
•

Self-healing by detecting and instantly responding to system problems and
restoring

•

Provision of high power quality to all consumers and industrial customers

•

Accommodating a wide variety of generation options in local and regional
scale

•

Empowerment of the customer by allowing energy management

•

Tolerance of attack by standing resilient to physical and cyber attacks

•

Optimizing assets and operating efficiency

The advancement of the research and curriculum is necessary for preparing
engineers to advance their skills in the new highly technical environment. This will
require increased focus on coupling of power systems with communication systems,
information technology, control technologies and embedded system. While many smart
grid topics have been identified in the literature, the following are some illustrations of
the topics that have not received adequate attention in the education so far and yet they
are essential in understanding and implementing the smart grid developments [101]:
•

Phasor measurements units and their application in power systems for improved
monitoring, protection and control

•

Integration of distributed sources including renewable resources (wind, solar,
geothermal, etc) in power generation and their fully control structure

•

The concept of digital protection in new protective digital relaying, monitoring,
control, power quality and asset management applications
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•

Intelligent protection schemes and their application in detecting, mitigating and
preventing cascading outages, islanding situation and total grid blackout
occurrences

•

Impact of Plug-In Hybrid Electric Vehicles (PHEVs) and Electric Battery vehicles
(EBVs) on electricity and transportation infrastructure

•

Multifunctional uses of smart meters for revenue metering, demand side
management, outage management and load control

•

Integration of Hybrid AC-DC systems in creating new micro grid solutions for
residential and industrial applications

•

Enhancement of energy efficiency by the technologies that allow implementation
of highly efficient and economical affordable solutions for the Smart Grid

•

Green House Gas (GHG) emissions and means of lowering carbon footprint of the
Smart grid solutions
The Energy System Research Laboratory at Florida International University is

working on constructing and implementing of a small-scale power system test-bed which
has different capabilities for experimental research and educational purposes. This setup
uses laboratory scale of power system components in order to model the realistic
behavior of a large power system. By having this type of power system, engineers and
researchers are capable to implement their own idea about power system phenomenon in
a practical way. It would be an excellent base not only for innovative research ideas, but
also for teaching power system engineering concepts to students who are interested to get
an overall idea of power system operation and the continual insertion of renewable
resources.
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3.1 Hardware Employed on the Test Bed
The Test-bed power system grid in the Energy Systems Research Laboratory is
being developed for different applications, as well as Smart Grid operation study of a
power system. Most of the power system laboratories have some power system elements
available for education and experimental tests and they don’t provide the integrated
power system test-bed for studying on interconnection, control and protection issues.
Mostly, they use software emulation through Real-Time Digital Power System
Simulators (RTDS). To our knowledge this is the first effort of its kind of involving both
hardware and software interactions. The objective of this work is to integrate all power
system components together for architecture more realistic laboratory scale power system
for research and education purpose. All the equipment used for this test-bed setup will be
discussed and illustrated in the following sections with their control and communication
capabilities.
3.1.1 Generation Station Model
The generators used in the test bed are 13.8 KVA and 10.4 KVA, at 60 Hz, 230 V,
1800 RPM synchronous machine. The prime mover of these generators is coupled to one
of available motors (AC 230V: 1, 2, 3 and 4 HP; DC 180V 2 HP), which is derived by
different frequency drives. All the generators are equipped with an Automatic Voltage
Regulator (AVR) in order to maintain an output voltage magnitude.
The AVR model (SX460) is a half-wave phase-controlled thyristor type
Automatic Voltage Regulator and forms part of excitation system for brush-less
generators. In addition to regulating the generator voltage, the AVR circuitry includes
under-speed and sensing loss protection features. Excitation power is derived directly
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from the generator terminals. Positive voltage build up from residual levels is ensured by
the use of efficient semiconductors in the power circuitry of the AVR. The AVR is linked
with the main stator windings and the exciter field windings to provide closed loop
control of the output voltage with load regulation of ±1.5%. For control purposes, the
only way to adjust the AVR output is to adjust its controller parameters by available
potentiometers on this module. Hence, the output voltage of generators should be
maintained by applying offline parameter settings.
The Frequency Drive is a Lenze AC Tech SMVector Series, which can be used
with 3-phase AC induction motors rated from 1/3 HP up to 25HP (0.25 - 18.5 kW) on
voltages from 120V single-phase to 600 V three-phase. Programmable digital and analog
I/O allows the drive to be configured for many application specific tasks such as multiple
preset speeds, electronic braking and motor jogging. Like all AC drives, they use Electric
Programming Module (EPM) memory technology for fast and efficient programming.
There are three ways to program the EPM: 1) use the intuitive SMVector integrated
keypad, 2) program in a Microsoft Windows environment with Techlink, or 3) use with
the lightweight portable EPM programmer. For implementing a smart grid with control,
method two has been used in order to control the frequency and change the output active
power of generators. The used control modes of this drive are:
•

Vector Speed (for single-motor applications requiring higher starting torque and
speed regulation)

•

Vector Torque (for single-motor applications requiring torque control independent
of speed)
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Figure 3.1 shows the generator station and its components. Figure 3.2 shows the
implemented wireless remote control technique of generator frequency controllers. The
generators parameters have been presented in Table 3.1.

Synchronous Generator and
Coupling Belt

Generation Station

Frequency Drive

Prime Mover Motors
AVR Module
Figure 3.1: Generation station and its components

Figure 3.2: Wireless remote control of generators
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Figure 3.3: Overall schematic of a generator station and its measurements, communication and controller components

3.1.2 Transmission Line Model
All transmission lines were designed for emulating different lengths of typical πmodel, in which every line has its own parameters. These are series inductor (which has
an internal resistance) and two parallel capacitors (with internal resistor) for both sides in
each phase as shown in figure 3.4 with single line diagram and one of developed boxes.
In the case of fault or other type of event such as over-load, all lines are protected by
fuses in order to prevent damaging hardware components in the test-bed setup.
The line components are designed for 250-Vll, 15-A current per phase. The power
transferring capacity for the three phase system in nominal voltage (120-V line to
ground) is 5.4-kVA. The line designs allow for a five wire connection (three-phases,
neutral and ground). The line parameters have been chosen in a way to scale down the
emulation of real transmission line ( i .e. X R >> 1) and they are presented in Table 3.2.
The developed test-bed is designed to represent a transmission system according to the
selection of the pi-models emulating transmission lines as well as the ring configuration.
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However, this test-bed can be easily prepared to represent the distribution system by
modifying the configuration and selecting the proper distribution line model.
Table 3.1: Synchronous Generators Parameters
Parameter Name

G1, G3

G2, G4

Apparent Power

13.8 kVA

10.4 kVA

Nominal Voltage

230 V

230 V

0.8

0.8

0.005625 s

0.004 s

Stator Leakage Reactance (xl)

0.09 pu

0.09 pu

d-axis Synchronous Reactance (Xd)
q-axis Synchronous Reactance (Xq)
d-axis Transient Time Constant (Td’)
d-axis Transient Reactance (Xd’)
d-axis Subtransient Time Constant (Td”)
q-axis Subtransient Time Constant (Tq”)
d-axis Transient Reactance (Xd”)
q-axis Transient Reactance (Xq”)

2.21 pu
1.1 pu
0.014 s
0.23 pu
0.0035s
0.05 s
0.14 pu
0.25 pu

2.248 pu
1.117 pu
0.012 s
0.23 pu
0.003 s
0.05 s
0.144 pu
0.258 pu

Nominal Power Factor
Acc. Time Constant

3.1.3 Bus Model
For switching and measurement purposes, special boxes were built to implement
the bus model. Fig. 3.5 shows the design of one of the buses. This general design has
three sets of three-phase inputs and outputs. Hence, we can connect an input to three
different branches. Each input/output has a 530-V, 25-A solid-state relay, whose
switching can be controlled by a 3-32 V dc voltage. This voltage can be applied by Data
Acquisition Systems (DAQs) digital output and a computer controller. Each phase has its
own Potential Transformer (PT) and Current Transformer (CT). The voltage and current
ratios for the PT and CT are 20:1 and 3:1, respectively. The PTs are connected between
phases and ground, so they can present line to ground voltage. The secondary side of
these CTs and PTs are connected to communication terminal and then to the DAQs.
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Therefore, the real-time controller can switch any branch according to the overall system
strategy and real-time monitored voltage and current data.
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Figure 3.4: Single line diagram and developed box for power transmission line π-model with fuse protection
Table 3.2: Transmission Line Parameters

Parameter
Name
Line 0170
Line 0250
Line 0510
Line 0520
Line 0530
Line 0540
Line 0550
Line 0560

Maximum
Current
15 A
15 A
15 A
15 A
15 A
15 A
15 A
15 A

Resistance

Reactance

Suseptance

0.417 Ω
2.831 Ω
0.15 Ω
0.18 Ω
0.14 Ω
0.15 Ω
0.14 Ω
0.16 Ω

1. 264 Ω
4.231 Ω
1.46 Ω
1.43 Ω
1.2 Ω
1.29 Ω
1.63 Ω
1.4 Ω

3200 µS
4350 µS
2558 µS
2571 µS
2581 µS
2574 µS
2590 µS
2582 µS

N
R
Three Phase
Solid State
Relay

Ia
Ib
Ic

Va

S
T

Switch
Control

Vb
Vc

DAQ

Ethernet
LAN

Real-Time
Software

Figure 3.5: Implemented Bus Model with communication capability
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3.1.4 Load Model
Different load models were designed for the hardware smart grid test-bed. One of
the passive loads built has a switching capacity of 10 levels parallel of resistive loads
from 300-W to 3-kW power in steps of 300-W at a nominal voltage [2×72-Ω+4×144-Ω
in each phase] that can be switched by the controller software to emulate various load
patterns. Induction motors are used as dynamic load models. These loads have large
reactive power demand and are coupled to variable mechanical load connected on their
shaft. A real-time controllable load was also developed to control motors loading.
For studying system performance, the load level can be set by changing the
reference signal. This type of load control makes the implementation of the smart grid
concept in hardware more realistic and achievable. The motor load emulator system is
shown in figure 3.6. As shown in this figure, this system consists of a 250-W induction
machine, operating as an induction motor load, a 250-W dc machine, operating as a
separately excited DC generator, a resistive load connected to the DC generator, an IGBT
switching circuit for controlling the field of the DC generator and finally a freewheeling
diode for circulating the field current when the IGBT is open. An anti-windup PI
controller provides the proper duty cycle for the IGBT operation. This duty cycle is
applied to the IGBT via the Gate block which converts the duty cycle to the appropriate
gating signals. The real-time controller is used to change load level according to system's
overall status and implement the strategies such as load shedding and load side
management. Performance of the system is exhibited in figure 3.7. The reference load
pattern consists of 4 steps of [90, 250, 150, 200] Watts, with the step length of 1 sec. This
pattern is fed into the control system as the reference. The output duty cycle provided by
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the PI controller is presented. Also, the reference power, Pref and actual power, P(t),
profiles have been shown together. Comparing these curves verifies the validity of the
developed motor load emulator. As can be seen, the system can respond to the inputs in a
range of almost 80 W (no-load power) to 250 W (rated power). It is witnessed that, the
system is stable and the output follows the reference both fast and accurately. System
output settles in less than 0.5 sec which is a satisfactory response time for a mechanical
system.
ia
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grid
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Figure 3.6: Motor load emulator model
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Figure 3.7: Motor load emulator model
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3.1.5 Synchronizer Model
Synchronizers assure that a generator attempting to connect in parallel with the
electric system can do so without causing an electrical disturbance to the equipment
connected to the same system. In addition, the synchronizer assures that the generator
attempting to connect in parallel with the system will not be damaged due to an improper
parallel action. Hence, the synchronizer model shown in figure 3.8 was developed. Each
relay has PTs available on both sides for voltage measurements. The software
environment of the synchronizer controller checks the synchronizer conditions. The left
side is used for the generator side parameters and the right side is used for the system side
parameters. These conditions are shown below:

| Vright − Vleft |< 3V

(3.1)

| f right − f left |< 0.1Hz

(3.2)

| ∠VR−right − ∠VR−left |< 2 deg

(3.3)

| ∠VRS−right − ∠VRS−left |< 5deg

(3.4)

where Vright and Vleft are the voltages of right and left sides of synchronizer, fright and fleft
are the frequencies measured in voltage waveform for the right and the left side of the
synchronizer, respectively. Figure 3.9 shows the synchronization algorithm flowchart
developed as part of the real-time software.
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Figure 3.8: Synchronizer bus model with both side measurements
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Figure 3.9: Flowchart algorithm of the synchronizer developed in real-time software

3.2 Real-Time System Monitoring and Control Platform
3.2.1 Data Acquisition Devices
There are several operating systems that have been implemented at power system
laboratories; Programmable Logic Controller (PLC), Real-time Digital Simulator (RTDS)
and Data Acquisition Devices (DAQ). The laboratory power system setup along with all
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related hardware was designed to use DAQs as real-time module. Using different DAQ
types, the monitoring and control of all system components is possible. The main
elements include several USB type (32 analog inputs, 16-bit; 1.25 MS/s single-channel
and 4 analog outputs, 48 digital I/O; two 32-bit counters), PCI type (1.25 MS/s, 12-Bit,
64-Analog-Input Multifunction DAQ) and Wireless type (Isolated Wireless Voltage
Input: 16-Ch, 16-Bit, 250 kS/s). Finally, the compact-DAQ was also used to extend the
reach of high-speed data acquisition to remote electrical measurement and controlling
them from across the lab through Ethernet and computer connection. Figure 3.10
demonstrates the DAQs types and their connection to the Ethernet/LAN environment.
Hence, all the computers connected to the same LAN can run real-time software in order
to monitor and control the power system.
Compact
DAQ

Power System

LAN
Wireless
Ethernet
/LAN

DAQ
USB
LAN

DAQ

LAN

PCI-DAQ

Monitoring &

Figure 3.10: Different types of DAQs and their connection to the Ethernet/LAN

3.2.2 Real Time LabVIEW Software
LabVIEW graphical system design software has been selected because of its ease
of use and seamless integration with NI DAQ hardware. LabVIEW is a graphical
programming tool for test, measurement and automation and is widely used as a virtual
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instrumentation tool. It allows users to develop sophisticated measurement, test and
control systems using intuitive graphical icons and wires that resemble a flowchart. One
of the major advantages of LabVIEW, apart from being simple to use, is the ability to
work with a number of hardware interfaces using real world analog and digital signals.
LabVIEW programs work as simulation or data acquisition applications depending on the
requirement using custom built hardware from National Instruments. This consists of two
windows, a block diagram window where the actual graphical code is written and the
front panel where the output can be visualized. The manner in which LabVIEW works, it
ties the creation of user interfaces (called front panels) into the development cycle. The
programs/subroutines are called virtual instruments (VIs) in which each VI has three
components: a block diagram, a front panel and a connector panel. In the test-bed power
system lab, we programmed the application using LabVIEW which provides a real-time
view of the entire system on a primary screen and a live view of all analog values
displayed as VIs. LabVIEW also provided the flexibility to display all analog signals in a
graph and record them on-demand and on an external trigger.

3.3 Test and Verification of Developed Techniques
The overall AC part of the power system which is implemented in test bed by
LabVIEW VI is shown in figure 3.11. The setup has four generators connected in ring
combination and supply loads connected to the load buses in the end of lines which are
connected to generator buses. In addition, synchronizers placed after each generator in
order to have the safe switching action for connecting generators to the grid.
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The overall system includes linking the communication infrastructure of our NI
DAQs monitoring system to a common communication network in order to implement
supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) power system control equipment and
to have the ability to access all measurement data remotely via an Ethernet connection.
Figure 3.12 represents test-bed power system communication infrastructure for
implementing real-time monitoring and control purposes. The wired and wireless
communication platform for data transferring has been used in this setup. Figure 3.13
shows a part of an implemented block diagram of a sub VI for measurement of voltage
phasors and sequences in LabVIEW environment in real time format. All the
measurement points which have VTs and CTs available have been represented by a front
panel similar to figure 3.14. In this figure the real time values of voltages and currents of
the feeder in three phase format and sequences network are presented. In addition, by
implementing proper block diagram including math functions, the active and reactive
power as well as power factor characteristic of each branch, have been calculated and are
shown in this page. The phasor diagram also show the phase difference between the
voltages and the currents of each phase, which can be used as a synchronized phasor
measurement by using reference time scale for all the measured signals. Overall, the
monitoring system based on NI hardware and software proved to be a highly flexible and
easy-to-use solution for our application.
The described power system hardware setup is implemented according to figure
3.15 at Energy Systems Research Lab. The real-time waveforms of the voltages and
currents of every point have been captured by the LabVIEW environment. Figure 3.16
and 3.17 shows the test-bed setup voltages and currents of one generator, respectively.
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Figure 3.11: Overall power system schematic and single line

Figure 3.12: Test-bed power system communication infrastructure
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Figure 3.13: Block diagram of a phasor and sequences calculation sub VI in the LabVIEW

Figure 3.14: Front Panel of measurement sub VI in the LabVIEW
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. By using a measurement sub VI according to figure 3.14 one can also calculate
the active and reactive power generated by this generator in real time format and present
it in a time plot graph. Hence, we can measure all data available on the network, by using
the DAQs to capture the waveforms of the PTs and CTs. The ON/OFF switching of the
relays and the generator operation control are also done by the same DAQs and
LabVIEW software.
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Figure 3.15: Implemented test-bed setup in power system lab

To verify our results, the same voltages, currents and phasor diagrams have been
measured directly with a power quality analyzer (fluke 435). Figure 3.18 shows the
voltages, currents and phasor diagram of generator G1. The measurement results obtained
by the power quality analyzer verify the results for our implemented real time monitoring
results. The laboratory experiment and analysis guarantee a high level of reliability when
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Figure 3.16: Real-Time voltages of generator G1 in LabVIEW

Figure 3.17: Real-Time currents of generator G1 in LabVIEW

Figure 3.18: Voltages, currents and phasor diagram of generator G1 in measurement device (Fluke 435)
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the smart grid is implemented in the actual field. Educational application of laboratorybased smart grid and its real-time analysis capability provide the platform for
investigation of the most challenging aspects of a real power system.
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CHAPTER 4
PHASOR MEASUREMENT UNITS AND THEIR APPLICATIONS IN SMART
GRID LABORATORY

4.1 Introduction
The phase angle of voltage of the power system is great importance to engineers
interested in calculating the well-known power-flow equation. The objective is for
achieving transmitted active power between two buses. The earliest modern application
of phase angle differences was reported in literature in 1980s in [106-108]. They used
satellite and radio transmissions systems to obtain synchronization of reference time at
different locations in a power system. The phase angle difference between voltages at two
buses was implemented using the difference of measured angles on a common reference
at different locations. Phasor measurement technology had major progress when the
digital relaying of power system using microprocessor-based relays were developed and
used in transmission lines. They are capable to calculate symmetrical components of
voltage and current to detect different types of faults in power system. Various algorithms
were introduced for computing the symmetrical components and the positive sequence
voltage and the current of the three phase power systems. The first publication which
implied the importance of phasor measurements and their application was published in
1983 [109]. This work appeared to have been the beginning of phasor measurement
technology development. The Global Positioning System (GPS) [110] was beginning to
be fully deployed around that time. Clearly, GPS system was the best solution to use
effective way to synchronize power system measurements over a wide area. The primary
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prototype modern “Phasor Measurement Units” (PMUs) using GPS were built at Virginia
Tech in early 1980s, which is shown in figure 4.1. The first commercial PMU devices are
made by Macrodyne in 1991 [111]. Nowadays, there are a lot of PMU manufactures
offers PMUs as a commercial product with different features which uses new hardware
capabilities and modern communication systems. IEEE published a standard (IEEE
C.37.118) in 1991 covering the data format for PMUs communication and the latest
version was published in 2005 which added a method for evaluating a PMU measurement
and requirements for steady-state measurement.
Currently, the developments of PMUs technology and their usage on power
system as a measurement tools, provides the new challenges on applications of them in
wide area monitoring, protection and control of power system. Therefore, the
concentration of this research will be on implementation of PMUs in power system lab
for testbed application and developing and verification of protection and control
strategies using PMUs for wide area of power system.

Figure 4.1: Different phasor measurement units (PMUs)
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4.2 Measuring Synchronous Phasors
Reference [90] provides the mathematical explanation for synchronous phasor
measurement techniques which we used in this dissertation and will be presented here in
summary.
4.2.1 Phasor Representation of Sinusoids
Consider a pure sinusoidal quantity given by:

x(t) = X m cos(ωt +ϕ)

(4.1)

ω being the frequency of the signal in radians per second and φ being the phase
angle in radians. Xm is the peak amplitude of the signal. The root mean square (RMS)
value of the input signal is (Xm/√2). Recall that RMS quantities are particularly useful in
calculating active and reactive power in an AC circuit.
Equation (3.1) can also be written as:

{

}

{ }

x(t ) = Re X m e j (ωt +ϕ ) = Re[ e jωt X m e jϕ ]

(4.2)

It is customary to suppress the term ej(ωt) in the expression above, with the
understanding that the frequency is ω. The sinusoid of equation 4.1 is represented by a
complex number X known as its phasor representation:

x (t ) ↔ X = ( X m / 2 )e jϕ = ( X m / 2 )[cos ϕ + j sin ϕ ]
A sinusoid and its phasor representation are illustrated in figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2: A sinusoid and its representation as a phasor
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(4.3)

4.2.2 Techniques for Signal Analysis
Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) is a method of calculating the Fourier
transform of a small number of samples taken from an input signal x(t). The Fourier
transform is calculated at discrete steps in the frequency domain, just as the input signal
is sampled at discrete instants in the time domain. Consider the process of selecting N
samples: x(kΔT) with {k = 0, 1, 2, ····· ,N–1}, ΔT being the sampling interval. This is
equivalent to multiplying the sampled data train by a “windowing function” w(t), which
is a rectangular function of time with unit magnitude and a span of NΔT. With the choice
of samples ranging from 0 to N–1, it is clear that the windowing function can be viewed
as starting at –ΔT/2 and ending at (N–1/2)ΔT.
Consider the collection of signal samples which fall in the data window: x(kΔT)
with {k = 0,1,2, ····· ,N–1}. These samples can be viewed as being obtained by the
multiplication of the signal x(t), the sampling function δ(t) and the windowing function
ω(t):
N −1

 x ( k Δ T )δ ( t − k Δ T )

y ( t ) = x ( t )δ ( t ) w ( t ) =

(4.4)

k =0

A sinusoid x(t) with frequency kf0 with a Fourier series:
(4.5)

x ( t ) = a k cos( 2π kf o t ) + bk sin( 2π kf o t )

x(t ) =

{ (a

2
k

2

}

+ bk ) cos(2πkf ot + ϕ )

where

 − bk
 ak

ϕ = arctan





has a phasor representation:
Xk =

{ (a
2

1

2
k

2

}

(4.6)

+ b k ) e jϕ
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where the square-root of 2 in the denominator is to obtain the RMS value of the
sinusoid. The phasor in complex form becomes:
Xk =

1
( a k − jb k )
2

(4.7)

Using the relationship of the Fourier series coefficients with the DFT, the phasor
representation of the kth harmonic component is given by:
Xk =

1 2 N −1
 x(nΔT )e
2 N n =0

− j 2πkn
N

=

1

N −1



 x(nΔT )cos(
2
n =0

2πkn
2πkn 
) − j sin(
)
N
N 

(4.8)

Using the notation x(nΔT) = xn and 2π/N = θ (θ is the sampling angle measured in
terms of the period of the fundamental frequency component):

Xk = Xkc − jXks

(4.9)

Equations 4.6 through 4.9 will be used to represent the phasor in most of the
computations in the rest of our discussion.

4.2.3 Phasor of Nominal Frequency Signals

Consider a constant input signal x(t) at the nominal frequency of the power
system f0, which is sampled at a sampling frequency Nf0. The sampling angle θ is equal
to 2π/N and the phasor estimation is performed using:
(4.10)

x ( t ) = X m cos( 2π f o t + ϕ )

The N data samples of this input xn:{n = 0,1,2,····,N – 1) are:
x n = X m cos( n θ + ϕ )

x n : {n = 0 ,1, 2 ,..., N − 1}

(4.11)

Since the principal interest in phasor measurements is to calculate the
fundamental frequency component, we will set k=1 in Eqs. 4.6 – 4.9 to produce the
fundamental frequency phasor obtained from the sample set xn. The superscript (N–1) is
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used to identify the phasor as having the (N–1)st sample as the last sample used in the
phasor estimation.

Xc

N −1

=

X
2 N −1
xn cos(nθ ) = m cos(ϕ )

N n=0
2

(4.12)

The sine sum is calculated in a similar fashion:

Xs

N −1

=

X
2 N −1
xn sin(nθ ) = − m sin(ϕ )

N n=0
2

(4.13)

The phasor XN–1 is given by:
X

N −1

= Xc

N −1

− jX s

N −1

=

X m jϕ
e
2

(4.14)

It is to be understood that equation 4.14 gives the fundamental frequency phasor
estimate even though the subscript k=1 has been dropped for the sake of simplicity. The
result obtained in equation 4.14 conforms the phasor definition given in previous section
and the phase angle φ of the phasor is the angle between the time when the first sample is
taken (corresponding to n = 0) and the peak of the input signal.

4.2.4 Nonrecursive Updates of Phasors

Considering that the phasor calculation is a continuous process, it is necessary to
consider algorithms which will update the phasor estimate as newer data samples are
acquired. When the Nth sample is acquired after the previous set of samples has led to the
phasor estimate given by equation 4.14, the simplest procedure would be to repeat the
calculations implied in Eqs. 4.12–4.13 for the new data window which begins at n=1 and
ends at n=N.
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2 N −1
 xn[{cos(nθ ) − j sin(nθ )}]
N n=0

(4.15)

2 N −1
 xn+1[{cos(nθ ) − j sin(nθ )}]
N n=0

(4.16)

X N −1 =

XN =

The two windows are shown in figure 4.3. Phasor 1 is the result of phasor
estimation over window 1, while phasor 2 is calculated with the data in window 2. The
first sample in window 1 is lagging the peak of the sinusoid by an angle φ, while the first
sample of window 2 (n = 1) lags the peak by an angle (φ + θ), with θ being the angle
between samples.
It should be clear from figure 4.3 that in general the phasor obtained from a
constant sinusoid of nominal power system frequency by this technique will have a
constant magnitude and will rotate in the counterclockwise direction by angle θ as the
data window advances by one sample. Since the phasor calculations are performed fresh
for each window without using any data from the earlier estimates, this algorithm is
known as a “Nonrecursive algorithm”. Nonrecursive algorithms are numerically stable,
but are somewhat wasteful of computation effort as will be seen in the following. Figure
4.4 is another view of the nonrecursive phasor estimation process. As newer samples are
obtained, the table of sine and cosine multipliers is moved down to match the new data
window. In this figure the multipliers are viewed as samples of unit-magnitude sine and
cosine waves at the nominal power system frequency. The new data window has N–1
samples in common with the old data window. In actual computation these are simply
stored as tables of sine and cosine, which are used repeatedly on each window as needed.
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Figure 4.3: Update of phasor estimates with N sample windows

Figure 4.4: Nonrecursive phasor estimation

4.2.5 Recursive Updates of Phasors
The formulas for calculating the (N–1)st and (N)th phasors by the Nonrecursive
algorithm are:

X

N−1

2 N−1 − jnθ
= xne
N n=0

(4.17)

2 N −1
 xn+1e− jnθ
N n=0

(4.18)

XN =
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The multipliers for a given sample are different in the two computations. For
example, the multiplier for (n = 2) sample in the first sum is e– j2θ while the multiplier for
the same sample in the second sum is e–jθ. It should be noted that samples xn:{n =
1,2,…,N – 1) are common to both windows. The second window has no x0, so that it
begins with x1 and it ends with xN, which did not exist in the first window. If one could
arrange to keep the multipliers for the common samples the same in the two windows,
one would save considerable computations in calculating XN. If we multiply both sides of
the second equation in 4.16 by e–jθ we obtain the following result:

2 N −1
Xˆ N = e − jθ X n =
xn+1e − j ( n+1)θ

N n =0

(4.19)

2
( x N − x 0 ) e − j ( 0 )θ
N

(4.20)

Xˆ

N

= X

N −1

+

where it has been made of the fact that e–j(0)θ = e–jNθ, since N samples span exactly
one period of the fundamental frequency. The phasor defined by equation 4.18 differs
from the nonrecursive estimate by an angular retardation of θ. The advantage of using
this alternative definition for the phasor from the new data window is that (N–1)
multiplications by the Fourier coefficients in the new window are the same as those used
in the first window. Only a recursive update on the old phasor needs to be made to
determine the value of the new phasor. This algorithm is known as the “recursive
algorithm” for estimating phasors. In general, when the last sample in the data window is
(N + r), the recursive phasor estimate is given by:
Xˆ

N +r

= Xˆ

N + r −1

+

2
( x N + r − x r ) e − jr θ
N

(4.21)
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Figure 4.5: Recursive phasor estimation

When the input signal is a constant sinusoid, xN+r is the same as xr and the second
term in equation 4.8 disappears. The phasor estimate with data from the new window is
the same as the phasor estimate with data from the old window when the input signal is a
constant sinusoid. In general, the recursive algorithm is numerically unstable. Consider
the effect of an error in the estimate from one window – for example caused by a roundoff error. This error is always present in all the phasor estimates from then on. This
property of the recursive phasor algorithms must be kept in mind when practical
implementation of these algorithms is performed [106]. Nevertheless, because of the
great computational efficiency of the recursive algorithm, it is usually the algorithm of
choice in many applications. Unless stated otherwise explicitly, we will assume that only
the recursive form of the phasor estimation algorithm is in use.

4.2.6 Effect of Noise Signal on Phasor
The input signals are rarely free from noise. A spurious frequency component
which is not a harmonic of the fundamental frequency signal may be considered to be
noise. One may also have induced electrical noise picked up in the wiring of the input
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signal. Leakage effect caused by the windowing function contributes to an error in phasor
estimation and should therefore be considered as a type of noise in the input. As an
approximation, we will consider the noise in the input signal to be a zero-mean, Gaussian
noise process. This should be a good approximation for the electrical noise picked up in
the wiring and signal conditioning circuits. A phasor measurement system may be placed
in an arbitrarily selected substation and will be exposed to input signals generated by the
power system which is likely to change states all the time. Each of the power system
states may lead to different non-harmonic frequencies and leakage effects and the entire
ensemble of conditions to which the phasor measurement system is exposed may also be
considered to be a pseudorandom Gaussian noise process.
Consider a set of noisy measurement samples:
x n = X m cos( n θ + ϕ ) + ε n

x n : {n = 0 ,1, 2 ,..., N − 1}

(4.22)

Where εn is a zero-mean Gaussian noise process with a variance of σ2. If we set
(Xm/√2) cos(φ)=Xr and (Xm/√2)sin(φ)=Xi, the phasor representing the sinusoid is X
=Xr+jXi. We may pose the phasor estimation problem as one of finding the unknown
phasor estimate from the sampled data through a set of N over determined equations:

− sin(0) 
 ε1 
 x0 
 cos(0)
ε 
 x 

 cos(θ )
− sin(θ ) 
2 
 1 

Xr  
 x2  = 2 ×  cos(2θ )
− sin(2θ )    +  ε 3 



 X u  



  
  


ε N −1 
 xN −1 
cos[(N − 1)θ ] − sin[(N − 1)θ ]

(4.23)

or, in matrix notation:
[x] = [S][X]+[ε]

(4.24)
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The weighted least-squares solution of equation 4.23 provides the estimate for the
phasor:
[W] = σ2[I]

(4.25)

The weighted least-squares solution of equation 4.24 provides the estimate for the
phasor:
[X’]=[STW-1S]-1STW-1[x]

(4.26)

Using 4.24 for W and calculating [STS]–1 for the S in Eq. 1.23:
[X’]=[STW-1S]-1 [STW-1][x]=[ST S]-1 [ST][x]= 1/N [ST][x]

(4.27)

Since the noise is a zero-mean process, the estimate given by equation 4.27 is
unbiased and the expected value of the estimate is equal to the true value of the phasor. If
X is the true value of the phasor, the covariance matrix of the error in the phasor estimate
is:
E ([X’-X][X-X]T) =[STW-1S]-1

(4.28)

Substituting for [W] from equation 4.23, the covariance of the error in phasor
estimate is (σ2/N). The standard deviations of error in real and imaginary parts of the
phasor estimate are (σ/√N). We may thus conclude that higher sampling rates will
produce improvement in phasor estimates in inverse proportion of the square root of the
number of samples per cycle. Alternatively, if longer data windows are used (multiple of
cycles), then once again the errors in phasor estimate go down as the square root of the
number of cycles used. Thus, a four-cycle phasor estimate is twice as accurate as a onecycle estimate in with noisy input.
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4.2.7 DC Offset in Input Signal

Fault currents in a power system often have an exponentially decaying DC
component, which is generally known as the DC offset. Occasionally, voltage waveforms
may also have a DC offset due to capacitive voltage transformer transients. In both cases,
the DC offsets decay to negligible values in a few cycles. If the phasor estimate is
performed while a DC offset is present in a waveform, one is likely to get significant
errors in phasor estimate while the DC offset is non-zero. In computer relaying
applications, powerful techniques have been developed to remove DC offsets before
phasors are estimated and in very specific applications of phasors which require very
high speed of response, it may be necessary to employ algorithms which will remove the
DC offset from the signals. The earliest technique used in relays for removing the DC
offset from fault currents is the one of using a “mimic” circuit in the secondary winding
of a current transformer. For computer relays, there is a least-squares solution technique
available for eliminating the DC offset, which is free from the noise amplification
properties of the mimic circuit.

4.2.8 Input Signal at Off-Nominal Frequency

Now assume that the input signal is at a frequency:

ω = ω0 + Δω

(4.29)

Where ω0 is the nominal power system frequency. For a 60-Hz system, ω0 is 120π
radians per second. The input signal is once again assumed to be:

x = X m cos(ωt + ϕ )

(4.30)
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The definition of a phasor representation of a sinusoid is independent of the
frequency of the signal. Using the nominal frequency sinuses and cosines for phasor
calculation will introduce an error in phasor estimation. Clearly, the error made in phasor
estimation will depend upon the difference between the nominal and actual frequency.
The input signal can be expressed as follows:

x(t ) = 2 Re{( X m / 2)e jϕ e jωt } = 2 Re{Xe jωt }

(4.31)

Where X is the correct value of the phasor at the off-nominal frequency and the
function “Re” is the real value function. Expressing the real value as the average of a
complex number and its complex conjugate:

x(t) = ( 2 / 2){Xejωt + X *e− jωt }

(4.32)

The kth sample of the signal represented by equation 4.32 is given by:

xk = (1/ 2){XejωkΔt + X *e− jωkΔt }

(4.33)

The phasor representation of x(t), that is, X΄ (which is different from X unless the
system frequency is equal to the nominal value ω0) – is calculated using equation 4.21
with xr as the first sample. Note that equation 4.21 uses sine and cosine terms at the
nominal power system frequency ω0. Thus Xr΄ is given by:

X r' =

1
N

r + N −1

 { Xe

jω k Δ t

+ X * e − j ω k Δ t }e − jk ω 0 Δ t

(4.34)

k =r

by using geometric series and doing some calculations, the equation 4.34 can be
expressed in closed form as:
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N (ω − ω0 )Δt 

sin

 j ( N −1) (ω +ω0 ) Δt
jr (ω −ω0 ) Δt 
'
2
2
+
X r = Xe

e
−
Δ
t
ω
ω
(
)
0
 N sin



2
N (ω + ω0 )Δt 

sin

 − j ( N −1) (ω +ω0 ) Δt
* − jr (ω +ω0 ) Δt 
2
2
X e

e
 N sin (ω + ω0 )Δt 


2

(4.35)

4.2.9 Frequency Estimated from Balance Three-Phase Inputs

It is clear that the first and second derivatives of phase angle of the phasor
estimate would provide an estimate of Δω=(ω–ω0) and the rate of change of frequency.
Since there are estimation errors in phasor calculation, it is desirable to use a weighted
least-squares approach over a reasonable data window for calculating the derivatives of
the phase angle.
Assume that the positive-sequence phasors are estimated over one period of the
nominal frequency and that the phasors calculated with several consecutive data windows
over a span of 3–6 cycles are used for frequency and rate of change of frequency
estimation.
Let [φk] {k = 0,1,…,N–1} be the vector of “N” samples of the phase angles of the
positive-sequence measurement. The vector [φk] is assumed to be monotonically
changing over the window of “N” samples. As the phase angles of the phasor estimate
may be restricted to a range of 0–2π, it may be necessary to adjust the angles to make
them monotonic over the entire spanning period by correcting any offsets of 2π radians
which may exist. If the frequency deviation from the nominal value and the rate of
change of frequency at t = 0 are Δω and ω′, respectively, the frequency at any time “t” is
given by:
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ω(t) =ω0 + Δω +tω′

(4.36)

The phase angle is the integral of the frequency:

1
2

φ (t ) =  ωdt = φ0 + tω0 + tΔω + t 2ω′

(4.37)

φ0 being the initial value of the angle. Assuming that the recursive algorithm is
used for estimating the phasors, the term “tω0” is suppressed from the estimated phase.
Thus, the phase angle as a function of time becomes:
1
2

φ ( t ) = φ 0 + t Δ ω + t 2ω ′

(4.38)

The vector of “N” angle measurements is given by:

0
0
 φ0  1

 φ  1
 φ 
2
Δt
Δt
 1  
  0
2
2
 φ2  = 1
 × Δω 
2Δt
2 Δt
 

  ω′ 


   
  
φN −1  1 ( N − 1)Δt ( N − 1) 2 Δt t   2 

(4.39)

In matrix notation:

[φ ] = [ B][ A]

(4.40)

where [B] is the coefficient matrix in equation 4.39. The unknown vector [A] is
calculated by the weighted least-squares (WLS) technique:

[ A] = [ BT B]−1 BT [φ ]

(4.41)

The matrix [A] in 4.41 is pre-calculated and stored for use in real time. It has “N”
rows and three columns. The frequency and rate of change of frequency at any time t
(which is a multiple of Δt) can be calculated by equation 4.41.
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4.3 Description of Laboratory Implementation of PMUs Setup

The most important issue in developing such research based power system testbed is precise measurement of system parameters in real-time format which is applicable
by using PMUs. Therefore, this research will concentrate on developing PMUs by using
analogue to digital DAQs and real-time software. The power system preview is shown in
figure 4.6 as single line diagram which is implemented in LabVIEW, real-time software
for measurement and control purposes. Figure 4.7 also shows the overall view of
implemented test setup. The measurement system is built with National Instrument (NI)
data acquisition module, NI 9206-Ethernet with 32 analogue input connected to
secondary sides of all CTs and PTs. In addition, DAQ NI USB-6259 is used for switching
control at this circuit.
In order to synchronize system voltage and current measured vectors, the
industrial type of PMUs around the wide area of power system use GPS system to
coordinate their time with global time reference. Hence, all PMUs receive a signal over a
second to make time reference for whole measured parameters. For research application,
this signal can be provided by one of the digital output ports of DAQs. Therefore, in this
implementation we created a waveform for measurement devices to act as comparing
waveform with any measured signal to achieve its phase angle in unique time reference
for whole system. The phase voltage waveform that has been selected to be the reference
for other measured signals and hence its phasor will have zero voltage angle and the
others phasor will be referred to this voltage phasor angle.
The implemented software for PMU is illustrated in figure 4.8 as a block diagram.
All PMU units shown as boxes in figure 4.6 use this structure to digitally measure whole
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system parameters and send data to the data center through the Ethernet to demonstrate
system status and wide area monitoring, protection and control purposes. As shown, the
local relay uses high sampling rate measurement of amplitude, phase and frequency of
voltages and currents for fast fault detection in local application. For wide area system
monitoring, the down-sampling technique is applied to measure power and sequences
phasors and send them to data center via communication port.

Figure 4.6: Single Line Diagram of Laboratory Test Setup in LabVIEW

Figure 4.7: Overall View of Laboratory Test Setup
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Figure 4.8: Block Diagram of Implemented PMU

4.4 Real-Time Results of Developed PMUs

According to figure 4.6, four PMUs have been implemented in the setup in load
side of every solid state relay. By PMUs installed in 0270A and 0270B the voltages and
currents of line inputs after the switches have been measured. Furthermore, the PMUs
installed in 0360A and 0360B measures passive load and motor load parameters. Figure
4.9 show front panel of this digital PMU, which shows real-time values of voltages and
currents in left and top side of window and calculated sequences for them. The phase A
of voltage in this PMU is chosen as a reference angle for the whole system and then other
phases are compared with this angle. As long as the measurements are related to
individual DAQ, the phase angle difference for whole measurements can be achieved by
using one signal of that DAQ as a reference for its other signals. So the positive sequence
of voltage has a 0.01 degree phase angle because of unbalance condition in input
voltages. Phase A of voltage at point 0270A is chosen as a reference for other signal and
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hence its phase angle is zero according to figure 4.9. The phasor diagram for three phase
system and sequences network for voltage and current have been shown in the right-top
side of the front panel, too. Active and Reactive power, as well as frequency have been
demonstrated for last 100 seconds. The real-time values of calculated powers for each
phase, three phase, power factor and frequency have been presented by its real-time
value. Figure 4.10 shows the similar front panel of PMU for point 0360A, which is the
motor load connected point. The line components in this case, help to produce the amount
of reactive power required by motor load and then the power factor is improved in source
side of the line. Figure 4.11 depicts the passive load connected PMU parameters, as well.

Figure 4.9: Front panel of the digital PMU at 0270A
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Figure 4.10: Front panel of the digital PMU at 0360A

Figure 4.11: Front panel of the digital PMU at 0360B
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Figure 4.12: Result verifying by Fluke 43

As it is obvious from these figures, the voltage phase angle difference for buses
connected to line 0430 is 1.39º and for buses connected to line 0060 is 0.76º. These
values are verified by power quality measurement device (Fluke 435), which figure 2.12
shows the screen of this monitoring device with voltage and current phasors of
corresponding phase A in all three buses. This device has 1º phase angle precision and
hence it could not provide good accuracy in measurement. Therefore, the comparison
between LabVIEW results and the fluke has 2º phase angle difference due to error in
measurement in both devices. Table 4.1 presents measurement comparison between PMU
and Fluke 435 for results verification. By an acceptable accuracy we can conclude that
power system parameters measurements by this PMU design will be explicit, inexpensive
and achievable in any research laboratory and applicable for any real-time study.
Table 4.1: Measurement Verification
Phase A of Voltage &
Current

PMU

Fluke 435

Voltage (V)

Current (A)

Voltage (V)

Current (A)

0270A

120.19 ∡ 0

1.01 ∡ -47.4

120 ∡ 0

1 ∡ -47

0270B

116.3 ∡ 1.39

1.5 ∡ -60.94

116 ∡ 1

1.4 ∡ -63

0360A

113.76 ∡ -0.76

2.72 ∡ 154

114 ∡ -2

2.7 ∡ -204
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4.5 Description of Developed Industrial PMUs Setup

In order to test and modify the application of PMUs in Smart Power System, we
tried to use new industrial level PMUs in test-bed power system lab. The mentioned setup
is provided by Schweitzer Engineering Laboratories. Figure 4.13 shows the PMUs
architecture to gather synchronized phasor Measurements from different points of power
system and use Real-Time Automation Controller (RTAC) to monitor system in real-time
format. The summarized explanation for each device will be presented here.

4.5.1 SEL-421 Protection, Automation and Control System

SEL-421 is a Protection, Automation and Control System Relay for high-speed
distance and directional protection and complete control of a two-breaker bay. This relay
protects any transmission line using a combination of five zones of phase- and grounddistance and directional over-current elements. The SEL-421 Relay records power system
events with very high accuracy when high-accuracy clock input signals is provided, such
as from a GPS receiver. SEL-421 relays placed at key substations can give you
information on power system operating conditions in real time.
Based on the high-accuracy time input, the relay calculates synchrophasors for
currents and line voltages (for each phase and for positive-sequence), as specified in
C37.118, IEEE Standard for Synchrophasors for Power Systems. One can then perform
detailed analysis and calculate load flow from the synchrophasors.
The value of synchrophasor data increases greatly when the data can be shared
over a communications network in real time. Two synchrophasor protocols are available
in the SEL-421 that allow for a centralized device to collect data efficiently from several
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phasor measurement units (PMUs). Some possible uses of a system-wide synchrophasor
system include the following.
•

Power-system state measurement

•

Wide-area network protection and control schemes

•

Small-signal analysis

•

Power-system disturbance analysis

The PMU has 6 current channels and 6 voltage channels. Current Terminals W, X
and voltage terminals Y, Z are three-phase channels. The PMU combines channels W and
X to create a pseudo Terminal S. From these 12 channels, the PMU can measure up to 20
synchrophasors; 15 phase synchrophasors and 5 positive-sequence synchrophasors.
Synchrophasors are always in primary, so set the CT and PT ratios in the group settings
appropriately. The PMU converts the synchrophasor data to primary units by multiplying
them with the respective PT or CT ratios. The PMU calculates the positive sequence
synchrophasor with the three-phase synchrophasors. The PMU then converts all
synchrophasor data to polar and rectangular quantities. The data are available as analog
quantities as well as for the synchrophasor data frames. The synchrophasor data are
updated at the nominal power system frequency.
The PMU can be configured to process C37.118 synchrophasor data received
from two remote PMUs over serial ports. The PMU processes the remote PMU data, time
aligns them with the local data and makes them available as analogs and digitals. Use the
local synchrophasor analogs and as many as two remote sets of synchrophasor analogs in
SELOGIC equations to do real-time control (RTC) applications.
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Figure 4.13: Front panel and rear view of SEL-421

4.5.2 SEL-451 Protection, Automation and Control System

SEL-451 is a complete stand-alone protection, automation and control system.
The SEL-451 has speed, power and flexibility to combine complete substation bay
control with high-speed breaker protection in one economical system. Use the SEL-451
as an integral part of a full substation protection, control and monitoring solution. Reduce
Maintenance costs by accurately tracking breaker operation. Monitor breaker interruption
times and accumulated breaker duty to easily determine the need for proactive
maintenance. Integrate information with SCADA or automation systems through a
communications processor or directly to the Ethernet port. Figure 4.14 shows the front
panel of this relay.
This Relay records power system events with very high accuracy when highaccuracy clock input signals are provided, such as from a GPS receiver. SEL-451 relays
placed at key substations can give information on power system operating conditions in
real time. Based on the high-accuracy time input, the relay calculates synchrophasors for
currents and line voltages (for each phase and for positive-sequence), as specified in
C37.118, IEEE Standard for Synchrophasors for Power Systems. Then the operator can
perform detailed analysis and calculate load flow from the synchrophasors.
The state of the power system is the set of all positive-sequence voltage phasors in
the network. Typically, several seconds or minutes elapse from the time of the first
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measurement to the time of the first estimation. Therefore, state estimation is a steadystate representation of the power system. Consider using precise simultaneous positivesequence voltage measurements from the power system to verify your state estimation
model. Take time synchronized high-resolution positive-sequence voltage measurements
at all substations. SEL-451 Fast Messages can be sent to a central database to determine
the power system state.
Power system contingency analysis models rely on state-estimation techniques
and may have inaccuracies caused by incorrect present-state information, or errors in
system characteristics, such as incorrect line and source impedance estimates. The
simultaneous event-report triggering technique described earlier in this section can be
used to verify present models.
With Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs) such as the SEL-451 installed in several
substations, synchrophasor measurements can be transmitted to a central processor in
near real-time, providing very accurate snapshots of the power system. This type of data
processing system provides system-state measurements that are a few seconds old, rather
than state estimates that may be several minutes old. In addition, the synchrophasor
results are real measurements, rather than estimates.
Similar to SEL-421, this PMU has 6 current channels and 6 voltage channels.
From these 12 channels, the PMU can measure up to 20 synchrophasors; 15 phase
synchrophasors and 5 positive-sequence synchrophasors. Synchrophasors are always in
primary, so set the CT and PT ratios in the group settings appropriately.
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Figure 4.14: Front panel of SEL-451

4.5.3 SEL-734 Meter

SEL-734 Meter is designed with ANSI and IEC Class 0.2 accuracy for the
purpose of energy and demand metering. Advanced load profile trending ensures
integration with practically any billing system. Combine the SEL-734 with a SEL IRIG-B
time source to measure the system angle in real time with a timing accuracy of ±10 µs.
The SEL-734 measures instantaneous voltage and current angles in real time to improve
system operation with synchrophasor information.
The SEL-734 Meter records power system events with very high accuracy when it
is provided with high-accuracy clock input signals, such as from a GPS receiver. Meters
placed at key substations can give you information on power system operating conditions
in real time or accumulate records when events occur.
Based on the high-accuracy time input, the meter calculates synchronized phasors
for line currents and voltages (for each phase and for positive-sequence). Then detailed
analysis and calculation of load flow from the synchrophasors can be performed. These
measurements are used for following application areas:
•

Meter Configuration for High-Accuracy Timekeeping

•

Synchrophasor Measurements

•

Power Flow Analysis
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•

State Estimation Verification

Synchronized phasor measurement provides power system data referenced to the
same instant in time from multiple SEL-734 meters at different locations on a power
system. This feature reduces time for system state estimation, which results in improved
system optimization and increased line loading with fewer safety margin requirements.

4.5.4 SEL-3530 Real-Time Automation Controller (RTAC)

SEL-3530-4 is the Real-Time Automation Controllers (RTACs) that combines the
best features of the embedded microcomputer form factor, embedded real-time operating
system and secure communications framework. It is designed and tested to provide
service in substations and plant environments. This device can provide functionality from
that of a simple intelligent port switch to the sophisticated communication and data
handling required for advanced substation integration projects. The RTAC can act as a
data concentrator by using protocols such as IEC 61850.
The RTAC can integrate synchrophasor messages from the IEEE C37.118
protocol into SCADA protocols. Easily include the source PMU time stamps and time
quality attributes in the SCADA message to allow for system wide usage of
synchrophasor data. Within the RTAC logic engine, complex math and logic calculations
on synchrophasor data from C37.118 compliant devices can be performed. The RTAC
also synchronizes the time clocks in attached devices that accept a demodulated IRIG-B
time signal. The RTAC regenerates the demodulated IRIG-B signal from an external
modulated or demodulated source; this signal is precise enough for synchrophasor
applications.
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Figure 4.15: System Control and Synchrophasor Data Concentration

Figure 4.15 shows the architecture for system control and synchrophasor data
concentration with RTAC SEL3530-4.

4.5.5 SEL-2407 Satellite-Synchronized Clock
The role of satellite clocks has grown from basic sequence-of-event and fault
recorder time referencing to mission-critical roles such as synchrophasor measurement
and detailed event analysis. These new applications require that satellite clocks meet the
same environmental standards and be as reliable as the protective relays and other highreliability devices with which these clocks are used. Demodulated IRIG outputs with
accuracy of ± 100 ns average (± 500 ns peak) meet requirements for real-time
synchrophasor applications. This device provides demodulated IRIG-B time-code at six
outputs for driving numerous point and distributed applications.
Using the mentioned devices the following architecture shows the hardware
which is implemented in the Energy System Research Laboratory in order to measure
synchrophasors by industrial level PMUs.
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Phasor Data Concentrator Software SEL-5073
Console Software SEL-5078

SEL-3530-4

SEL-235-0113
C662
SEL-915900043

SEL-2020

SEL-240-1801

C960

SEL-2407

C953
C953
C273A
C962

C273A
C273A

C953
C953

SEL-451

SEL-421

C662

SEL-734
C661

C662

Figure 4.16: PMUs hardware architecture for implemented setup
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CHAPTER 5
DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF AN INTEGRATED WIDE AREA
MONITORING, CONTROL AND PROTECTION SYSTEM

5.1 Introduction,

The possibility of measuring voltage and current phasors in a power system has
created new control possibilities:
•

Monitoring of operation of a large power system from the point of view of
voltage angles and magnitudes and frequency. This is referred to as Wide
Area Monitoring (WAM)

•

Application of special power system protection based on measuring
phasors in large parts of a power system. Such protection is referred to as
Wide Area Protection (WAP)

•

Application of control systems based on measuring phasors in large parts
of a power system. Such control is referred to as Wide Area Control
(WAC)

WAM integrated with WAC and WAP and is referred to as Wide Area
Measurement, Protection And Control (WAMPAC). Recent years have been seen a
dynamic

expansion

of

WAMPAC

systems.

Measurement

techniques

and

telecommunication techniques have made rapid progress, but the main barrier for the
expansion of WAMPAC systems is a lack of WAP and WAC control algorithms based
on the use of phasors. There has been a lot of research devoted to that problem but the
state of knowledge cannot be regarded as satisfactory.
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WAMPAC technology creates a platform to monitor power system dynamics in
real time, identify system stability related weaknesses and helps to design and implement
strategies in order to overcome problems of conventional power systems. Power system
deterioration starts with alarming of steady-state violations and gradually evolves to
faster dynamic phenomena with the system reacting quickly and defending itself with
pre-determined protection schemes and relays setup. The analysis of short-term/mid-term
states must be considered. Angular transients, voltage transient stability and security,
frequency stability and small signal analysis tools would certainly help to take proper
actions and apply remedies strategies. This process should be totally automated and be
applicable by the latest communication technology. This technology is based on PMUs,
which can deliver precisely time synchronized voltage and current phasors and other
power system parameters like frequency, breaker positions etc which can be calculated
from those values.
One basic application is Wide Area Real-time Monitoring and Fault Recording,
which helps to understand the reason for power system dynamics followed by an outage
or blackout after a very short analysis time. A significant higher challenge is the
evolutionary replacement of voltage and current sensors of a SCADA/EMS system with
PMUs to establish a highly dynamic “State Measurement System”.
WAMPAC technology involves the use of system-wide information and the fast
and modern communication of selected local information to a remote location to
counteract the propagation of large disturbances. Probably one of the most exciting
challenges of the new technology is the design and application of System Integrity
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Figure 5.1: Overall implemented power system and developed wide area monitoring, protection and control system

Protection Schemes, which can automatically identify upcoming power system
instabilities and minimize its effect with switching operations.
A successful novel monitoring, control and protection application requires a
carefully

designed

WAMPAC

architecture,

including

thoroughly

considered

communication delay time, cyber security and high system reliability including
equipment (PMU, PDC) and communication channel health monitoring.
In this chapter, the focus is on the design of monitoring, control and protection
systems and their integrated real-time operation as shown in figure 5.1. Various control
scenarios for system startup and continuous operation are examined. We have developed
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a control system based on wide area measurements. The advanced measurement system
based on synchrophasors was also implemented using DAQs real-time synchronous data.
The developed system features a wide variety of capabilities such as online
system parameters calculation and online voltage stability monitoring which will be
discussed in next chapter. These are implemented as an experimental case to enhance
wide area monitoring systems. Moreover, the protection system was designed inside of
the real-time software environment to monitor the real-time wide area data and make a
comprehensive and reliable coordination for the whole system.

5.2 Developed Wide Area Monitoring Systems

The evolution of power systems creates major changes in their operational
procedures, especially the monitoring networks in real time. We need to use advanced,
smart monitoring tools to quickly and reliably estimate the real-time state of the systems.
PMU which is presented in previous chapter is the modern technology in this field to
monitor power system based on synchronized phasor information. They provide positive
sequence voltage/current and frequency measurements synchronized within a
microsecond. In addition, they may be customized to measure harmonics, negative and
zero sequence quantities, as well as individual phase voltages and currents. Significant
improvements in system operations can be achieved by utilizing the synchronized
measurement technology in the enhancement of state estimation, real-time load
management, real-time angular and voltage stability analysis and design and
enhancement of an adaptive protection and control system.
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In this laboratory-based smart power system, the focus is on the real-time
calculation of power system parameters using PMUs and their applications in power
system studies. The PMUs implementation was carried out by the DAQs for research
purposes. According to figure 3.7, different DAQs were used to get the whole system
data. Every DAQ data are synchronized and hence can simulate different PMUs data
concentrating in one system. For instance, all generators voltages and currents are
measured in a DAQ and then the voltage phasors are presented in the same reference
frame. In this case, the reference signal for this DAQ is phase A of generator G1
according to figure 5.2. As shown in this figure, the positive sequence of the voltages and
currents are in the same reference and with a 12-kHz sampling rate. It should be pointed
out that 10 data packages can be sent per second. Other DAQs are connected to several
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Figure 5.2: Synchronized phasor measurement system developed by real-time software
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Same Reference

Voltage Phasors

buses which are shown with the same reference arrows. A challenge will be
synchronizing all DAQs together. A possible solution would be the use of one DAQ in
common with at least one measured signal with the other DAQs, similarly to the
generators connected DAQ.
The implemented PMU concept is described in details in previous chapter. In addition, a
comparison between the implemented real-time PMU and the available measurement
devices also were discussed and the results were verified. Two different application cases
were studied using the real-time monitoring system by developed PMUs.

5.2.1 Real-Time Networked Model Parameters Measurement

The implementation of PMUs meets the requirements for real-time estimation of
unknown parameters or for updating network model parameters. For instant critical
branches in the power system can be monitored if two PMUs are located at both sides of
the line terminals as presented in figure 5.3. This configuration provides reliable
information about the power angle differences between adjacent buses and hence
determines the power transferred through the line. It is possible to directly calculate the
actual line parameters if the voltages and currents at both side of the line are measured in
a synchronized form. The following equations give the real-time line pi-model
parameters calculation using synchrophasors:
Vs∡δs
Is∡θs

PMU

Ps 
Qs

Vr∡δr
Ir∡θr
Z=R+jX
Y=G+jB

Pr 
Qr

PMU

Figure 5.3: PMU placement for a transmission line and related pi-model
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For measuring the line parameters, an experiment was designed to calculate pimodel line parameters. For one of the lines connected between the generation bus and the
load bus, the measured real-time voltage and currents are identified for both the receiving
and sending ends as in figure 5.4. The active and reactive power load starts to increase in
different time steps according to figure 5.5 and lead to step changes in the values in this
figure. Using the phasor calculation in real-time, and insertion into equations 5.2 and 5.3,
the real line parameters can be achieved according to figure 5.6.

For an ideal

transmission line pi-model, circuit parameters should be constant during the load
increase. This experiment however shows that the developed line has parameters which
are dependent on the line current. For a healthy line, the calculated line parameter
changes give some information about ambient condition and the line situation. With fast
real-time PMU measurements, the parameter monitoring can indicate any kind of
transmission line parameter changes due to the faults inside the line which may have
considerable variations.
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Figure 5.4: Voltages and Current magnitude of receiving and sending of the line during load increase

Figure 5.5: Active and reactive power of the load at receiving end side

Figure 5.6: Measured line pi-model parameters during the experiment
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5.2.2 Real-Time Voltage Stability Monitoring

The voltage instability problem is always distinguished by the system voltage
profile, heavily reactive line flows, inadequate reactive power support and heavily loaded
power systems in general. Voltage collapse typically occurs right after an event which
causes one of the conditions and it may last in time frames of a few seconds to several
minutes, but rarely hours [119]. Many indices were developed to detect the voltage
stability in a static security-stability assessment manner [94]-[97], [114], [120]-[126].
Many of these indices are based on the proximity of the power system operating state to
its collapse point which can be achieved by well-known PV curve. A voltage stability
margin, as an index, determines the distance of the power system operating point to the
instability point. Furthermore, it can be used to recognize weak buses and the highly risky
areas involved in the voltage instability. In this study, several voltage stability indices
which are developed in literature [94]-[97], [120]-[126] are presented in Table 5.1. They
are used to monitor online voltage stability margins in power system using PMUs. The
real-time application was developed to monitor the behavior of these indices under
system dynamic changes. By comparison and verification of these indices in a real power
system, a better view can be achieved to a specific security margin and therefore a proper
remedial action is to be taken. These indices were achieved for a transmission line with
two end bus power system using the PMUs data. This is because all indices need the data
from both sides of the line in synchronous form.
Figure 5.7 presents the indices variation under the active load increase at different
time steps similar to the previous experiment in section 5.2.1. All the indices show
negative changes in voltage stability margins expected during load increasing with
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different sensitivities. Here,

PRmax and VRmin present the knee point of well-known PV

curve for voltage stability and hence the available power margin can be achieved after
subtracting

PRmax from the load active power.
Table 5.1: Real-time Voltage Stability Indices

Factor

Line Stability Index
Line Stability Factor

Fast Voltage Stability Index

Equation
4 XQ r
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Vs,Vr: Voltage on sending and receiving buses; Ps, Qs: Active and reactive power on the
sending bus; Pr, Qr: Active and reactive power on the receiving bus; δs, δi: Voltage angle
on sending and receiving buses; R, X: Line resistance and reactance; B, G: Line
suceptance and conductance; δ= δs-δi: angle difference between sending and receiving
buses; θ=arctan(X/R): line series impedance angle.
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Figure 5.7: Experimental results of online voltage stability indices monitoring

5.3 Developed Generation Control Scheme in Smart Grid Test-Bed
5.3.1 System Start-up
The generators are controlled solely by the real-time software by sending the
control commands to their prime mover drive controllers whenever needed. They keep
the last commands as their operating setting until they receive a new one. These
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commands are the prime mover start/stop and change the output frequency or torque to
control the generators frequency and output active power. Hence, the generators can be
set as a slack generator to maintain frequency, or as a constant output voltage-active
power, i.e. in PV control mode. Figure 5.8 shows the control Virtual Instrument (VI)
inside the LabVIEW environment to control and visualize the input/output information as
data, curves, or indicators. Here, G1 is used as a slack generator to control the micro grid
frequency whereas the other generators are in the PV control mode. While the grid is
energized by G1, generator G2 should be synchronized with the grid in order to be
connected to it safely. This should be done by checking synchronizing conditions and
then use the implemented automatic controller to increase/decrease G2’s torque until all
the synchronizing conditions are satisfied. Figure 5.9 shows the automatic controller
attempt to synchronize and connect the generators to the grid. The main VI also presents
the used capacity (kVA) of each generator and the torque change buttons to change the
generator’s active power during the system operation. In addition, a dynamic break has
been designed in order to synchronize generators to the grid faster than the case when the
synchronization is approached by just changing torque commands. The front panel of
control VI for synchronizing generators by dynamic break is shown in figure 5.10.
Different methods for soft synchronizing of micro generators by design procedure and
experimental results are provided in [127].
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Generators Controller

Generators Synchronizer

Generator Drives
Communication

Figure 5.8: Overall view of real-time generation monitoring, communication and controller VI
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Figure 5.9: Synchronizers controller actions in order to connect generators to grid

Figure 5.10: Front panel of dynamic load to match the frequency of the generator side to Grid side
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5.3.2 System Continuous Operation

The steady state parameters in the real-time monitoring software determine the
system components loading, over/under voltage situation, frequency drop, active and
reactive power flow, losses and so on. The main generator control VI also presents the
generator’s loadings in order to share the generation level optimally when one of them
encounters an overload situation. The constant active power-voltage magnitude
generators known as PV generators, G2, G3 and G4, should participate in generation
according to the control commands after the system start-up. Hence, their active power is
increased to a reasonable value according to the system total load and the slack generator
loading. This procedure was implemented manually by entering a proper torque
command to the prime mover as shown in figure 5.11. The system’s active power load is
increased in steps of 300 W for each load in different times (L1, L2, L3 and L4). Without
any change in generation, the slack generator is responsible to maintain the system
frequency at 60 Hz. Therefore, the total load change leads to an increase in the active
power generation of the slack generator, G1. Increasing the active power of the
generators will alleviate the total generation of G1. The active and reactive power
changes of all four generators are shown in figure 5.11. Practically, the reactive powers
return back to their initial values since the total reactive load was constant during the
experiment.
A real-time power controller was implemented to monitor the active power of the
load buses and specify the same amount of power to the nearest generator. This is the
automatic power sharing process in order to show the effectiveness of the integrated realtime monitoring and control in wide area system. Figure 5.12 shows the active and
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reactive power change of every generator which was controlled automatically by the realtime software. Similar to previous experiments, the same increase in load pattern was
considered in this case and test results of this controller were compared with the manual
generation control. Whenever a load is increased, the monitoring and control system
recognized it. The system also changes the torque control command of the generator
connected close to that load to change the amount of generated power. This procedure is
clear as presented in figure 5.12. Since the monitoring system has a time latency of about
1 sec, the control system will follow the load variation by a step change within a same or
twice time delay. The automatic control scheme is fast enough to operate the system in a
smart manner and to share the load among the generation stations. The range of variation
of the active and reactive power of each generator in the automatic mode is less than
manual control because of the fast response of the control system. Figure 5.13 shows the
benefits of automatic generation control system versus manual control through the
voltage and frequency changes for the slack generator.
The automatic control system for the generators should be comprehensive
considering system conditions such as loadings of equipments, voltage and generation
limitations as well as stability issues. The use of the real-time software makes it possible
to monitor all system conditions and create a proper power sharing algorithm such as
Optimal Power Flow (OPF). Figure 5.14 shows the developed integrated wide-area
system on the laboratory-scale Smart Grid test-bed with including monitoring, control
and protection systems with fast communication features. The implementation of this
system in the real-time software creates an environment for studying and verifying new
control and protection schemes for the whole power system.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.11: (a) Active power and (b) Reactive power of generators during load increase in manual control

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.12: (a) Active power and (b) Reactive power of generators during load increase in automatic
control
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.13: (a) Voltage and (b) frequency of generators during load increase in manual (upper plot) and
automatic (lower plot) control mode

This system was used for studying integrated wide area control and protection
system to monitor the system status for abnormalities such as over/under voltage,
overloads of equipments and any other conditions. This system was also used to monitor
real-time system stability and security margin. The indices formulation and their
implementation on wide area monitoring and control centers were presented. This
provides an applicable view of system stability and security margin using PMUs in wide
area networks. The voltage stability indices were measured during the operation of the
power system when the load changes take places. A wide area monitoring system with
high data resolution rate was developed. This system was designed to have capabilities
such as maintaining system normal operation and take a proper remedial action when
encountered by unexpected circumstances by monitoring critical states in wide area
system. As a result, the system operator will have proper knowledge and visualization
about the power system's current situation and the distance of stability margin.
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Figure 5.14: Overall implemented real-time system for integrated wide area monitoring, control and protection systems
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5.4 Virtual Protection System

In a self-healed power system, unplanned outages and abnormalities could be
prevented through better prediction, analysis and control. Recognition and diagnosis of
fault conditions has a significant role that may prevent disturbances extension and
spreading to other healthy parts of the power system [128]. Such capability requires
timely based coordination between monitoring, analysis and control of power system in
different scales. Recently, the high performance IT infrastructure has been deployed in
power system communication platform in order to respond to transient and steady-state
operating conditions in real-time format [129]. This feature can encompass the whole
power system control levels and consist of all functions implemented for power system
wide area monitoring and control system. Figure 5.15 shows the conventional power
system real-time monitoring, analysis and control procedure. Each function operates at
different timescale from milliseconds to an hour corresponding to the physical
phenomena of the power systems [130]. Recent technologies enhanced the
communication structure of power system by its high accuracy, security and data transfer
speed. Hence, smart grid, the most challenging subject in power system uses modern
communication infrastructure at wide area power grid to improve grid reliability, reduce
the price of electricity, improve operational efficiency, improve security and safety and
promote environmental quality [72].
Protection devices are the first and major devices in defense line against faults
and other disturbances that may cause extensive damage to power system equipments.
They are the most important self-healing mechanisms of a power system. Modern
protective relays have evolved into a highly reliable system over many years [131].
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Today relays and meters also include time-synchronized measurement abilities. Modern
communication technology provides fiber-optic and low cost radio links and makes
precise time available over wide areas [132]. A phasor measurement unit (PMU)
measures the electrical waves on an electricity grid to determine the health of the system.
In power engineering, these are considered one of the most important measuring devices
in the future of power systems. By application of these devices, the typical minute scale
SCADA times will decrease to a second or less [133].
Power System
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Figure 5.15: Conventional power system real-time monitoring, analysis and control procedure

The objective of this part of the research is to implement a real-time protection
system which can offer various types of advantages for controlling and self-healing in
power system. We name this system by Virtual Protection System (VPS) which can be
implementation of present protection system in a real-time format in a wide area control
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centers. Most real-time softwares have the capabilities to implement mathematical,
logical and controlling build in functions to model available relay functions and settings
inside their environment. This will be modifying the same operated relay in digital form
in order to use in wide area monitoring and control system. The PMU feature of modern
digital relays which are all over the grid and communication aspects, give us better
chance to run VPS by realistic network data. The speed of communication guarantees the
accuracy of operation of this real-time system to predict relays operation in real power
system and simulate the system behavior as fast as system topology and parameters
variations. In this chapter, the VPS system will be introduced by its implemented
functions and features that presents. The application of this system to control and have
self-healing strategies in a power system will be demonstrated by a practical example.
In order to build an intelligent and adaptive protection system, this research
proposes Virtual Protection System (VPS), applicable in power system control centers,
not only to investigate coordination between realistic relays, but also for prediction of
cascade events in power system and self-healing purposes. Figure 5.16 demonstrates the
whole VPS idea and its role in modern wide area monitoring and control system. This
system will use PMUs for monitoring very fast real-time data with rate of at least 10 data
package per second for 60 Hz system according to Std C37.118. The PMUs are
particularly effective in improving protection functions which have relatively slow
response times. For such protection functions, the latency of remote measurements was
not a significant issue. For example, back-up protection functions of distance relays and
protection functions concerned with managing angular or voltage stability of networks
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can benefit from remote measurements with propagation delays with latencies of up to
several hundred milliseconds [90].
The virtual environment for protective relaying evaluation has been discussed in
reference [134]. But in this environment authors used simulators for power system,
instrumentation and protective relays. The most important issue in developing such
research based power system test-bed is accurate measurement of the system parameters
in real-time format which is applicable using PTs and CTs. Then, these data will be
transferred to the Digital PMUs developed in Real-time software LabVIEW by using
analogue to digital DAQ.

5.5 Design and Developing of Virtual Protection System

In this research, the generic form of digital relay with different capability for
protecting power system elements have been developed in real time software
environment and for using as virtual protection system; it has following capabilities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Over/Under Voltage
Rate of Change of Voltage (ROCOV)
Over/Under Frequency
Rate of Change of Frequency (ROCOF)
Time Over-current
MHO Distance Relay
Polygonal Distance Relay
Inverse Power Flow
Voltage Unbalance Function
Current Unbalance Function
The whole functions are developed in LabVIEW software which can receive all

voltages and currents from PMUs and then make a decision for breaker action. In the
following sections the functionality programming of this relay in digital form will be
explained by detail and test verification.
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Figure 5.16: Modern power system real-time monitoring, analysis and control procedure

5.5.1 Over/Under Voltage and ROCOV Protection

In an electrical power system overvoltage may be classified into two categories:
temporary over/under voltage and permanent over/under voltages. Protection relay
settings were applied according to criteria developed by the power equipment owner or
manufacturer. The operating voltage must normally be within the limits of 0.95 p.u and
1.05 p.u, in order to have a good quality of voltage for the customers or clients. These
limits are known as the “Voltage Quality Limits”. During a contingency or emergency
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the quality limits can be exceeded. In such cases the criteria to control the overvoltage are
those required to protect power equipment such as transformers and generators from
damage. The limits of overvoltage in this case are defined by the capability limits of the
power system equipments such as the transformers and the generators.
Figure 5.17 shows the implementation of the over/under voltage function in
LabVIEW environment. This function has three settings consist of maximum voltage
setting (Vmax), minimum voltage setting (Vmin) and rate of change of voltage during the
step size of time of system running. So, by activating this function the positive sequence
RMS voltage was compared with min/max voltage value and with its previous sample in
order to observe its change of rate and finally the decision for tripping have been made
instantaneously.

Figure 5.17: Over/Under Voltage Function in LabVIEW real-time software

5.5.2 Over/Under Frequency and ROCOF Protection

Frequency relays are used whenever deviations from nominal system frequency
need to be detected. Frequency deviations can be harmful to connected objects, such as
generators and motors, or when abnormal frequency creates inconvenience for power
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consumers and may cause failures of electrical apparatuses. Frequency relays are also
used where detection of high or low frequency indicates system abnormalities, such as
faults in speed regulation units or system overload. An over/under frequency relay is
generally used as a backup protection to mechanical over speed devices to avoid damages
to prime mover. These relays are used to protect the turbine generator system from
making up over-speed during start up operation and under-speed during heavy load
condition. Apart from these applications, other real-time control loops have processed
measurements of power system frequency with a degree of speed, precision and stability,
not available with conventional electromechanical instruments.
Under-frequency relays should be considered for applications where the detection
of under-speed conditions for synchronous motors and condensers is required. On lines
where reclosing of the source breaker was utilized, damage to large synchronous motors
can be avoided by disconnecting the motors from the system. Likewise, disconnection of
synchronous condensers can be initiated upon loss of power supply.
The over-frequency relay was generally utilized for the protection of ac machines
from possible damage due to over-speed conditions. These conditions can occur, for
example, on machines with no mechanical governor or on those with the machine shaft
linked to a prime mover or to another machine, either one of which could accelerate the
combination to a hazardous over-speed condition (e.g. a hydro generator).
Under-frequency relay applied to protect field winding from excessive current,
voltage regulated from over load. For load shedding applications df/dt attachment was
normally provided with the under-frequency relay.
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Figure 5.18 shows the implemented logic for over/under frequency relay as well
as Rate of Change of Frequency (ROCOF) function. The settings are minimum frequency
(Fmin), maximum frequency (Fmax) in Hz and Rate of Change of Frequency in dF/dt. The
trip signal will be send to breaker whenever the one of the condition didn’t maintain
according to inserted settings.

Figure 5.18: Over/Under Frequency Function in LabVIEW real-time software

5.5.3 Over-current Function

The protective relaying which responds to a rise in current flowing through the
protected element over a pre-determined value is called over-current protection and the
relays used for this purpose are known as over-current relays. Earth fault protection can
be provided with normal over-current relays, if the minimum earth fault current is
sufficient in magnitude. The design of a comprehensive protection scheme in a power
system requires the detailed study of time-current characteristics of the various relays
used in the scheme. Thus it is necessary to obtain the time-current characteristics of these
relays.
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The over-current relay is designed to be used for over-current protection of
distribution feeders, motors, medium-sized and large generators and power transformers.
The relay can be used both as main protection relay and back-up protection relay.
Over-current relay function monitors the general balanced overloading and has
current/time settings. This is determined by the overall protective discrimination scheme.
Their advantage over definite time relays is that they can have much shorter tripping
times can be obtained without any risk to the protection selection process. These are
classified in accordance with their characteristic curves, this indicates the speed of the
operation. Based on this they are defined as being inverse, very inverse or extremely
inverse.
These relays always have two units: Instantaneous Over-current unit and Time
Over-current unit. Instantaneous relays operate without intentional time delay. They are
used for faults close to the source when the fault current is very high. The operating time
is approximately 10 ms. Time Over-current relays operate with a time delay. The time
delay is adjustable. For a given setting, the actual time delay depends on the current
through the relay coil. In general, higher current will cause a faster operation of the relay.
The minimum current at which the relay operates (pick-up current) is also adjustable.
Time over-current relays come in different versions that are defined by the
steepness of the time over-current characteristic according IEEE/ANSI:
∗

.

•

I squared T → T =

•

Definite inverse → T = T

•

Extremely inverse → T = T

.

(5.4)
.
.

.
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+ 0.21

(5.5)

+ 0.0243

(5.6)

.

•

Inverse → T = T

•

Long inverse → T = T

•

Moderately inverse → T = T

•

Short inverse → T = T

•

Very inverse → T = T

+ 0.179
.

+ 2.185
.
.

.

(5.8)
+ 0.0228

+ 0.0339

.

.

(5.7)

+ 0.098

(5.9)
(5.10)
(5.11)

Where Tp is the time dial setting and Ip is the pick-up current setting for the relay
which user can set after choosing the relay characteristic type. Therefore, the relay will
calculate T (s), time delay for tripping, by having the network current level I (A). Figure
5.19 shows the ANSI/IEEE time inverse over-current characteristic for different Tp. The
minimum current level for activating relay (I/Ip) is 1.1 and the maximum current level is
I/Ip=20. If fault current exceed more than 20 times of pick-up current then the
instantaneous part will be operated. Time counter has been developed in the real-time
software which is shown in figure 5.20. After the detection of fault the time is locked
until the calculated time was compared with the present time and locked one. Whenever
relay reaches to the time provided by calculation the trip signal will be sent to the
breaker. Figure 5.21 shows implementation of over-current relay setting in LabVIEW
real-time software.
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Figure 5.19: ANSI/IEEE characteristics for Tp=1 and time inverse overcurrent characteristic for different
Tp

Figure 5.20: Over-current Function in LabVIEW real-time software

Figure 5.21: Over-current relay setting in LabVIEW real-time software
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5.5.4 Distance Protection, MHO Characteristic

Distance relaying should be considered when over-current relaying is too slow or
is not selective. Distance relays are generally used for phase-fault primary and back-up
protection on sub-transmission lines and on transmission lines where high-speed
automatic reclosing is not necessary to maintain stability and where the short time delay
for end-zone faults can be tolerated. Distance functions have been in use for many years
and have progressed from the original electromechanical types through analog types and
now up to digital types of functions. A simple mho distance function, with a reach of Z
ohms, is shown in figure 5.22. This diagram is exactly equal to an R-X diagram except
that all of the impedance vectors have been operated on by the current I. The mho
function uses the current and voltage measured at the relay to determine if the apparent
impedance plots within the mho characteristic. The determination was made by
comparing the angle between the operating quantity (IZ - V) and the polarizing quantity
(V, where V = IZf). If the angle is less than or equal to 90º, then the fault impedance Zf
plots within the characteristic and the function will produce an output. If the angle is
greater than 90º, then Zf falls outside of the characteristic and no output will be produced.
Assume that the angle of maximum reach (θ) and the angle of ZL (Φ) are equal. The key
point to note in this phasor analysis (a convenient way to view relay performance) is the
magnitude of the IZ - V (Vop) phasor and its relationship to the V (Vpol) phasor. Operation
will occur whenever Vop and Vpol phasors are within 90º of each other and provided both
Vop and Vpol are greater than the minimum values established by the sensitivity of the
relay design. For the balance point fault, IZ-V is zero, therefore no operation occurs,
which was expected. For an internal fault, IZ-V and V are in phase, therefore the function
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operates as expected. For the external fault, operation does not occur because IZ-V and V
are 180º out of phase. Observe that for the balance point fault, the V is exactly equal to
IZ.

IX

IZ
IZ-V
θ

V
IR

Figure 5.22: MHO impedance relay characteristic

The MHO distance relay has been implemented in LabVIEW environment by
defining three different zones and the settings for zones according to figure 5.23 are the
relay angle and each zone reach impedance, as well as time settings for each zone
tripping. Figure 5.24 shows the block diagram of the VI (Virtual Instrument) which is
developed in LabVIEW. The circle equation has been used for each zone and impedance
location was compared with this equation for fault detection criteria. Hence, by settings
all zones impedance and coordinate time between the zones, when fault occurs, the
impedance seen by relay start to move inside the third zone and depends on fault
impedance it may be placed in second or first zone. Therefore, time settings for each zone
should be the faster tripping action for internal zones. The time-locking technique has
been used for real-time implementation of decision making process in this relay function.
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Fault detection time for each zone is the output of this function for studying swing
problem in the power system.
X (Ω)

Z reach 3

Z reach 2

Fault

Z reach 1

Relay
Angle

R (Ω)
Figure 5.23: MHO zone definition and settings parameters

Figure 5.24: MHO Distance relay in LabVIEW real-time software

5.5.5 Distance Protection, Polygonal Characteristic

This form of polygonal impedance characteristic is shown in figure 5.25. The
characteristic is provided with forward reach and resistive reach settings that are
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independently adjustable. It therefore provides better resistive coverage than any mhotype characteristic for short lines. This is especially true for earth fault impedance
measurement, where the arc resistances and fault resistance to earth contribute to the
highest values of fault resistance. To avoid excessive errors in the zone reach accuracy, it
is common to impose a maximum resistive reach in terms of the zone impedance reach.
Recommendations in this respect can usually be found in the appropriate relay manuals.
Quadrilateral elements with plain reactance reach lines can introduce reach error
problems for resistive earth faults where the angle of total fault current differs from the
angle of the current measured by the relay. This will be the case where the local and
remote source voltage vectors are phase shifted with respect to each other due to pre-fault
power flow. This can be overcome by selecting an alternative to use of a phase current
for polarization of the reactance reach line. Polygonal impedance characteristics are
highly flexible in terms of fault impedance coverage for both phase and earth faults. For
this reason, most digital and numerical distance relays now offer this form of
characteristic. For this purpose, the polygonal characteristic is defined according to figure
5.26 by shown setting for each zone definition. The real-time software uses these settings
to compare real-time impedance point with line equations which are defined by those
setting in order to check placing in to zone. As same as MHO distance relay, time settings
are available for second and thirds zone. First zone will trip as soon as fault inserted
inside that region.
The whole front panel for distance relay is shown in figure 5.27. In left-top side
user can select the MHO or polygonal characteristic for distance relay. Some indicators
are used to show the fault detection and fault tripping for relay as well as time for placing
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fault inside the every zone. The middle part was used for inserting settings for MHO or
Polygonal characteristic separately. The right side was for representing calculated
impedance (magnitude and angle) and to plot it.
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R reach
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Relay

R

l

Figure 5.25: Polygonal zone definition and settings parameters

Figure 5.26: Polygonal Distance relay in LabVIEW real-time software
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Figure 5.27: Distance relay setting in LabVIEW real-time software

5.5.6 Voltage Unbalance Function

In a three-phase system, voltage unbalance takes place when the magnitudes of
phase or line voltages are different and the phase angles differ from the balanced
conditions, or both. Voltage unbalance is defined as the ratio of the negative sequence
voltage component to the positive sequence voltage component. The percentage voltage
unbalance factor (% VUF), or the true definition is given by:
% Voltage Unbalance Factor =

Negative Sequence Voltage Component
Positive Sequence Voltage Component

100

In addition we can check the zero sequence voltage magnitude for any ground
fault which may cause increases on zero components.
% Voltage Unbalance Factor =

Zero Sequence Voltage Component
Positive Sequence Voltage Component

100

Application of the voltage unbalance relay is to protect three phase motors from
the damage which may be caused by single phase operation. When one fuse blows in a
three-phase supply to a group of motors, these motors will continue to run on single
phase power. At this time the voltage unbalance will be small since the motors will
maintain nearly full voltage across the open phase and a sensitive voltage unbalance relay
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was required to detect the single phase power so the relay was used to trip the supply
breaker or to indicate an alarm.
Since the relay operates on a percentage of the unbalance in line voltages, it will
detect a single-phase condition on light load as well as on heavy load. The unbalance
voltage relay is usually connected to a bus and it will effectively protect a group of many
motors when the open circuit is between source and the bus. Figure 5.28 shows the
implementation of this function on LabVIEW. This Block takes the sequences
components of voltage and after calculating unbalance factor compares it by inserted
setting by user and makes decision for tripping action with considering time setting.

Figure 5.28: Voltage Unbalance Function in LabVIEW real-time software

5.5.7 Current Unbalance Function

The Current Unbalance Function monitors three-phase lines to detect an
unbalanced current. It can also monitor three separate single phase lines for equal current
levels. Line-voltage unbalances usually cause these line-current unbalances. In fact,
current unbalance can be 20 times as high as the voltage unbalance. Unevenly distributed
single-phase loads can cause the latter across a three-phase power system. In other words,
instead of balancing phase-to-neutral loads evenly across all three phases, more are
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distributed onto one or two phases. The same goes for phase-to-phase single-phase loads.
Instead of balancing the loads on an A-B, B-C, A-C basis, they are distributed unevenly
on two pair of phases. Voltage and current unbalance can also result when using some
types of transformer connections such as the open-delta connection, where two
transformers are used to make a three-phase system. Any new digital motor control
protection relays use a current unbalance trip and in some cases, the trip limit can be set
as low as 5%. The line-current unbalance also increases current harmonic distortion,
which can overload building wiring and transformers. It may be seen excessive 3rd
harmonics (normally associated with phase-to-neutral nonlinear loads) as one of the
resulting consequences of line-current imbalance (a phase-to-phase nonlinear load).
Similar to unbalance voltage factor, the current unbalance factor is defined by
following equations. This factor can detect any unbalance situation caused by unbalance
faults to prevent any kind of damages.
% Current Unbalance Factor =

Negative Sequence Current Component
Positive Sequence Current Component

100

% Current Unbalance Factor =

Zero Sequence Current Component
Positive Sequence Current Component

100

or

Figure 5.29 shows the current unbalance function implemented in LabVIEW and
the settings of acceptable limits for unbalance factors. The time delay is also available for
users.
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Figure 5.29: Current Unbalance Function in LabVIEW real-time software

5.5.8 Inverse Power Flow Function

This function calculates actual power flow and protects branches against reverse
power flow (under power flow), the measurement are implemented for active power with
a specific time setting. The minimum active power and time delay, are the settings for
this relay function according to figure 5.30. The applications of this function are for
unwanted power flow direction which system couldn’t tolerate and also for reverse power
flow which may occur under fault conditions.

Figure 5.30: Inverse Power Flow Function in LabVIEW real-time software
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5.6 Test and Verification of Virtual Protection System in Test-bed

All mentioned functions are implemented in LabVIEW environment as a generic
relay model. This relay can be operated by real-time data and at the speed of
communication system. In the laboratory test system, the relay speed will be as fast as
DAQ’s speed used to gather data from the secondary side of PTs and CTs. Figure 5.31
represents the front panel of this digital generic relay for testing the idea of virtual
protection system. Technically, all available relays model can be implemented by their
functions and characteristics as a library inside the VPS database system.
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Relay Operation
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Figure 5.31: Digital generic relay model implemented at real-time software
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Hence, the system designer can add the VPS model of any realistic relay and
monitor protection system behavior by applying PMUs data in the virtual environment.
In order to test this relay two different experiment including single phase short
circuit and single phase outage has been carried out on the system which is described at
section 4.12 and has been shown in figure 4.6. All fault conditions are placed on motor
load terminal. In one case the single phase fault had been occurred in motor terminal and
the PMU at that terminal sends the fault data to virtual relay at the control center. The
active and reactive powers as well as frequency changes are plotted in figure 5.32
respectively. The currents and voltages are changing during this fault and cause the
considerable changes in active and reactive powers. The generic relay will trip this
situation by its own available functions which are visible in figure 5.33.

Single
Phase SC

Relay
Trip

Figure 5.32: Single-phase fault at motor terminal and relay tripping action
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In another case one of the phases of the induction motor has been disconnected in
two stages: relay is inactive and when it is active. Figure 5.34 shows this situation at
active and reactive powers and frequency calculated in PMU. The unbalance current
function will be the first function which will disconnect the relay.
These two cases are two applicable tests that we can carry out at lab scale for
testing the generic relay model which was developed for monitoring and protection
schemes. Technically, in the laboratory environment we just can perform experiments
involving protection devices which are not harmful for human health and equipment
safety and reliability. Therefore, the short circuits and other risky faults are not
experimentally tested and they are just verified by simulated signals in design procedure.

Figure 5.33: Generic relay tripping action for single phase to ground fault
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Figure 5.34: Single-phase outage for motor and relay tripping action

Figure 5.35 shows the application of this VPS for power system wide area
monitoring, protection and control system.
This system is capable for applying online setting of protection devices. The
protection coordination settings in a large area network are completely dependent on the
topology and system status which are varying frequently. For example the application of
distributed generation, whose generation depends on energy availability such as
photovoltaic and wind power, may cause different operational settings for relays
connected to the same network. This system could detect the grid status and will run
protection coordination software to achieve proper settings for relays. Finally, it will
apply new settings by real-time software and communication networks to the selected
system protection devices.
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Figure 5.35: Using generic relay for system wide area monitoring, protection and control

In this research the Virtual Protection System was proposed for wide area system
protection. This system was used to control power system in a manner to heal any
abnormal conditions that may cause damage, outage and perhaps blackout. The VPS was
developed as a generic digital relay with variety of protection functions that uses PMUs
current and voltage outputs to simulate power system behavior in a virtual environment.
This gives us some information about upcoming faults or system states moving to
abnormal situation. Proper control action for self-healing can be developed in a control
system to maintain system stable conditions with minimum outages. A laboratory based
power system test-bed was developed to test events and verify the VPS idea in a large
power system. Applications of VPS was discussed for modern power system for
predicting upcoming events, detecting blackout and cascade events and applying online
settings to protective relays.
5.7 Experiments for test of Wide Area Protection System in Test-bed

Since all the switching control and relay models were implemented inside the
real-time environment, the wide area protection system was designed to test the new
protection schemes for wide area systems.
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For the test-bed which has been introduced in figure 5.1, an experiment was
performed involving the outage of the slack generator G1. The event was the
disconnection of the slack generator, G1, which will cause frequency drop of the whole
system since generation and demand balance is no longer maintained. The frequency
functions of all generators relays are activated. For G2 and G3 frequency settings
considered 59 Hz and for G4 is 58 Hz. So, whenever the frequency drops, the monitoring
system will calculate the frequency and the relay function will detect the situation and
will send the trip signal to the breaker right away. Figure 5.36 shows this procedure with
all generators’ relay trip signals and breaker one, respectively in left and right plots. Here,
G1 was disconnected at 2:26’:22”.245 and G2, G3 and G4 relays are detected at
2:26’:23”.032, 2:26’:23”.012 and 2:26’:23”.567, respectively. Because of the frequency
setting for G4, it detects the event with a larger delay. Figure 5.37 presents the active
power change as well as frequency drop for this event for all generators. The generator's
G1 frequency was returned to the no load frequency after disconnection from the grid and
the other generators’ frequency started to drop until the relays trip them from the grid.
The remaining generators take the load share of the disconnected generators. For
instance, after disconnection of G1 and then G2 and G3, suddenly, G4 which was
producing 250-W in normal condition takes the active power load of whole system (1300
Watt) and leads to large drop of frequency (48-Hz). A wide area protection algorithm was
also implemented for this case, which is the disconnection of all generators when G1 is
disconnected from the grid right away. In this case we don’t need to worry about the
frequency relays settings and their operation delay. Consequently, all the power system
data are available by the implemented PMUs for monitoring the system and hence any
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kind of intelligent and smart wide area protection system integrated with system
controllers can be developed in real-time to enhance power system operation.

(a)
(b)
Figure 5.36: (a) Relays trip signal and (b) breaker status of all generators during G1 outage

(a)
(b)
Figure 5.37: (a) Active power and (b) frequency of all generators during G1 outage
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This system can be used for studying integrated wide area control and protection
system to monitor the system status for abnormalities such as over/under voltage,
overloads of equipments and any other conditions. In the implemented example, when the
loadings of a power system line increases, the relay indicated the system moving
condition to the fault situation which may be disconnected by available protection
devices. Hence by setting the protection relay under the settings of the physical relay, the
control scheme can retrieve the normal status by proper controlling action. This case may
be the changing of system topology or power dispatching in alarms in a control center,
self healing strategies can maintain the system continuous operation with appropriate
control scheme.
The developed system can be used for cascaded failures detection and applying
proper remedies on the power system. Following a disturbance, one or more components
overload and hence fail. The equilibrium of the load flow will consequently change and
the load will then be redistributed to other normal components and this makes additional
load transfer to other elements. Thus, a cascading failure is triggered by the overload
failures and it cause network's collapse resulting in a blackout. The PMUs data can be
used to follow the phase angle of each bus to detect the system failures which may cause
cascaded events. In this process, we need to detect upcoming faults by network data and
analyze the network reaction to this outage by some algorithms such N-1 Contingency,
Fault calculation, OPF, etc. Therefore, the online calculation software is used to analyze
system situation and will be presented in next chapters.
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CHAPTER 6
DESIGN AND CONTROL OF HYBRID AC/DC SYSTEMS

6.1 Introduction

DC distribution systems have been proposed to address the challenges of
increased energy demand. These systems can also be used to improve or maintain system
reliability. DC microgrids and DC distribution systems succeeded to gain popularity and
reacquire the interest of several researchers and industry entities. High penetration of
stationary renewable energy sources yielding DC output, increased importance of storage
elements and increased number of electronic loads, machine drives and other loads
operating with DC input are all essential reasons for this reconsideration of DC networks.
Moreover, several systems are currently employing DC distribution systems already. For
instance, in systems that require high reliability and are involving a big number of
electronic loads such as data centers, DC provides a more efficient solution for electric
power distribution. Another important example is shipboard power systems with
implemented medium voltage DC distribution, zonal DC distribution or other types of
DC distributed architectures for power delivery on board. This increased importance of
DC distribution systems have encouraged researchers to investigate issues related to
them. The hybrid system was discussed in chapter II of this dissertation and its
advantages and disadvantages were presented as well. In this chapter, we will focus on
the implementation of a DC microgrid setup in test-bed as a Hybrid AC/DC microgrid.
This system was implemented and presented in details in [135]-[140] including the
results of test and verification for the operation of DC microgrid.
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6.2 DC Bus and DC Microgrid

The AC side of the system was presented in chapter 3 including the AC sources as
synchronous generators and several types of loads including passive impedance and
motor loads. The DC side of the grid was used to connect the various renewable energy
sources in addition to the battery storage system and other dc loads. The energy available
from renewable sources on the dc side of the network should serve not only local loads
on the dc grid, but also loads demands on the AC side. Power sharing can be used to
mitigate fast load fluctuations and maintain high power and voltage stability levels on the
AC side. Therefore, a bi-directional AC-DC/DC-AC converter was used to allow bidirectional power flow between the AC and DC sides. Hence, the dc micro grid shown in
figure 6.1 in detail consists of the components which will be present here.
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Figure 6.1: DC network schematic interconnected to AC side and DC source and load emulators
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6.2.1 Photovoltaic (PV) Emulator

A 5-kW programmable DC Power supply was used to emulate a typical I-V
characteristics curve. The programmable power supply allows emulating different I-V
characteristic curves in the form of lookup tables. Moreover, it allows including the effect
of other parameters such as environmental conditions i.e. ambient temperature and solar
insolation.
The V-I characteristics of a PV cell is modeled by the formula given in (6.1),
q

I = I LG − I OS (e AKT

(V + IRs )

− 1) −

V + IR s
R sh

(6.1)

Where:
ILG
IOS
q
A
K
Rs
Rsh
T

Light generated current [A]
Reverse saturation current [A]
Electronic charge [C]
Dimensionless factor
Boltzmann’s constant [m2kg/ks2]
Series resistance of the cell [Ω]
Shunt resistance of the cell [Ω]
Ambient temperature in Kelvin [ºk]
6.2.2 Fuel Cell (FC) Emulator

A programmable DC power supply is programmed to emulate Solid Oxide Fuel
Cells (SOFC) characteristics. The DC power supply can be programmed with a lookup
tables representing the relation between the voltage and current or voltage versus time.
For instance, in order to examine the robustness of the DC-DC boost converter
interfacing fuel cells energy into the grid, the voltage profile shown in Figure 6.2 was
programmed. The purpose of sharp and sudden changes in the voltage value is to
examine the system and its components under severe conditions. The results of the
experiment are published by Ahmed, et. al [138].
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Figure 6.2: Output voltage from the fuel cell emulator

6.2.3 Controlled DC-DC Boost Converter

The system contains two controlled DC-DC boost converters operating as
interfaces between different renewable energy sources and the DC grid. The first DC-DC
boost converter is used to integrate the power generated by the PV emulator to the
system. This converter is operating in the maximum power point tracking (MPPT) mode.
The other converter is used to integrate the FC energy to the system and is operating in a
current control mode. These converters are designed to receive a variable input voltage
ranging from 70 to 140-V and integrate its power into the DC bus at 300-V. The power
rating of each is 3 kW.
In the case of the DC-DC boost converter connected to the PV source, the voltage
to be controlled is on the input side of the converter. The PV can be equivalent to a
current source in parallel with a resistor using Norton’s theorem. Hence, the small signal
input voltage to duty cycle transfer function used to control this converter is given by:

G pv

~
v pv

R g V dc
1
(
)[ s +
]
~
v pv
L pv
C pv R pv
= ~ = −
R pv
1
d
)s + (
)
s2 + (
L pv
L pv C pv

The small signal of the converter input voltage [V]
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(6.2)

~
d
Vdc
Rpv
Cpv
Lpv

The small signal of the duty cycle
The large signal of the DC bus voltage [V]
Photovoltaic equivalent resistance [Ω]
Photovoltaic array equivalent capacitance [F]
Converter inductance [H]
This transfer function has been used to tune the parameters of the PI controller

which is used to control the converter as shown in figure 6.3.
Ipv
Vpv

MPPT
Algorith

V*pv
+
Vpv

Erro K i + K p s
s

-

Gpv

Vpv

Low pass filter

Figure 6.3: A block diagram of the DC-DC boost converter controller

6.2.4 Bi-directional DC-DC battery charger/discharger

The smart power system presented here is also equipped with a battery bank
consisting of 12 lead acid batteries connected in series with a 12-V output each. The
battery bank is used as the main energy storage of the system.
The output voltage of the battery storage system is not constant depending on the
state of the charge of the battery. Moreover, the amount of charge or discharge from the
battery should be controlled depending on the energy management algorithm used for
system operation. Thus, a 1-kW controlled bi-directional DC-DC converter was designed
and implemented in the system. In the charging mode, the transfer function of the output
voltage to the duty cycle (GBC) is as given by (6.3):
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v~
= ~o =
d
L batt C in [ s 2 + (

G BC

V dc
D
1
1
)s + (
)]
RC in
L batt C in

(6.3)

Whereas, the ratio of the output voltage to duty cycle transfer function in the
discharging mode (GBD) is given by,

G BD

v~
= ~o =
d

V dc [
L batt C out

L batt

R (1 − D ) 2

]s

1
(1 − D ) 2
[s2 + (
)s + (
)]
RC out
L batt C out

(6.4)

Where:
v~ o

~
d

Vdc
D
Lbatt
Cin
Cout
R

The small signal of the converter output voltage [V]
The small signal of the duty cycle
The large signal of the DC bus voltage [V]
The large signal of the duty cycle
Converter inductance [H]
Converter capacitance on the DC bus side [F]
Converter capacitance on the battery side [F]
DC Load Resistance [Ω]
These two transfer functions for the converter in the charging and discharging

modes were used to design the PI controller used to control the charge/discharge process
of the battery as shown in figure 6.4. The PI controller parameters were set as follows,
KpC=0.0035, KiC=0.3, KpD=0.0035 and KiD=0.0035. Moreover, the pulse width
modulation technique at a switching frequency of 5-kHz was used as a switching strategy
for the bi-directional charger/discharger. More details of the design process and the
maximum power point tracking algorithm are presented in [135].
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Figure 6.4: A block diagram of the Bi-directional battery charger controller

6.2.5 Three-phase controlled AC-DC rectifier and bi-directional AC-DC/DCAC converter

The voltage controlled rectifier was used to regulate the voltage level on the DC
side of the network. This rectifier allows power flow from the AC side to the DC. The
converter was controlled using a voltage decoupling control technique that allows full
control of active and reactive power independently. Hence, the converter is operating at a
unity PF. Sinusoidal pulse width modulation (SPWM) technique is used for switching.
The complete details of the design and implementation of this converter can be found in
[136].
Moreover, a current-controlled bi-directional converter was also designed. The
same voltage decoupling control technique was utilized for this converter. Hence, any
desired amount of active or reactive power can be transferred from the DC microgrid to
the main AC grid, which allows the DC microgrid to supply active power, act as a
reactive power compensator or supply active and reactive power simultaneously if
required by the wide area control technique implemented. The design and implementation
procedure of this converter are given in [137] and the focus is on presenting the operation
of the developed bi-directional converter at unity power factor. However, it is proved to
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operate effectively at any power factor. Figure 6.5 shows the response of the bidirectional converter to a step change in the reactive power from 0.3-kVAR to 1-kVAR.
It can be seen that the converter succeeds in transfering the desired amount of reactive
power and that the transient period does not exceed 1 ms. The phase difference between
the voltage and current waveforms is 90 degrees corresponding to the setting of the active
power to zero. The DC voltage regulated by the controlled rectifier is hardly affected by
this change in the reactive power flow. The values of the parameters for all the
components in the DC microgrid are given in table 6.1.

6.2.6 Single phase DC-AC inverter

This voltage-controlled inverter is used to connect different sensitive AC loads to
the DC bus. This inverter has a power rating of 4-kW and is designed to output a constant
120-V. The SPWM technique at 4-kHz switching frequency was used as a switching
strategy. Moreover, the PI controller was used to control the output voltage.

idc

idc
vdc

vdc

va
ia

va
ia

Figure 6.5: Operation of the bi-directional converter as a reactive power compensator, a step change in
the reactive power reference from 0.3 KVar to 1 KVar is applied (a) DC current, idc(4 A/div, 10 ms).
(b) DC voltage, vdc(1000 V/div, 10 ms). (c) AC phase voltage, ea (30 V/div, 10 ms). (d) AC current,
ia(2 A/div, 10 ms).
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Table 6.1: DC Microgrid Parameters
Component

Controlled AC-DC
Rectifier

Bi-directional ACDC/DC-AC Converter

DC-DC Boost
Converter

Bi-directional DC-DC
Battery Charger

DC Dynamic Load
Model

Single phase DC-AC
Inverter

Parameter
Power Rating
IGBT Module
Switching Freq.
Lr
rr
Cr
Power Rating
IGBT Module
Switching Freq.
Lb
rb
Cb
Lbdc
Power Rating
IGBT Module
Switching Freq.
LPV , LFC
Power Rating
IGBT Module
Switching Freq.
Lbatt
Cin=Cbatt
Power Rating

Specification
5 kW
SKM50GB123D
8 kHz
12 mH
0.98 Ω
1200 µF
5 kW
SKM50GB123D
8 kHz
24 mH
1.96 Ω
1200 µF
12 mH+0.98 Ω
3 kW
SKM150GAL12V
5 kHz
3 mH+0.4 Ω
1 kW
SKM800GA126D
5 kHz
2.7 mH+0.22 Ω
1200 µF
3 kW

IGBT Module
Switching Freq.
LDL
Power Rating
IGBT Module
Switching Freq.
Lidc
Ridc
Cidc
Liac
Riac
Ciac

SKM800GA126D
5 kHz
2.7 mH+0.22 Ω
3 kW
SKM50GB123D
6 kHz
3 mH
0.4 Ω
2400 µF
12 mH
0.98 Ω
196 µF

6.2.7 Dynamic DC Load emulator

The dynamic DC load consists of a voltage-controlled buck converter connected
to a constant resistive load. The converter was designed to respond very quickly to
changes in the reference. Hence, by changing the reference of the output voltage, the
output power changes and the dynamic load emulator can follow a certain load pattern.
An example of the load curves programmed in the dynamic load model is given in figure
7.6. The load power varies from 0 to 3 kW iteratively in six-minute intervals.
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Figure 6.6: Output power of the dynamic load emulator

6.3 Hybrid AC/DC System Architecture in Smart Grid Test-bed

The DC bus is connected to the AC system via a bi-directional converter. This
allows bi-directional power flow between AC and DC. The system described in figure 7.1
consists of two DC-DC converters integrating two sustainable energy sources into a
common DC bus. They have the ability to control the power injected to the DC network.
In normal operation, the voltage on the DC bus is regulated via a controlled rectifier
connecting both sides. However, if the system is working in an islanded mode, i.e.
isolated from the AC side, one of the DC-DC converters interfacing the sustainable
energy sources to the DC system must take this responsibility. A fully controlled rectifier
was designed to tie the DC grid with the AC one. A vector decoupling controlled
sinusoidal pulse width modulation (SPWM) technique was used to allow the designed
rectifier to maintain a constant output voltage while being able to control the active and
reactive power drawn from the grid independently. Moreover, a bi-directional ACDC/DC-AC converter was used to allow bi-directional power flow between both sides.
The amount of power flowing in either direction can be set to a certain pre-set value
while the controlled rectifier working as a voltage rectifier maintains the power balance.
This is because it is free to supply the power needed in the DC grid. In order to increase
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the operating range of the rectifier, an adaptive controller having the ability to
dynamically change its parameters corresponding to the condition of the system was
proposed in [138]. The emphasis of this chapter is mostly on the overall design of AC/DC
parts of the test-bed. It should be pointed out that [135]-[137] describe the DC grid
connectivity in further details. Figure 6.7 shows the overall power system schematic and
single line diagram of implemented hybrid AC/DC setup.

6.4 DC Microgrid Operation; Experimental Results

In the DC microgrid we used a DC supervisor controller which is the master
controller and is responsible for sending the dc bus voltage reference to the controlled
rectifier and distributing power references to the local (slave) controllers of the other
source converters. Moreover, this supervisor controller communicates with the main AC
grid and is the place to execute various real-time energy management algorithms in order
to manage the power sharing among the various sustainable energy sources, the
interaction with the main AC grid and the battery charging and discharging.
For instance, the real-time battery charging/discharging algorithm presented in
figure 6.8 was implemented. This algorithm aims mainly at shifting the power demanded
from the main AC grid to off-peak time by managing the charging/discharging process of
the battery such that:
•

If there is a surplus in the total power generated locally from the PV and fuel cells
and it exceeds the demand on the DC, the charging rate of the battery is increased
during off-peak time since the energy tariff is relatively low so it is more worthy to
charge the battery than to sell power to the grid. On the other hand, the charging rate
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was decreased during peak time to charge the battery later on when the energy tariff
drops.
•

If there is a deficiency in power meaning that the renewable energy sources are not
capable of satisfying the load demanded on the microgrid, the discharging rate of the
battery is increased during peak time to enhance the saving by reducing the energy
bought from the main grid with the high tariff. Moreover, the discharging rate is
decreased during off-peak time since the tariff is low and the available energy in the
battery can be more effectively utilized during the coming peak period. The
developed laboratory-based smart power system can be used to test more complex
real time energy management algorithms involving online prediction and modeling of
renewable energy sources output power uncertainty, load forecasting and pulsed load
mitigation such as the algorithms developed in [139], [140].
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Figure 6.7: Overall power system schematic and single line diagram of implemented hybrid AC/DC setup
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Figure 6.8: A flow chart of the real-time algorithm to manage the charge/discharge process of batteries

In order to investigate the real-time operation of the DC microgrid, figure 7.9
shows the performance of the various components of the DC side corresponding to
several step changes in the reference power. The curves shown (from top to bottom) are
corresponding to the DC bus voltage (vdc), the rectifier current (ir), the bi-directional
current (ibdc), the photovoltaic (PV) output current (ipv), the fuel cells output current (iFC)
and the battery current (ibatt), respectively. The case study is described as follows:
•

The supervisor controller sends reference signals to the various converters in the DC
microgrid.

•

The bi-directional converter is set to transfer 1 A from the main AC grid to the DC
microgrid.

•

iPV is initially set to 2 A, then a step change from 2 to 0.5 A was applied after 0.1 sec

•

iFC is set to 0.25 A along the whole interval shown in figure 6.9

•

The battery is operating in the discharging mode, ibatt was initially set to 0.2 A then
the discharging current reference was changed to 0.7 A after 1.1 sec

•

The total loads connected to the DC bus are increased by 75% after 1.6 sec
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(a)

(b)
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Figure 6.9: Performance of the various components of the DC microgrid corresponding to step change in
the power reference. (a) shows the DC bus voltage (vdc), (b) the rectifier current (ir), (c) the bi-directional
current (ibdc), (d) the PV output current(ipv), (e) the fuel cells output current (iFC) and (f) the battery current
(ibatt).

As can be seen in the figure, the DC bus voltage is hardly affected by the step
changes in the PV or battery power. However, the big step change in the load creates
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some fluctuation in the bus voltage of around 1%, which is definitely below all the
standard limits. This transient period lasts for about 0.5 sec.
The rectifier current is free to maintain the power balance in the system. When the
PV power decreases from 2 A to 0.5 A, the rectifier current increases by the same
amount. Moreover, when the battery current increases after 1.1 sec, the rectifier current
decreases to compensate for this increase.
The bi-directional converter is capable of maintaining its reference current of 1 A
during the step changes of other converters. However, a fluctuation of the output current
can be seen at 1.6 s when the sudden change in the load takes place. This is due to the
fluctuation in the output voltage.
The DC-DC converter interfacing the PV successfully supplies the desired current
with the some fluctuation during the sudden load change. In addition, the DC-DC
converter interfacing the fuel cell was able to maintain the desired output current during
the various states of the system with some ripple in the output when the load is suddenly
changed.
Finally, the battery charger/discharger successfully supplies the desired amount of
current from the battery, which helps implementing any kind of real-time operation
algorithms involving the battery. The supervisor controller sends reference signals to the
various converters in the DC microgrid.

6.5 Integrated Hybrid AC/DC Operation; Experimental Results

In order to evaluate the integration of the AC/DC system and study the system
performance during load variations, an experiment was conducted to show the system
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behavior and AC/DC power sharing control while the load variations take place in active
and reactive power. In this experiment, the DC microgrid quantifies its DC power
availability during the upcoming interval of time. Hence, it will inject any amount of
active/reactive power demanded by the AC side, through the WAMPAC considering all
constraints.
The DC system is connected to Bus-0050 through a bi-directional converter as
shown in figure 6.7 and injects any specified amount of active and/or reactive power to
the AC point of common coupling (PCC). In this experiment the DC microgrid was used
to regulate the voltage at the PCC.
Figure 6.10 shows the experimental results which a unity power factor load of
700-W was initially connected to Bus-0050. The DC microgrid was commanded to
receive 100 W and zero Vars. Hence, AC grid takes the responsibility of supplying both
AC load and DC microgrid demand. The steady state voltage at PCC in this situation was
0.94 p.u. whereas the voltage on the DC bus was 1 p.u. After 20 sec, the DC microgrid
was commanded by WAMPAC system to inject the total amount of demanded power on
the AC side. Therefore, the voltage amplitude was increased to 1.02 p.u. The controlled
rectifier regulating the voltage on the DC bus maintains a voltage of 1 p.u. after a
transient period of around 6 sec with an overshoot of 0.02 p.u.
A reactive load of 450 VARs was increased to PCC after 43 sec. Consequently
the voltage amplitude drops to around 0.95 p.u. The DC microgrid was then commanded
by WAMPAC to inject 300-VARs to the AC grid. Hence, the voltage at the PCC
increases to 0.98 p.u. The DC bus voltage is hardly affected by this change in its reactive
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power reference. The frequency variations are also shown in this figure. A maximum of
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0.2 Hz deviation from 60 Hz was depicted in the measured frequency.
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Figure 6.10: Performance of the integrated hybrid AC/DC microgrid corresponding to step change in the
load demand reference. (a) the load, DC and AC active power share, (b) the load, DC and AC reactive
power share, (c) the frequency of the AC bus, (d) the voltage of the AC and DC buses.
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Figure 6.11 shows details about the quality of the active and reactive power
transferred between the AC and DC grids after 10 sec. This figure also shows the current
and voltage waveforms, as well as the THD at the PCC and the inverter terminals.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 6.11: Current and voltage waveforms, their THD after 10 s. (a) shows the PCC current and voltage
waveforms, (b) the inverter side current and voltage phasors, (c) the current and voltage THD
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Figure 6.12 depicts also same details about the quality of the active and reactive
power transferred between the AC and DC grids this time after 70 sec. This figure also
presents the current and voltage and THD at the PCC at 70 seconds. Using this integrated
controller for hybrid AC/DC microgrids will enhance the performance of the system.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 6.12: Current and voltage waveforms, their THD after 70 s. (a) shows the PCC current and voltage
waveforms, (b) the inverter side current and voltage phasors, (c) the current and voltage THD.
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CHAPTER 7
IMPLEMENTATION OF REAL-TIME POWER SYSTEM SECURITY AND
VOLTAGE STABILITY MONITORING SYSTEM
7.1 Introduction

This chapter explores the challenges and opportunities to implement online
system analysis capability in order to monitor the system security and stability through
the establishment of operational indices. Therefore, the implemented hardware/software
setup for monitoring and analyzing system in real-time format was presented by the
online results available from real-time software. Online load flow and contingency results
aim to help provide proper security monitoring of the power system in wide area which is
useful for most applications including system remedial actions.
In real-time operation of power system, the reliability is always referred to as
security [156]. Power system security is the ability of the system to withstand
contingencies which are subjected to it by wide variety of disturbances. For example,
sudden change in load demand, loss of transmission line, system configuration change,
equipment outage and generator failures are typical power system circumstances. The
smart grid uses modern communication infrastructure at wide area power system to
improve grid reliability, reduce the price of electricity, improve operational efficiency,
security and safety and promote environmental quality [21], [22].
System state monitoring is technically can be achieved using fast wide area
measurements and hence it enhances WAM system in order to demonstrate system
current status which is known as normal state, restorative state and emergency state
[156]. At normal operation, if one or more operational limit are violated the system state
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changes to emergency and if it leads to load disconnection such as partial or total
blackout from which the rest of the system remained in a normal state, the system moves
to the restorative state. A normal state is secure if all contingencies result in secure
normal operation. Therefore, the secure power system is one that has low probability of
blackout or equipment damage. The WAMPAC system is responsible to maintain a
secure system state in order to prevent system state transition to emergency state. The
wide range of operational control and protection strategies in smart and intelligent form
should be implemented in WAMPAC system. Power system dynamics bring the new
challenges for online changing at control scenarios. These control actions are deployed to
ensure that the supply-demand balance is met reliably and securely [157]-[159].
The objective of this research is to use real-time measurements at smart grid to
identify the power system state. Online power system analysis feature are developed to
deploy real-time data in order to monitor system state with online load flow and security
assessment results. The implemented laboratory setup for a micro smart power grid has
been presented previously with the developed software environment to monitor real-time
data as a SCADA center. The real-time software has the capability to run analysis
software in engine mode and hence the system online analysis can be implemented by
real-time data monitoring speed. In this setup, the monitoring system updates the SCADA
system approximately every one second and then the analysis software can update the
data immediately after and calculates security indices. Consequently, this system can
analyze power system less than 3 seconds snapshot and returns the real-time calculation
results. Figure 7.1 shows the power system phenomena time frame as well as control
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actions in their time frame. Studies related to the time range of phenomena and control
actions has also shown as well as developed security assessment.
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Figure 7.1: Power system time frame for phenomena, control actions and studies

7.2 Modern Monitoring and Control Systems in Power Systems

With today's current technology, understanding data using analytical tools and
software has made the data overwhelm problem small if the set up is done correctly. With
advancements in computer processing power, fiber optic network speeds and the
improvement on software, reading data is now more than just a simple tabular displays
and one-line diagrams. The large amounts of data received is dispersed in a program to be
read simultaneously to read bus voltage magnitude/angles, active and reactive power to
and create power flow calculations and diagrams. For an operator to properly understand
the data that is being obtained, a virtual environment (VE) or human user interface (HMI)
is used to simplify the complex environment of the power system to the operator so that
one can directly interact with the real-time data. With the ability to view real-time data
with the VE or HMI, an effective alarm management can be created. To avoid
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overwhelming an operator with alarms, the analytical tools and software can be set up in
such a manner that allows the user to easily view the location of the alarm in the system
and from where the fault/problem is originating from. One major concern that still exists
today is the mismatch between actual system performance and simulation predictions.
One solution to this problem is the use of state estimation. The state estimator can
provide the most up-to-date snapshot of the system. Modern measurements and
communications technology impact the power system by a new capability to make phasor
measurement. Phasors, represent voltages and currents at various buses in a power system
which defines the state of the system. They should be measured in a common reference.
In order to achieve a common reference for the phasors, the sampling at different points
should be synchronized with a high precision. The Global positioning System (GPS)
which provides a 1 pulse per second (1 pps) with an accuracy of 1 µsec has been used at
any location to synchronize phasor measurement devices [12]. With the early stages
being done on state estimation for the power system, the use of high sampling PMU helps
adding measurements to the set available for state estimation. With the advancements,
steady state and dynamic response, operations are presently being read as real-time data
which accurately reflects the actual system constraints.
In the laboratory-based smart power system, the focus is on real-time calculation
of power system parameters using PMUs which has been introduced in chapter IV with
implementation details. Figure 7.2 shows the single line of the setup for implementing
online security assessment. The PMUs functional implementation was carried out by the
Data Acquisition System (DAQ) for research purposes.
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Figure 7.2: single line of the setup for implementing online security assessment

Different DAQs were used to get the whole system data. Every DAQ system data
were synchronized and hence can simulate different PMUs data concentrator in one
system. For instance, all generators voltages and currents are measured in a DAQ and the
voltage phasors are in the same reference frame. The positive sequence of voltages and
currents in the same reference are calculated using measured signals by 12 kHz sampling
rate and sent 10 data packets per second. Figure 7.3 shows the front panel of
measurement VI in which all system parameters are displayed in synchronized phasor
form. Moreover, the active and reactive power measurements are shown for all three
phases and are plotted. This VI is available for all branches in the setup and they are subVIs for an overall real-time monitoring system as shown in figure 7.4. This VI in
contrast to conventional SCADA systems is very fast and the update time is around one
second. The update time is good enough to be observed and followed by a SCADA user
to monitor system and control it manually. Hence, the real-time wide area protection and
control system has around one-second time interval in order to apply new settings and
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strategies in the entire power system. The ability to show the systems fast dynamic oneline display can provide visually real and reactive power flows, line loadings to point out
overloads, bus voltage magnitude/angles. Using the contours and animation features, the
operator could immediately recognize the system state which may be changed over a
specific time period. The challenging work is the construction of appropriate pattern for
the interactive display of large amount of power system data and the development of
effective human factors for such applications. The real-time SCADA system should be
equipped with proper alarms. Without effective alarm management, the system operator
is easily overwhelmed by alarms during the system disturbance and hence the initiation
of an event will be complicated. The visual real-time application can be effectively
exploited to indicate to the operator the key initiating event and the extent of the system
problems.
With the current and ever rapidly increasing technology, the success for reading
real-time data and reliable operations and control of the power system is widely based on
software using the DAQs, communications and computer processing power. The ability
to duplicate the software and use it throughout the system is very cost effective.
However, this exposes the system to produce possible risks due to common programming
error which in turn may cause system failure. A properly calibrated model of the system
using the new metering technology can provide data for improved modeling of the
equipment in use, which is a requirement for an effective control system design and
implementation.
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7.3 Developed Online Security Monitoring System; Experimental Results

The management of system situation alarms and emergency state has become a
major issue in system operation and control. Without effective security monitoring, the
system operator or intelligent controller couldn’t recognize system circumstances
properly in response to a disturbance. The aim is to distinguish the initiating event from
the onslaught of alarms which may due to a specific initiating incident. For example, the
opening of a heavily loaded transmission line could create numerous low bus voltages,
line overload on other transmission lines and even generator VAR loading, alarms. The
real-time system should indicate the system situation to the operator by developing
appropriate system security monitoring system which can predict the scope of the local
interruptions or major blackouts.
A lot of challenges have been introduced on describing steady state system limits
and collapse. However, approaches for detecting or preventing dynamic voltage collapse,
cascade events and the ability of the real-time controllers to mitigate those circumstances
are not implemented or even investigated intensely. Most of these events happen on a
time scale of several minutes. Hence, the integration of local and wide area controllers
utilizing fast security monitoring system can effectively prevent system from changing to
emergency state by intelligent and optimal operations. The conventional approach to
design such control elements in an integrated power network would involve construction
of complete dynamic models for the interconnected grid, generator units and their
controllers. The generator dynamic data may be more difficult to obtain and is less
reliable. Therefore, the modern estimation techniques based on real-time WAMPAC data
could enhance reliability and real-time control performance.
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The developed security monitoring system uses power factory DIgSILENT
software as an analytical tool for calculating real-time security in engine mode. This
software has the online data transfer capability with the real-time applications. Hence, by
implementing an interface between real-time environment and the power factory engine,
we can use it in on-line form for running system analysis features such as on-line power
flow, on-line contingency assessment, on-line optimal power flow, on-line fault and
stability calculation, simulation of grid disturbance scenario, sensitivity analysis on grid
operating conditions, tuning optimization of controllers, investigation of control structure,
etc. Hardware-in-the-loop testing is also required to develop, analyze and tune control
systems for any kind of turbine-generator or superimposed control systems such as a
Smart Grid Controllers are the other application of the integrated fast real-time SCADA
systems with on-line analysis engines [155].
When referring to security assessment, we are essentially referring to the analysis
of abnormal system conditions resulted from contingency cases. Contingency analysis is
defined as the evaluation of the violations in system operating states (if any) that certain
contingencies can pose to the electrical power system. In other words, it is the execution
and evaluation (loading and voltage-wise) of post-fault load flows, each of which reflects
the outage of a single or group of elements (such as transformers, busbars, transmission
lines, etc.). Figure 7.5 illustrates the general sequence of contingency assessment. The
results of both pre- and post-fault load flows are compared to the specified loading and
voltage limits which results are generated based on them. For online application, the
computation time required to perform a contingency analysis largely depends on two
factors: the size of the power system and the number of contingencies considered.
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Figure 7.5: General sequence for contingency assessment and provided results for both pre- and post-fault
load flows

Depending on these factors, the computation time could take from a couple of
seconds (or less) up to several minutes. For this setup, all the contingency results are
provided within two seconds. Therefore, by adding the real-time data update time (around
a second), the system security state will be updated around three seconds.
For each security assessment analysis, the typical type of report can be generated
in real-time form. Figure 7.6 shows the typical report in a tabular format. Here, Table I
shows the maximum loaded component (according to the specified loading limit) for each
contingency. It shows a worth case for four lines that have loading problem in different
contingency cases. Table II presents all overloaded components (according to the
specified loading limit) for each contingency. Table III demonstrate all voltage deviations
of terminals (between the base case and the contingency case) for each contingency in a
single list.
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Table I. Maximum Loading:

Table II. Loading Violations:

Table III. Voltage Steps:
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Figure 7.6: Contingency analysis typical reports
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Table IV reports the greatest voltage violation of a terminal (greater/less than or
equal to the specified voltage limits) considering all contingencies. Any such terminal is
reported only once (i.e. it is reported for the contingency causing this violation). Table V
demonstrate all voltage violations of a terminal (greater/less than or equal to the specified
upper/lower voltage limit) considering all contingencies. Table VI reports all voltage
violations of a terminal (greater than or equal to the specified upper voltage limit)
considering all contingencies. Finally, table VII presents all bus-bars with exceeding
voltage (maximum or minimum) in separate lists at.
This chapter presented a brief summary of the critical research needs to meet the
vast scope of challenges in real-time security analysis to ensure reliable and secure grid
operation for the futuristic smart grid. A related issue is the availability of real-time data
from PMUs all over the power system; any inaccessibility of fast real-time data may
affect the feasibility of WAMPAC for fast data monitoring and analysis. The purpose of
automatic control is to automatically keep the power system within normal operating
conditions. The purpose of security monitoring is to look ahead for possible
contingencies that may transition the power system from normal operation state to the
emergency state. Fast computation is intensively effective for monitoring the security of
the large interconnected system in order to apply remedies in proper time. Since the
problems caused by a contingency can range from the simple overloading of a line to the
various complicated instability phenomena, identifying, categorizing and ranking the
security problems on a continuing basis will require considerable attempts.
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7.4 Voltage Stability Monitoring System on Smart Grid

The voltage stability refers to the ability of the system to maintain load bus
voltages within acceptable limit, following some disturbances or power demand changes
[120]. The voltage stability problem normally starts as a local phenomenon and then
extends to power system if no remedies are taken into action. Preventing the system
voltage at every load center from passing the marginally stable point is an effective way
to avoid voltage collapse. This margin, which is called critical point, is reached by
maximum deliverable power by the transmission systems and hence is mostly
characterized by transmission line parameters and can be achieved by obtaining the
maximum deliverable power to each load center.
They are presenting the proximity of the system to voltage collapse. By
comparison and verification of those indices in real power system the better sight of those
indices will be achieved in order to specify security margin and take proper remedial
action. Hence, here some online voltage stability indices will be formulated for a simple
two bus power system and analytical results by simulation and real-time implementation
will be provided.

7.5 Voltage Stability Indices

Voltage stability indices have been developed in order to determine the point of
voltage instability and describe how the system is close to voltage instability.
Furthermore, it can used to recognize weak buses and the high risky areas involved for
voltage instability. There are several methods to calculate these indices in real-time
format by using PMUs data.
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7.5.1 Line Stability Index

Reference [121] proposes an overall system stability index based on power flow
concept. According to figure 5.3, for a transmission line which is equipped with two
PMUs at both sides in order to measure voltage and current synchrophasors in sending
and receiving ends, the parameters have been shown. By neglecting the line admittance
we can write:
V ∠δ −V ∠δ
V ∠ 0−V ∠δ
I = s Rs+ jXr r = s R + jXr

(7.1)

Where δ = δs − δr and if δs = 0 then δ = −δ r so:

S r = Vr I

*

 I

 Sr
=
V
 r





*
=

Pr − jQ r
V r ∠δ

V s ∠ 0 − Vr ∠ − δ

=

(7.2)

R + jX

equalizing real and imaginary part in this equation leads to:

Vr Vs cos(δ ) − Vr = RPr + XQr

Vr Vs sin(δ ) = XPr − RQr
2

(7.3)

solving this equations results to:
2

Vr − (

R
X

sin( δ ) − cos( δ ))Vs Vr + (

X

2

+R
X

2

)Q r = 0

considering line series impedance angle as θ
2
sin(θ )Vr + sin(θ − δ )VsVr +

X
sin(θ )

= arctan(

Qr = 0

(7.4)
X
R

) in

(10.4) we will reach to:

(7.5)

In order to have the real values for Vr the discriminant of the quadratic equation
should be greater or equal to zero and hence:
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2

2

Vs sin (θ − δ ) − 4 XQr ≥ 0

(7.6)

Finally, the line stability index can be defined as equation 8.7 and the value of this
index should remain under 1 for the stable system and whenever it exceed from that value
system will lose the stability and the voltage collapse will occur.
L mn =

4 XQ r
[Vs sin( θ − δ )]

(7.7)

2

7.5.2 Fast Voltage Stability Index

This index is proposed in [122], to detect voltage instability situation in power
transmission system. The mathematical formulation is very simple that could speed up
the computation and hence referred as fast index. Finding positive discriminant of the
quadratic equation in (8.4) results to:

( R sin(δ ) − cos(δ ))V 
s
 X


2

2

− 4(

X +R
X

2

) Qr ≥ 0

(7.8)

If δ → 0 , then sin δ ≈ 0, cos δ ≈ 1 , hence:
2

FVSI =

4Z Qr

(7.9)

2

Vs X

The measured value of FVSI which is close to 1 indicates that the particular line
is close to its instability point which may lead to voltage collapse in the entire system. To
keep the system under the normal condition this value should be maintained less than 1.
7.5.3 Line Stability Factor

According to Ref. [123], the line stability factor is based on load flow concept and
system topology. This factor begins by modeling transmission lines just with series
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reactance and hence, it is proper for systems with R X << 1 . The sending end active
power and receiving can be achieved by:
VsVr

 Ps = X sin(δ )

2
Q = − Vr + VsVr cos(δ )
 r
X
X

(7.10)

eliminating δ in both equations leads to:
2

2

 XPs   Vr2 + XQr 

 + 
 = 1
V
V
V
V
s r
 s r 

solving this equation versus

(7.11)

V r2 results to a new quadratic equation:

2

2

(Vr2 )2 − (Vs − 2 XQr )(Vr2 ) + X 2 (Qr + Ps2 ) = 0

(7.12)

the discriminant of this quadratic equation should be positive:
2

2

(Vs − 2 XQr ) 2 − 4 X 2 (Qr + Ps2 ) ≥ 0

(7.13)

solution for this inequality is:

4(

X
X 2
)(
+
P ) ≤1
Q
r
2
2 s
V
Vs
s

(7.14)

Therefore, this index can be defined as equation 7.15 and should be kept under 1
during the system normal and stable operation.

 X  X
LQP = 4 2  ( 2 Ps2 + Q r )
 Vs  Vs

(7.15)
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7.5.4 Line Voltage Stability Index

An on-line voltage stability index is based on pi equivalent branch model for
power transmission line and the relationship between voltage and active power and it is
formulated by using equation 7.3 and elimination Qr concludes:

X
X 2 + R2
V − (cosδ + sinδ )VsVr + (
)Pr = 0
R
R
2
r

considering line series impedance angle as θ

= arctan(

(7.16)
X
R

) in

equation 7.16 we will reach

to:

Vr2 − (cosδ +

sinθ
X 2 + R2
sin δ )VsVr + (
) Pr = 0
cosθ
R

(7.17)

and then:

cos(θ )Vr2 − cos(θ − δ )VsVr + (

R
) Pr = 0
cos(θ )

(7.18)

the discriminant of this quadratic equation should be positive:

[cos(θ − δ )Vs ]2 − 4RPr ≥ 0

(7.19)

Hence the on-line voltage stability can be defined as:

LVSI =

4 Pr R
[V s cos( θ − δ )] 2

(7.20)

This index presents the ratio of the current branch receiving active power and the
limited transmit power and its value should be under 1 [123].
7.5.5 Linear Voltage Stability Indicator

Reference [124] proposed a new index for monitoring and assessment of static
voltage stability using a unique technique based on underlying tool for evaluation of
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voltage stability margins. The mathematical procedure can be followed by this paper to
reach this index:



4P R 
4Q X
sin θ 1 − 1 − r2  + cosθ 1 − 1 − r2
Vs 
Vs


LVSI =
sin θ + cosθ − 1






(7.21)

Voltage collapse will occur when LVSI approaches unity.

7.5.6 The dS/dY Voltage Stability Sensitivity Factor

This index in reference [125] is based on the same two-bus equivalent system.
2

2

The power margin in this case will be achieved by calculating ΔS = IZload − IZlinewhen we
neglect the shunt admittance for transmission line then

I = Is = Ir and representing the

extra apparent power that can be delivered to the load prior voltage collapse occurrence.
The ratio of power supplied by the source to the power consumed at the load rapidly
increases as the system approach voltage collapse. The apparent power of load side can
be archived by equation 7.22:
2
r load

S =V Y

=

Vs2 pu Zload

(7.22)

2
2
Zline
+ Zload
+ 2ZlineZload cos(θ − ϕ)

where ϕ is the phase angle of the load impedance. Hence, this index is defined by
equation 7.23:

dS / dY =

[1 + Y

2
load

V s2

pu

2
2
× (1 − Yload
Z line
)

2
Z line
+ 2Yload Z line cos(θ − ϕ )
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]

2

(7.23)

If Zload = Zlinethen dS / dY = 0 , it confirms the well-known critical point of voltage
instability. At no load when Y = 0 , the dS / dY = 1. Therefore, maximum loading point
can be monitored accurately.
7.5.7 Online Voltage Stability Index

The online voltage stability index (VSI) is proposed in [126]. This index can be
calculated in real-time and predicts the power system steady-state voltage stability limit.
The method to calculate this index starts by deriving three maximum transferrable powers
including active, reactive and apparent power for each branch. So, the receiving end side
voltage is derived from equation 8.3 and presented in equation 8.24.
Vs2
V4
− (Qr X + Pr R) ± s − (Qr X + Pr R)Vs2 − ( Pr X − Qr R) 2
2
4

Vr =

(7.24)

The maximum transferable power, Smax, through the transmission line has been
achieved when the internal root phrase equals to zero [94]. There is only one possible
solution for

Vs and the receiving end voltage, Vr , is at the marginally stable operating

point. The maximum transferred active power, Pmax, maximum transmitted reactive
power,

Qmax and the maximum transferable power, Smax, can be calculated by Eqns.

(8.26)-(8.28) where ϕ = arctan( X / R ) and all right side parameters are assumed to be
constant. These equations can be simplified by assuming high X to R ratio.
Vs 4
2
2
− ( Q X + P R )Vs − ( PX − QR ) = 0
r
r
4
Pmax

2
Qr R Vs2 R | Z | Vs Vs − 4Qr X
=
−
+
X
2X 2
2X 2

(7.25)

(7.26)
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Qmax =

S max =

2
Pr X Vs2 X | Z | Vs Vs − 4 Pr R
−
+
R
2R 2
2R 2

(7.27)

Vs2 {| Z | − ( X sin ϕ + R cos ϕ )}
2( X cos ϕ − R sin ϕ ) 2

(7.28)

Therefore, according to these relations, the total Voltage stability Index (VSI) can be
calculated as [97]:
−P Q
−Q S
−S
 P

, max
, max
VSI = min  max

Q
S
 Pmax

max 
max

(7.29)

Smaller values of VSI indicates that the receiving end bus is close to its voltage
stability margin and less power transferring margin is left and in its margin the VSI will
be equal zero.

7.5.8 Transmission Line Marginal Loading

The line operation curve is the well-known PV-curve which shows voltage of the
receiving end bus versus transferred active power and it is characterizes by an extreme
point as a vertex of the parabola. For a specific load impedance angle, this point will be
achieved by increasing the load in continuous load flow calculation and monitor the load
bus voltage. According to [114] and figure 8.1 for a pi model line, the receiving end
voltage can be achieved by (7.30) and be summarized by (7.31).
1
C G
1
 + jω +


2
2
Zl
Vr = Vs
1
R + jω L +
1
C G
 + jω +
2
2
Zl



Vr = Vs

(7.30)
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  RG
RC LG
LC 
+ jω (
+
) −ω2
Z l 1 +
+ R + jω L
2
2
2
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(7.31)



Here Zl is the load impedance. Simplification can be applied by defining a new


phasor, K :

1
K = 1 + ( RG − ω 2 LC + jω ( RC + LG))
2

(7.32)

The resulting magnitude of the voltage at the line receiving end is calculated as:
Vr =

Z lVs

(7.33)

( Z l K cos(ϕ Zl + ϕ k ) + R) 2 + ( Z l K sin(ϕ Zl + ϕ k ) + ωL) 2


ϕ
=
δ
−
θ
K
and ϕk is the
Which Zl
r
r is the load angle and K is the magnitude of


phase angle of K. The definition of active power is made through the definition of
apparent power at the receiving end by:


2
2

 * 
Vr
Vr
Vr
j ϕ Zl
.e
=
.e j ( ϕ Zl + π )
S r = V r .I r , I r = −   S r = −
Zl
Zl
Zl

(7.34)

Insertion of (10.33) to (10.34) yields:
Sr =

( Z l K cos( ϕ Zl

Z l V s2
.e j (ϕ Zl + π )
2
2
+ ϕ k ) + R ) + ( Z l K sin( ϕ Zl + ϕ k ) + ω L )

(7.35)

The real part of (10.35) is the active power flow at the receiving end, expressed as
a function of the load impedance.
Pr =

ZlVs2
cos(ϕZl + π )
(Zl K cos(ϕZl + ϕk ) + R) 2 + (Zl K sin(ϕZl + ϕk ) + ωL) 2

(7.36)

2
Replacing load impedance with Z l = − Vr cos ϕ Zl and solving for Vr leads to:

Pr

2
 V2

P Z2
Pr
Vr4 − 2Vr2 − s 2 +
R cos(ϕZl + ϕk ) + ωL sin(ϕZl + ϕk )  + r2 line 2 = 0
cosϕZl K
 2K
 cos ϕZl K

[

]

(7.37)

The solution of (8.37) after re-substitution for the receiving end voltage which is a
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absolute value is found:

Vr =

V2
Pr
[ R cos(ϕ Zl + ϕ k ) + ωL sin(ϕ Zl + ϕ k )] − s 2 ± 
K cos(ϕ Zl )
2K
2

2

Vs2 
Pr2 Z line
Pr
R
L
[
]
cos(
ϕ
+
ϕ
)
+
ω
sin(
ϕ
+
ϕ
)
−
−


Zl
k
Zl
k
2K 2 
K 2 cos 2 ϕ Zl
 K cos(ϕ Zl )

In order to have a real value for

(7.38)

V r the internal square-root term should be

positive and hence:
2

2
 Pr
Vs2 
Pr2 Zline
[
]
R
L
cos(
ϕ
ϕ
)
ω
sin(
ϕ
ϕ
)
≥
+
+
+
−


Zl
k
Zl
k
2K 2  K 2 cos2 ϕZl
 K cos(ϕZl )

(7.39)

Therefore, the voltage stability index in this case can be defined as (8.40) and for
stability purpose it should be kept under a unity.
TVSI =

Z line
V 2 cos ϕ Zl
R cos(ϕ Zl + ϕ k ) + X sin(ϕ Zl + ϕ k ) − s
2 KPr

(7.40)

≤1

At the vertex point the stability index is 1 and we can calculate the vertex point
coordination for voltage which can be termed as

Vr min in

(7.38). Hence, regard to the

stability of the transfer mode the maximum transferable active power and reactive power
by a corresponding minimal acceptable voltage value, for a stable transmission of the
electric energy can be calculated by equations 7.42 and 7.43.

Vr min =

Pr max =

Qr max =

Pr max
V2
[ R cos(ϕ Zl + ϕk ) + ωL sin(ϕ Zl + ϕ k )] − s 2
K cos(ϕ Zl )
2K

(7.41)

V s2 cos ϕ Zl
+ ϕ k ) + ω L sin( ϕ Zl + ϕ k ) + Z line

)

(7.42)

Vs2 sin ϕ Zl
2 K R cos(ϕ Zl + ϕ k ) + ωL sin(ϕ Zl + ϕ k ) + Z line

)

(7.43)

(

2 K R cos( ϕ Zl

(
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7.6 Comparing Voltage Stability Indices By Simulation and Experiment

In this research the mentioned indices are measured in laboratory scale test-bed
power system which is developed in Smart Grid Test-bed. Figure 7.7 shows the single
line diagram of a small test setup in order to implement voltage stability indices in realtime platform. This figure also demonstrate overall view of laboratory test setup consist
of a generation station, three buses with five switches, two line model and passive and
motor loads. The whole voltage stability indices defined at previous section are
developed in LabVIEW software which has all voltages and currents available from
PMUs. Hence, for transmission line the voltages and currents phasors at both side of the
line are available and for the pi-model of the line the line parameters can be achieved by
using Eqns. (2.3)-(2.5). Therefore, not only we can track line parameters during the
operation of power system in real-time to monitor the line situation, but also we can use
more realistic line parameters to calculate voltage stability indices which is not possible
by simulation software. For the line models that we used at laboratory, the line
parameters are varying by current changes through the line.
7.6.1 Voltage Stability Indices in Steady State

The first experiment is to see stability indices behavior in steady state situation
and verify them by simulation result. For this purpose, the fix amount of load has been
used at the end of the line and has been shown in figure 7.8. The load model is constant
impedance and the power factor is 0.87 by this load level. The PMUs provide the phasors
of the sending end side positive sequence voltage which is 114.86∠0.65° V and the
current which is 3.45∠-10.3° A in steady state. Similarly, the positive voltage and current
in receiving end side are 112.02 ∠0.7°V and 3.66∠-28.24°A.
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Figure 7.7: Single Line Diagram and the test Setup for implementing Voltage Stability Indices

Figure 7.9 shows the calculated indices for voltage stability presented at first
section. For verification of these results, the simulation of this system has been done on
power factory DIgSILENT environment and steady state results for the same amount of
load during the first two second of the simulation verifies the experiment results.

Figure 7.8: Reciving end active and reactive load power
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Figure 7.9: Voltage stability indices in steady state
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7.6.2 Voltage Stability Indices during Dynamic Load Change
The experiment of load increasing in several steps has also been accomplished
and the more realistic results have been achieved. Figure 7.10 presents the active and
reactive power changes during the experiment. Technically, the source side voltage
which is supposed to be constant in simulation, now in the experiment is varying because
of the current increment and the source side series impedance, we will have voltage drop
in source side, which is shown at figure 7.11. In addition, the line parameters at the
Laboratory built-in model are varying by current increase and then the exact line
parameters in online format are calculated in order to measure stability indices. The line
parameter results which developed by Eqns. (2.4) and (2.5) are shown in figure 7.12 and
it shows the considerable change in series impedance during current increasing through
the line.

Figure 7.10: Experimental results of load active and reactive power
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Figure 7.11: Experimental results of two sides voltage and current amplitude

Figure 7.12: Experimental results of line parameters
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Consequently, because of the mentioned points it is expected that voltage stability
indices be different from the simulation in values, but they should present the same
behavior which is demonstrated at figure 7.13 for experimental circuit. By monitoring
these indices, one can conclude about the proper index in order to monitor system
stability state and prevent the instability situation by making proper decision whenever
the calculated security margin indicates the voltage instability. In addition figure 7.14
shows the simulation results for the same load increment by using constant line
parameters. The comparison between two figures indicates the same variation behavior
and verifies the results.
The active power load increasing has the inverse effect on voltage stability in tie
line system. Hence, all the indices should indicate the decrease in stability margin. By
reviewing the experimental results, one can conclude:
•

The index Lmn is mostly depends on reactive power of the receiving end, so its
variation shows the stability improvement because of the decreasing in reactive
power.

•

The index LQP increased from 0.1 to 0.27. Then it doesn’t present the good stability
margin in this case and we don’t know how far the system is from the instability
point.

•

The Index FVSI, similar to Lmn is depended to reactive power and therefore it shows
positive changes in stability margin.

•

The LVSI shows the increment from 0.4 to 1.54 which means we lost voltage stability
around 2 kW load which is not correct and doesn’t match to the simulation results.
Hence, this factor couldn’t be a proper index for practical measurement.
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Figure 7.13: Experimental results of monitored voltage stability indices
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Figure 7.14: Simulation results of voltage stability indices
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•

The dS/dY index shows the expected variation during load increasing, but the
sensitivity of this margin is not good enough to follow critical stability point and it
dropped from 0.85 to 0.76 at worst load situation.

•

The Prmax and Urmin are the two useful parameters which really presents the max
available margin for the voltage security after subtracting from load active power.
The reason for increment of Prmax from 2676 to 3052 Watt is the decreasing of the
reactive power because of the voltage drop at constant reactance and therefore power
factor enhances. So, we can track maximum point at PV-curve in online format in the
system and consequently find the available margin by subtracting it from the load
active power. The margin will be decreased during the load increase.

•

The VSI index is the best real-time index because of the formulation and considering
all system margins including active, reactive and apparent power margins. In addition
the change of this index during load increases very sensitive to system behavior and it
prepares proper factor for decision making about system stability and security margin.

Using PMUs in both side of the line prepares a chance to monitor real-time system
stability and security margin and hence the simulation and experimental results presented
in this paper, consequent that the indices formulation and implementation on wide area
monitoring and control centers will provide a vary applicable view of system stability and
security margin by using PMUs in wide area networks.
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CHAPTER 8
ENERGY MANAGEMENT SCHEME FOR STABILITY AND SECURITY
ENHANCEMENT OF HYBRID MICROGRIDS
8.1 Introduction

It is expected that the rapidly growing implementation of smart grids and
microgrids will continue to change current systems in terms of design and operation. New
designs may include much larger local generation, storage elements, hybrid AC/DC
distribution systems and more extensive involvement of power electronic converters and
loads with special characteristic and time duration (pulsed loads) [160]-[163]. An
example would be a shipboard power system, which resembles the concept of a microgrid
operating in a smart grid system where the system is capable of self-diagnosing, selfhealing and self-reconfiguring [164], [165]. In these systems, some particular loads draw
very high short time current in an intermittent fashion such as electromagnetic launch
systems and free electron lasers. In future power grid architectures may include plugin
electric cars in large numbers in a car park or a city and collectively may present a pulse
load demand on the system. Henceforth, all these types of loads will be referred to
collectively as pulsed loads [166]. Such current behavior can potentially cause the system
voltage and frequency to drop in the entire microgrid, momentarily. This disturbance can
trip other sensitive control loads off-line.
In the shipboard example, when a

large

magnitude

and

prolonged

voltage/frequency sag occurs, the propulsion system may shut down, or perhaps the
fighting loads themselves may be thrown off-line. Therefore, there is a great concern
about how these loads and their existence in the same electrical environment and share
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the same energy storage systems while allowing a diverse range of operational scenarios
[167], [168]. However, pulse loads are not limited to shipboard power systems as
explained above. For instance, a plug-in hybrid electric vehicle (PHEV), or a group of
PHEVs during their charging process, or even a large machine during its starting can be
considered as pulse load in residential and industrial applications.
In this chapter, the performance of a fully-integrated microgrids power system
with a pulsed power load is analyzed. It is expected that simulation may play a large role
in the design process for future system architectures. Although simulation can potentially
lend itself as an effective design tool, there are a number of challenges in the practical
application to the design of these systems. Accurately capturing the behavior of the
electrical systems often requires the use of computationally intensive transient
simulations. Due to the closely coupled nature of microgrids and the potential for
interactions between the many components and subsystems of which they are composed,
it may be further necessary to model the entire system in great detail. Microgrids loads
are characterized in a wide manner. While the majority of these loads are still in the
research and development stage, it is important to understand how these loads can be
integrated in the microgrid system and how they will dynamically interact with each
other and with the interconnected electrical system.
The impact of pulsed power loads on microgrids power system need to be
properly determined to prevent pulsed loads from causing unacceptable power
deficiency, interference with other loads and degradation of overall system performance.
Some pulse-loads in microgrid systems are fed directly from the prime power system. In
order to evaluate the impact of these types of pulsed loads, the detailed models for prime
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mover system in the power system should be used and the existing power system
standards (related to voltage transients and frequency variations) are applied.

8.2 Stability Transient Simulation of Microgrids; Electric Ship Integrated Power
System (IPS)

The concept of an electric ship power system in many ways resembles that of a
smart micro-grid where the system is capable of self-diagnosing, self-healing and selfreconfiguring. The electric ship board power system typically consists of two to four
main and auxiliary generators as shown in figure 8.1. This system is described in detail in
[183] and [184], in which a ship power system is modeled. The ship power plant includes
two 36 MW main generators (MTG) and two 4 MW auxiliary generators (ATG)
connected in a ring bus configuration. The bulk of the load consists of two 36.5 MW
propulsion motors, modeled as induction and permanent magnet machines supplied by
PWM drives, with hydrodynamic propeller models as the mechanical load. There are also
ship service loads, which absorb a maximum of 4 MW. Each rectifier supplies one of two
1 kV DC busses. DC distribution zone are simultaneously supplied by the two other
rectifiers, which supply loads with different DC voltage levels by using buck DC/DC
converters. Although various models for the ship service loads may be used, for this
work, lumped resistive models were used in the DC network.
The simulation model employs dq-axis models for electrical machines and
switching models for all converters and motor drives, along with associated controls.
Generator gas turbine engines follow the model described in [185] which is proper model
for system dynamic performance. In addition, a rudimentary load sharing controls were
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implemented for the generators. The gas turbine model was used for all generators
governors to control the active power output of each generator. A diode rectifier pulseload charging circuit, described in [183], was connected to the DC bus by the MTG1 Bus
connected rectifier and the effects of the charging event were studied across the ship. Of
particular interest, as pointed out in [183], was the propagation of the effects through the
DC distribution system to ATG2, which would typically be considered to be decoupled
through the DC system. This propagation through the DC system was observed for a
similar configuration, although relatively small. In this chapter, we concentrate on worst
case effects of pulse-loads on the stability of the power system. Simulation results of
pulse-load effects on shipboard power systems were considered in order to attempt to
study the possible practical significance of such propagations of effects. Among all the
loads, the propulsion load is of critical importance to the functioning of the ship and
demands reliable power. Other loads include computers, control equipment general
lighting, heating and cooling loads. Pulse-loads are the most interesting from system
perspective as they have a high transient power demand during their operation. Since
power quality phenomena are dominated by electromagnetic transients, harmonics and
voltage sags due to short-circuit conditions or starting of large loads, they are best
analyzed using a time-domain simulation model. Therefore, the time-domain model can
be used to perform load flow, short-circuit, electromechanical transient stability,
electromagnetic transient and harmonic analyses.
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Figure 8.1: Ship power system single line

8.2.1 Single Pulse-load Simulation

When the pulse-load is in operation, it offers a very small resistance and looks
like a ‘short circuit’ or a huge load connection to the power system. The operation of the
pulse-load can be controlled by changing the rate of triggering of the switch. A number of
studies have been performed to investigate the requirements and challenges posed to the
electric ship power system. In this chapter we will study the effect of magnitude and
duration of the pulse-load as well as a number of iterative pulses with some delay
(impulse train) on system stability. The dynamic behavior of system is the main concern
when encountering a pulse-load. The system parameters which affect the system stability
under pulse-load conditions are also studied.
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The first simulation is for the case in which a 30 MW DC pulse load on the DC
bus is switched with a 0.1 second duration. The results show that the system is stable
during this pulse-load. Figure 8.2 shows the pulse-load and main and auxiliary generators
an active power output for 15 seconds of the simulation. All parameters come back to
their steady state initial values. MTG1 produces a large amount of the power for the
pulsed load, around 64% and MTG2 produces around 30% the remaining demand. The
remaining load amount is shared between the two auxiliary generators. The percentage is
dependent upon the location of pulse-load they supply. In the other case the DC bus
rectifier is connected to bus 4, which is supplied directly by MTG2. In this situation,
MTG2 is responsible for a large amount of the power supplied. The power sharing of the
generators for pulse-load will be varied depending on the pulse-load location and
topology of the ship power system. The voltages of the buses during the presence of the
pulse-load are presented in figure 8.3 for the main AC buses as well as the DC buses.
The voltage changes in the buses depend on the pulse-load parameters like the
magnitude of the pulse, its duration and the number of iterations. The voltage controller
parameters, such as the AVRs settings of the generators also affect the system behavior
during pulse-load conditions and after its departure. One of the key factors of transient
stability is the rotor angle of each generator during and after an event like a pulse-load.
During the pulse-load, the power and angle jump to a new operating range for both
generators. After the passing of the pulse-load, the power and rotor angle return to their
normal values with some oscillations around the steady state values. The magnitude and
duration of these oscillations depend on the system inertia, the generator voltages and the
power controller parameters. Figure 8.4 shows the transmitted power versus rotor angle
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of the generator that is connected to the infinite bus during the pulse-load. In addition, the
simulated powers versus rotor angle are plotted for the two main generators in figure 9.5.
The power and angle of generator increase suddenly and after the pulse-load passage they
return to normal load values with some oscillation around the stability point. Herein, δo is
the rotor angle in the normal load situation and δp is calculated from the pulse-load
duration. We can apply the equal area criterion to determine the transient stability margin
for one machine connected to the infinite bus.
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Hence, in the multi machine system, the transient stability of the power system is
not only characterized by the system topology and the controller parameters when pulseload occurs, but also the pulse magnitude and its duration are other factors which affect
the transient stability.
The setting of the AVR and “Governor” parameters are very important. If the
system is modeled without using these controllers or with improper parameters then the
system will be unstable according to the frequency and voltage waveforms which are
shown in figure 8.6. In this figure the controller time constant increased by 0.5 seconds.
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Figure 8.6: Main buses voltages and frequencies during pulsed Load

For investigating the voltage and frequency behavior under unstable conditions,
the simulation was performed with one second 50 MW pulse-load duration from 1 second
to 2 seconds. Figure 8.7 shows the frequency and voltage changes during the
aforementioned pulse-load.
In this condition, the AVR and governor operation set to maintain the voltage and
output power of the generators. However, from figure 8.8, one can observe that the
induction motor used as propulsion load in ship power system causes the voltage to
collapse and therefore leads to instability. Consequently, the pulse-load has an adverse
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effect on the system stability from the perspective of voltage and frequency. In addition
to the rotor angle stability, the voltage and frequency variation should be considered
when the pulse-load causes a large drop in those parameters.
Protection devices may disconnect the system under large pulse-loads with a long
duration because of a large drop in voltage or frequency. Accordingly, there should be a
compromise between the protection device and the power system, which includes a
pulse-load feasibility study on them. The coordination of these protection devices should
include detection methods for pulse-load high current situations and other abnormal
conditions, such as short circuits. It should be noted that faults and safe application of
pulse-loads must be distinguished from each other. In addition, the equipment loading
under this condition and their rated short time (1 second) current should be investigated
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8.2.2 Repeated Pulses (Train of Pulsed-load) Simulation

Another case in the simulation is the pulse train load in which several pulses
occur periodically in the system. This situation occurs on some weapons used in the
electric ship power system. Here, ten pulses with 0.1 second duration and a repetition
period of 1 second are simulated to investigate the system behavior under these pulse
train loads. Figure 9.9 shows the pulse train applied to the system and the generators
output active powers are shown in this figure. Figure 8.10 depicts the voltages and the
frequencies of the main buses. Figure 8.11 also presents the power-delta curve for main
generators which show that the system will be stable after pulsed train departs and that
the system will return to its initial set-point curve. The iteration or period of these pulses
is one of the factors which affect stability issues in the power system. The frequency and
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voltages changes should be observed during these pulses. Several pulse-loads may cause
a large frequency drop, because the system damping ratio or large inertia will not allow
the frequency to return to its normal band after a pulse and the next pulse occurs when
the system frequency is down which results in more frequency drop. Figure 9.12 shows
this situation which frequency drop is near 2 Hz and frequency stability is not satisfied in
the system.
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Figure 8.12: Main buses frequencies and voltages during fast pulse train load

At the system level, modeling and simulation are an integral part of the power
system architecture design and evaluation. They can determine the size and the efficiency
of the overall system. In addition, by using a developed simulation, one can predict the
behavior of the ship power system under the prescribed conditions, determine the effects
of pulse-load on the power system, assess the performance of new load types, study the
integration of new components and the interaction among components, as well as provide
a platform to analyze reconfiguration schemes.
The impacts of pulse-load magnitude and duration have been investigated on the
system stability and performance. This study was achieved through a sophisticated ship
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power system models which include the transient and dynamic behaviors. To the best of
this author’s knowledge such complete system is absent in the literature.
The simulation results show that the pulse magnitude, duration and its iteration
the affect power system stability. The system topology and the controller parameters also
have a direct impact on the system performance.

8.3 Dynamic Security Analysis of the Various Shipboard IPS Architectures
Involving Pulse Loads—Effect of Contingencies

Shipboard integrated power systems (IPS) like any microgrid have some
challenging unique features from a power system point of view. First of all, IPS is an
isolated power system, not supported with a relatively stronger grid. Therefore, the
system encounters faster dynamics due to the finite generation inertia and is more
susceptible to disturbances. Secondary, transients on the load side may cause
considerable transients in the system since load/generation ratio is close to 1. Moreover,
the system is physically small, hence the connecting cables have negligible impedance,
which may cause instability issues among the different components of the system.
Finally, the IPS is more subjected to severe damages, especially during battle conditions,
which must be taken into account while operating security analysis.
With the existence of pulse loads on such systems, dynamic security analysis
must be performed during the various contingency conditions and corresponding to
different storage distribution techniques. The main security constrains are consist of
voltage limits in AC and DC buses in steady state and transient condition during pulse
load occurrences. In addition, the AC voltage frequency may oscillate only within
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acceptable limit. Finally none of the system components such as cables and transformers
should be overloaded. Table 8.1 shows the security constrains considered in this study.
In this research the IPS system configuration is changed to zonal DC loads in 4
different buses in order to study the load distribution effects on system security under
contingencies. Hence, figure 8.13 (a) shows the single line diagram of IPS with zonal
load distribution. The system resembles a shipboard power system with scaled down
ratings. Each rectifier supplies one of two 0.318 kV DC busses. Furthermore, a DC
generation system of 10 kW rated capacity, lithium-ion batteries with 3000 Ah rated
capacity and super capacitors with 200 F are included in the DC microgrid. A PWM
controlled DC-DC converter is used as an interface between the PV system and the DC
bus. Moreover, a vector decoupling PWM controlled AC-DC/DC-AC bidirectional
converter was used for connectivity between the AC and DC sides. In the steady state
case, the system voltages and loadings are within the normal limits. For transient
simulations, we considered a pulse train of four pulses with a rate of 0.2 Hz, a duty ratio
of 10% and amplitude of 20 kW.

Table 8.1: System Security Constrains
Parameter

Secure Range

AC Voltage Amplitude [p.u.]

0.9 < |Vac| < 1.1

AC Voltage Frequency [Hz]

59.5 <f < 60.5

Loading of System Components [%]

Loading < 100%

DC Voltage Level [p.u.]

0.9 <Vdc< 1.1
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Each of the four DC zones may include, a pulse load, battery, SC, a normal load
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Figure 8.13: The IPS system with zonal load distribution in Normal Condition and Pulse Loadccurance
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As shown in figure 8.13 (b) Super Capacitors quickly responds at the beginning of
the pulse load due to its high power density, however its power share drops and the
battery takes over due to its higher energy density. Main and auxiliary generators
encounter some swinging and oscillation. Super Capacitor and battery, are capable of
riding the system through the disturbance caused by the pulse load.
The system frequency oscillations are within ±0.5 Hz limits and we have no
overloading at any generator according to figure 8.13 (c). Transient values of voltages are
within limits according to figure 8.13 (d) and in addition the steady state values of
voltages are within limits. Generators rotor angle and MTG1’s power-delta curve have
been shown in (e) and (f) of figure 8.13.
The security analysis was performed aiming at studying the effects of
•

System contingencies: in which the system security will be examined under
several outages conditions along with the pulsed load.

•

Storage distribution: in which the effect of distributing the battery storage
system (for thermal management, increased reliability, etc) was examined
during the occurrence of pulse loads.

The event list and descriptions are shown in table 8.2. The first simulations are
related to contingencies of main elements during the pulse load happening. The pulse
load is included of 4 pulses and the contingency of the equipment take place after second
pulse, i.e. 9 sec. Pulse load is placed at zone 1 and this zone includes a super capacitor
and the battery storage system. We will study the behavior of the system by power,
voltage, frequency and power-delta curves during the contingency and occurrence of
pulse loads. In addition the storages distribution in different zones are studied in order to
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evaluate the system performance while we have enough storages connected to system DC
sides.
Table 8.2: Event List for Contingency Analysis

1

Cable 1-2 Outage

2

Cable 1-4 Outage

3

MTG2 1-2 Outage

4

MTG2 Outage with Distributed Energy Storages

5

ATG2 1-2 Outage

6

PMSM Outage

7

Pulse Load and Storage at Zone 1

8

Pulse Load at Zone 1 and Storage at Zone 4

9

Pulse Load at Zone 1 and Storage distributed between Zones 1&4

10

Pulse Load at Zone 1 and Storage distributed between Zones 1, 2,3 & 4

11

Pulse Load at Zone 1 without storage

Storage Distribution

Event Description

Contingencies

Event
Type

#

8.3.1 Outage of Main Components during Pulse Load

Figure 8.14 shows the system simulation results for the case of cable 1-2 outage.
In this figure (a) shows the single line diagram of the system with steady state results
after the contingency and pulse load occurrences (i.e. t=30 sec). Portions in blue
encounter an under voltage after steady state is reached. Figure 8.14 (b) shows the power
sharing between generators, super capacitors and the battery storage. The system
frequency and generators loading are shown in (c) of this figure and shows that
oscillation are within ±0.5 Hz limits and there is no overloading reported. According to
figure 8.14 (d) there is under voltage violation during transient. Rotor angle changes
during the system transients are shown in (e) and (f). All rotor angles are returned to
previous angle or like MTG2 reach to the new steady state condition.
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Figure 8.15 shows the results for contingency of cable 1-4. As previous cases
Super Capacitor (SC) is the fastest source to supply the pulses. Batteries contribute in all
four pulses to mitigate the worse effect on the generators. Under voltage violation
happens during transient only at AC buses 3 and 4. No voltage violation occurred on the
DC bus. Frequency oscillations are within ±0.5 Hz limits and there is no overloading
reported.
Figure 8.16 presents the results for outage of MTG2, one of the main units in this
system. As it shown in single line diagram of this figure, over voltage (red lines) and
under voltage (blue lines) are reported at different parts of the system at steady state of
post events. The loss of MTG2 causes instability in the system after few seconds of
outage and SC oscillates significantly during the instability region due to the voltage
oscillations. A severe voltage collapse is reported due to the outage of MTG2. Frequency
oscillations are out of ±0.5 Hz limits. Overloading is reported before the instability
occurrence; hence it is very essential to monitor the loading of the generators
dynamically to ensure the system security. This contingency does not lead to the system
stable operation.
Therefore, the role of using energy storage system on MTG2 outage was studied
with energy storage at the four zones. The energy stored in the batteries utilized to delay
the instability of the system and give more time for a remedial action. In this case the
battery storage is distributed among all four zones, and the oscillations of all the sources
are within limits according to figure 8.17. No voltage violation or loading problem
occurred and frequency is almost at its limit range.
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The contingency of ATG2 is studied by figure 8.18 and it shows that the steady
state values of power sharing from MTG1, ATG1 and ATG2 are higher than their initial
values because of losing this generator. Under voltage violation during transient only at
AC buses 3 and 4. Under frequency violation and overloading of MTG1, ATG1 and
ATG2 are the problems in this case. The rotor angle curves for main generators show the
system instability for this case.
Last contingency study is related to outage of one of propulsion motors, PMSM
and is shown in figure 8.19. Steady state values of power sharing from all generators are
less than their initial values. Bus 3 (where the PMSM was connected) and an adjacent bus
(Bus 4) encounter over voltage violation. TheDC Bus voltage has no voltage violation.
There is over frequency violation and over loading at MTG2, where the PMSM
was connected, happens for a very short time due to the oscillations in its rotor angle and
frequency. Rotor angle depicts no stability issue.

8.3.2 Effects of Storages Distribution during Pulse Load

In this section we will study the effect of distributing storages in different zone
while the pulse load occurs in first zone. The aim of this study is to analyze the
performance of distributed voltage control in different zones of microgrids. Hence the
pulse load and super capacitor is connected to bus 1 and we placed storages at different
zones.
At first case the only storage is connected to the same zone of occurrence pulse
load (i.e. zone 1) and figure 8.20 shows the results for this simulation. According to this
figure SC contributes to supply the pulse load and the battery contributes to supplying the
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pulse load, too. No voltage violation reported on AC or DC buses and frequency of all
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Figure 8.14: Contingency events, Cable 1-2 outage (an open ring, close to radial, architecture)
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Figure 8.15: Contingency events, Cable 1-4outage (an open ring, close to radial, architecture)
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Figure 8.16: Contingency events of MTG2 outage
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Figure 8.17: Contingency events of MTG2 outage with distributed storages in all zones
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Figure 8.18: Contingency events of ATG2 outage
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Figure 8.19: Contingency events of PMSM outage
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Figure 8.21 shows the result for the case that we placed the storage at the further
place of pulse load, i.e. Zone 4. According to this figure at this case SC power oscillates
more significantly and it takes more time be charged (batteries are on another zone).
Batteries start discharging not in synchronous with the pulse load. In addition they do not
supply the same amount of energy while connected at the same bus where the pulse load
is occurred. Overvoltage violation at buses 3 and 4 and under-voltage violation at bus 1
and the DC bus are reported.
In another case storages are distributed in two zones: zone 1 and 4; and the
simulation results are shown in figure 8.22. In this case, oscillations are generally less
than the case when pulse load occurs at zone 1 and battery storage is at bus 4. Similar to
previous case, battery at the far bus (Bus 4) starts discharging not in synchronous with the
pulse load. Battery (or the portion of battery storage) at Bus 1 significantly assists the SC
in mitigating the effect of the pulse load. No voltage, frequency or loading violation
reported when the energy storage is divided between two zones.
The most reliable distribution of battery storage during sever conditions is when
that the storage is divided into all four zones. The results for this case are shown in figure
8.23. According to this figure, all the generators encounter significantly less oscillations
when the battery storage is distributed to different zones. Batteries contribute to
mitigating the pulse loads and the voltage oscillations are within the ± 10% limit. No
frequency violation is reported and the loading of all generators is within limits and is
relatively low.
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Figure 8.20: Pulse Load and Storage at Zone 1
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Figure 8.21: Pulse Load at Zone 1 and Storage at zone 1
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Figure 8.22: Pulse Load at Zone 1 and storage distributed between Zones 1,4
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Figure 8.23: Pulse Load at Zone 1 and Storage distributed between Zones 1,2,3&4
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As the last case, the simulation has done for the case that we don’t have any
storage device in this microgrid. Figure 8.24 shows the results for this case and it
illustrates that all the sources in the system including the generators and the SC encounter
big oscillations corresponding the pulse load. Voltage violation is reported on the AC
buses and on the DC bus and frequency violation and overloading are reported too.
Table 8.3 shows the summary of results for security and stability assessment of
the system studied cases for better comparison. The system violations in different cases
also have been shown in terms of voltage, frequency and loading of equipment.
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Figure 8.24: Pulse Load at Zone 1 without any storage
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Table 8.3: System security and stability assessment for studied cases

1

Voltage

Frequency

Loading

Security

Stability

Cable 1-2 Outage







Unsecure

Stable

2

Cable 1-4 Outage







Unsecure

Stable

3

MTG2 Outage







Unsecure

Instable

4

MTG2 Outage with
Distributed Energy Storages







Secure

Stable

5

ATG2 Outage







Unsecure

Instable

6

PMSM Outage





 (on
limit)

Unsecure

Stable

7

Pulse Load and Storage at
Zone 1







Secure

Stable

8

Pulse Load at Zone 1 and
Storage at Zone 4







Unsecure

Stable

9

Pulse Load at Zone 1 and
Storage distributed between
Zones 1&4







Secure

Stable

10

Pulse Load at Zone 1 and
Storage distributed between
Zones 1,2,3&4







Secure

Stable

11

Pulse Load at Zone 1
without storage







Unsecure

Stable

Event
Type

Contingencies

Event Description

Storage Distribution

#

8.4 Energy Management in Hybrid Microgrids

In previous section, a ship board power system was introduced as an example of a
microgrid case study to identify the stability and security of the system. Other challenges
include the situation of heavy loads with repeated short or long duration. Examples of
such situations include large scale charging stations for plug-in electric vehicles and short
duration load spikes. For these types of conditions in this chapter, we will give an
example of an energy management system for mitigation of these special load conditions
in a hybrid microgrid. These hybrid AC/DC microgrids involve sustainable energy
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sources and hybrid energy storage. The hybrid storage system may consist of super
capacitors (SC) for ultra-fast load matching beside lithium-ion batteries for relatively
long term load buffering. For the energy management, an algorithm needs to be
developed to manage the energy within the system such that the effect of these special
heavy loads on the power system stability is minimized. The expected energy needed
during a future peak, the time of its occurrence and the current state of charge of both
elements of the hybrid storage system are all examples of the inputs required by such an
algorithm. This author, along with others has developed a real time energy management
to mitigate such conditions as published by Ahmed, Salehi, et. al [186]. In this work, the
system loads are based on hourly average variations and can be considered as lowfrequency variation, whereas power transients, which is sustained for minutes, seconds,
or milliseconds come under the high-frequency segment. To buffer these low-frequency
oscillations and to compensate for the intermittency of the renewable energy sources on
the microgrid in addition to the energy storage with high energy density is required. To
provide the high-frequency component of power and also to supply or absorb the highpower transients, energy storage with high power density is required [169]. Recently,
high-power capability of super capacitors hybrid energy with batteries or fuel cells are
exploited in pulsed operating modes for portable power systems, electric vehicle and
digital telecommunication systems [170]-[172]. Advanced storage technologies now
allow extraordinary energy densities where the load draws large power impulses. This
deficiency can be solved by using more batteries in parallel. Technically, hybrid power
sources that utilize batteries with advanced charge/discharge strategies in parallel with
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super capacitors can overcome the power deficiency problems and increase the operating
time [173], [174], [186 ].
Dynamic energy management in a smart grid whether directed towards the
microgrid or electric vehicle applications was investigated in several publications [169],
[174]-[177]. The effort here aims at handling renewable energy and its uncertainty,
managing the demand side in an intelligent manner to enhance the performance of the
microgrid and the connected main grid. Additionally, this is also done to achieve optimal
economic operation of the system while operating, sometimes under special conditions
such as occurrence of a pulsed load condition.

8.5 Hybrid Storage System

According to Ragone Plot [178], which is usually employed to classify the
available energy sources according to their power/energy density, high energy Li-ion
rechargeable batteries have the highest energy density of all modern batteries 50–500
Wh/kg and low power density of 10–500 W/kg. On the other hand, super capacitors have
a high power density of 1000-5000W/kg and a very low energy density of 1-10 Wh/kg.
Moreover, the internal resistance of super capacitors is much lower than that of a battery
resistance. Therefore, it has much higher charging/discharging efficiency [179], [180]. In
order to retain the benefits of high specific power and energy, a hybrid Li-ion/super
capacitor storage system was utilized in this research to mitigate these special load
conditions and use the batteries for relatively longer time to supply normal load
conditions as well.
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The hybrid storage system is modeled as shown in figure 9.25 (a). The battery is
modeled by an ideal voltage source in series with its internal resistance Rb whereas the
super capacitors are modeled by the nominal capacitance Cc in series with an equivalent
series resistance Rc. A hybrid storage system with battery and super capacitors only,
without utilizing any DC-DC converters as shown in figure 9.25 (b), is called a passive
hybrid. However, if a DC-DC converter is used, as an interface between the batteries and
the super capacitor, significant improvement can be achieved. This was experimentally
verified in [181] in which the battery current controlled to a constant value.
Moreover, there will be no need for voltage matching between the battery and the
load. The active hybrid yields a peak power that is 3.2 times that of a passive hybrid and
a specific power of 2.7 times that of a passive hybrid [181]. These features allow the
active hybrid storage systems to mitigate these special loads conditions efficiently if
properly designed.

8.6 Real-Time Energy Management Algorithm

The main objective of the energy management algorithm developed by Ahmed,
Salehi, et al in [186] is to mitigate pulse loads. In addition, the total cost of energy is to be
reduced using this algorithm by minimizing the energy drawn from the main grid and/or
shifting it to off-peak hours. Therefore, we can define two main modes of operation
namely; large heavy load mitigation mode and the normal operation or cost minimization
mode. The priority setting of the algorithm can be listed as follows:
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8.6.1 Fully Charged Super Capacitors

The super capacitors are fully charged to mitigate possible heavy short duration
loads. To achieve this in real time, the amount of energy available in the super capacitor
(ESC) must be monitored and compared to the energy that would be available in fully
charged super capacitors (EFSC) to assure having all the super capacitors initially charged
and ready to operate. If the super capacitors are not fully charged, in case they are
connected to the DC bus through a DC-DC converter [180], they are immediately
charged using the batteries and/or the grid power according to the availability of energy
in the battery.
8.6.2 Li-ion Batteries Support Super Capacitors

The Li-ion batteries have enough energy to help super capacitors mitigate pulsed
loads. Li-ion battery is used along with super capacitors to mitigate the effect of pulsed
loads. Therefore, the batteries are controlled such that they are 100% charged, according
to the design of the storage system -, before the moment of occurrence of a heavy short
duration load. However, if the future heavy load pulse is predicted to take place after time
(TPL) that is more than the time needed to fully charge the battery (TFB), the battery is
used in the normal manner for the cost minimization mode.
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Figure 8.25: Battery/SC hybrid storage system: (a) Passive hybrid, (b) Active hybrid.
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8.6.3 Supplying Normal Loads by PVs

Normal loads on the smart microgrid are supplied using PV system operating at
its Maximum Power Point (MPP). The loads on the DC microgrid are supplied by the PV
generation. If there is a surplus in power, which means that the difference Pdiff> 0, where

Pdiff = PPV − PLoad

(8.1)

There will be two options; either to charge the battery or to sell this surplus power
to the grid. In order to minimize the annual overall cost of energy and maximize the
saving, the decision is made based on the energy tariff. Utility grids increase the tariff
during peak hours. Hence, if it is a peak period, which is defined as two hours around the
peak of the daily load curve, priority is given to selling the power to the utility grid.
Otherwise, batteries are charged. However, this all depends on the state of charge (SoC)
of the batteries. If there is a surplus power during a peak period, the percentage of the
surplus power that goes to the battery (Pbatt) follows the formula proposed in [139] as:

(

)

Pbatt = 100 × e−0.05×SoC × Pdiff

(8.2)

However, if the surplus power is available during an off-peak period, the
percentage of the surplus power that goes to the battery (Pbatt) follows the following
formula [139]:

(

)

Pbatt = − 1 .9287 × 10 −20 × e 0.5×SoC + 100 × Pdiff

(8.3)

The batteries’ SoC can be estimated as follows:
E
SoC (t ) =

FB

t
−  i (τ ) dτ
0

E

b

× 100 %

(8.4)

FB

where, EFB (Ah) is the full charge or total energy capacity of the battery.
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The hour at which the next peak load is taking place (TPK) can be calculated using
the predicted load curve of the day. At peak instance, we have:

∂PLoad
∂H

= 0, i = 1 : 365

(8.5)

D = D1

where, D1 is the day in which we are calculating. The solution of Eqn. (8.5)
yields the peak hour TPK. The peak period is defined as

TPK −1< t ≤TPK +1

(8.6)

8.6.4 Supply Loads with Battery during Peak Period

Any load deficiency on the microgrid is supplied from the battery if it is during a
peak period or from the grid if it is an off-peak Period. If there is a deficiency in power
defined by, Pdiff < 0, priority is given to satisfy this deficiency using the energy stored in
the batteries. However, the energy tariff is again taken into consideration. If ‘t’ lies within
the peak period, the energy stored in the battery system is used to satisfy the biggest
possible share of the load demand. The rest is satisfied from the grid. The percentage of
the power deficiency that will be shared by the battery system is implemented
mathematically using the following exponential curve [139]:

Pbatt = (36.7879× e0.01SoC) × Pdiff

(8.7)

If ‘t’ lies within an off-peak period, Pdiff is covered partially by the battery system
based on TPK. If there is enough time to recharge the batteries and have them ready during
the future peak period, the batteries are more involved in satisfying the load deficiency.
However, if the time needed to charge the batteries is less than TPK, the batteries are
carefully discharged. This algorithm is implemented using a fuzzy agent within the
algorithm. Inputs to the fuzzy agent are TPK and R, which is the ratio between the energy
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available in the batteries to the energy needed during the future peak period. The fuzzy
system is explained in details in the following subsection by the battery system. This
fuzzy system was based on the forecasted data of the expected next peak period and the
energy needed within it. The energy demand during the peak period EPK can be calculated
by:
E PK =

TPK +1



TPK −1

Pload . dt

(8.8)

8.7 Testing the Real-Time Energy Management Algorithm

In order to evaluate the performance of the algorithm developed by Ahmed,
Salehi, et. al. presented in [186] under special heavy load conditions, an example hybrid
AC/DC system was simulated. The example system resembles a ship power system with
scaled down ratings. This system includes two 13.8 kW main generators (MTG) and two
10.4 kW auxiliary generators (ATG) connected in a ring bus configuration. The bulk of
the load consists of two 50 kW propulsion motors, modeled as permanent magnet
machines supplied by PWM drives, with hydrodynamic propeller models as the
mechanical load. Each rectifier supplies one of two 0.318 kV DC busses. The DC
distribution zone is supplied by one of the two available rectifiers. Although various
models for the loads may be used, constant impedance models were used in this example.
Furthermore, a photovoltaic (PV) system of 10 kW rated capacity, lithium-ion
batteries with 3000 Ah rated capacity and super capacitors with 200 F are included in the
DC microgrid. A PWM controlled DC-DC converter is used as an interface between the
PV system and the DC bus.
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A vector decoupling PWM controlled AC-DC/DC-AC bidirectional converter was
used for connectivity between the AC and DC sides [186]. In the steady state case, the
system voltages and loadings are within the normal limits.
In order to evaluate the performance of the developed optimal algorithm
designated (Algorithm 1), its operation was compared with the operation of a standard
algorithm designated (Algorithm 2) [186]. The latter does not take into consideration any
variation in the power tariff during the day and its operation can be summarized as
follows; if there is a surplus in power (Pdiff> 0), the batteries will be charged until they are
fully charged then the extra power will be sold to the grid. However, if there is a
deficiency in power, the batteries will be discharged until they reach their lower
discharge limit then the power will be drawn from the grid.
In normal operation with no heavy short duration loads predicted or taking place
in the system in the near future, the developed algorithm aims at minimizing the total cost
of energy. This is achieved by handling the battery and controlling the power flow
between the AC and DC sides based on the changes of the power tariff. Figure 8.26
shows the PV and load data of the 24 hours at a given day (D1=200) of the year. As can
be seen, there is a deficiency (Pdiff < 0) on that day until around hour 7 (7:00 am), then
there is a surplus in power until around hour 14.67 (2:40 pm) and finally there is a
deficiency in the power until the end of the day. The peak load of that day takes place at
hour 18, hence TPK=18. Moreover, EPK can be found by integrating the area under the
load curve within the interval 17-19. The second subplot of figure 8.26 shows the power
surplus/deficiency during the day, the power shares from the battery and the grid using
both algorithms. The sampling time Ts is 0.1 ms, whereas the initial SoC is 90%. During
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the power deficiency taking place at the beginning of the day, both algorithms tend to
satisfy the load using the energy stored in the battery. Moreover, when there is a surplus
in power, the battery is charged to its full capacity and the extra power is injected back to
the grid. However, during the second deficiency interval starting at 2:40 pm, there is a
significant difference between the operations of both algorithms. Since the future peak
period is approaching soon, Algorithm 1 saves the energy stored in the battery and
satisfies the load demanded using the grid power. This stored energy can be used to
minimize the power drawn from the grid during the peak period when the power tariff is
the highest during the day. On the other hand, Algorithm 2 tends to satisfy the load
deficiency using the energy stored in the battery without considering the future peak
period.
Consequently, when the peak period starts, there is no means to supply the load
other than drawing the power from the main AC grid with the high tariff. The difference
in the energy supply is the highlighted area between the two curves; Pbatt1 and Pbatt2.
Hence, a significant saving in the total energy cost during the year can be achieved by
applying Algorithm 1. The saving during a day can be calculated as
S = (TAR PK − TAR OFF − PK ) ×

TPK +1

 ( Pbatt 2 − Pbatt 1 ) . dt

TPK −1

(8.9)

where TARPK and TAROFF-PK are the power tariffs during the peak and off-peak
periods, respectively. Assuming that TARPK is 100% higher than TAROFF-PK [29], a total
annual saving of 7-9% can be achieved. It should be noticed here that the developed
algorithm was based on forecasted data of PV generation and load demand, which will
definitely include some prediction error, hence the total annual saving is dependent on
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that error. For instance if the PV and load models used are replaced with models having
MAPE values of 10% and 13%, respectively, the total saving drops to 5.8-7.2%.
This operation can be also seen in the third subplot of figure 8.26 by noticing
the state of charge (SoC) of the battery using both algorithms. It can be seen that at the
beginning of the peak period, Algorithm 1 enables the battery to have a SoC of almost
98% whereas Algorithm 2 depletes the battery to almost its lower limit.
These findings are important in managing the energy in microgrid systems and
enabling the utilization of the energy available on the microgrid to be utilized on the AC
side of the grid. Furthermore, the economic functions verified above can be utilized for
allowing proper microgrid energy management. The above developed ideas can be
implemented in smart meters or as economic functions in the real time operation of
hybrid AC/DC power systems. Additional details on this microgrid energy management
system and additional further utilization of this algorithm on the AC side of the grid are
detailed in reference [186] by Ahmed, Salehi, et. al.
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Figure 8.26: Operation of the system for a 24 hours interval, while applying Algorithms 1 and 2
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8.8 Power Sharing Control of Hybrid System during Generation Outage

As long as we implemented a distributed control concept on the testbed which
involves separated AC and DC control systems, various power sharing control scenarios
can be implemented. The communication link between the AC and DC controllers give
the system the capability to facilitate the power sharing between the AC and DC parts. As
it was discussed in chapter 6, it can be used for optimal power sharing between the AC
generators and the DC side power injected power. It was shown that by proper reactive
power injection we can optimize AC side problems such as overloading of equipment and
under voltage of buses. Hence the communication link between the AC and DC controller
systems may enhance the system performance under different circumstances, particularly
in outage of generators.
Since G1 generator has the responsibility to maintain the system frequency,
during the outage of other generators it will take the share of the power deficit to keep the
loads supplied. Because of the large amount of disconnected power, the slack generator
may experience overloading for a while until the setting of other generators change in
order to alleviate the loading of the slack generator. This scenario was studied in section
5.3.2 by switching large loads and using manual and automatic power sharing
experiments.
Another scenario will be using the DC microgrid power to keep the loads in
service by injecting the required power requested from the AC side and Wide Area
Monitoring and Control system. An experiment was designed with three AC generators
and connected the DC side which is ready to inject active and reactive power when it is
requested from the real-time controller. The outage of generator G3 with 750 W
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generation level is intended. According to figure 8.27 which shows the active and
reactive power of all AC generators, after the outage of large AC generator, G3, first the
slack generator, G1, will increase active and reactive power to keep the system frequency
maintained at nominal value rapidly (see the figure 8.28). This already occurs because the
frequency drives is set in this way to respond quickly to system fast dynamic changes.
Meanwhile, when the WAMPAC system detects the generator over-loading, it will
request the extra compensation power from DC microgrid to alleviate system overloaded
equipment (in this case G1 generator). In this experiment the requested power is 750 W
which is send to DC microgrid controller after 20 seconds. This delay can be decreased to
2-3 seconds which is the data resolution for developed WAMPAC system.

G3 Disconnected

DC Power injected

G3 Disconnected

(a) Active Power
(b) Reactive Power
Figure 8.27: Generators active and reactive power during G3 outage and DC side power injection
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(a) Voltage
(b) Frequency
Figure 8.28: Generators voltage and frequency during G3 outage and DC side power injection

Figure 8.28 also shows the voltage and frequency of the generators terminal
during the defined scenario. If the test-bed system doesn’t include reactive loads, the
lines generated reactive power is consumed in generators and hence they are sinking the
extra reactive power of the system. Therefore, their reactive powers are in negative side
during the operation. The generator G3 reactive power share after disconnection is shared
between G1 and G2. This is since the DC side doesn’t provide any reactive power
changes to system. Hence, the voltage changes take place for G1 and G2 because the
AVR tries to mitigate the extra reactive power and this occurs considerably for G2
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because it is smaller than G1. The frequency changes remained in limited scale and they
returned to initial value after the DC side alleviated the active power deficit.
The DC microgrid is also capable of injecting the requested reactive power. This
will enable solving any problems caused by reactive power deficit or surplus for voltage
support the voltage. This implementation is the proof of feasibility of using distributed
control system ideas and communication features of system controllers to solve
operational problems.

8.9 Real-time Optimal Power Flow Management System

One of the main technical issues to be addressed in Smart Grid is the integration
of control and management systems for optimal operation of the system and sources
allocation. Renewable sources such as wind and solar energy sources feature
unpredictable and intermittent behavior because of their uncertainty. Hence, the
fluctuating power of renewable energy might degrade power quality, security and
reliability [141], [142]. For instance, solar and wind renewable energy’s power scale is
growing, so the management of the operation mechanism of renewable energy sources
has a significant role in power generation planning, specifically including forecast of
data, supporting the management associated with renewable energy such as demand,
energy storage and AC/DC transferred power [143], [144].
A microgrid can be described as an integration of AC/DC micro-sources, energy
storage systems (ESS) and loads. Special protection, control and management system
should be designed for microgrid operation in either grid-connected or stand alone mode
[141]. Technically, this system should have a high update rate of sensing, analyzing and
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sending unit dispatch command in order to follow sudden changes of load and highlyvariable energy sources. The electric system is monitored by the Supervisory Control and
Data Acquisition (SCADA) Systems, which periodically acquire system voltage and
current measurements and status of switching devices from the network. It also provides
the remote control capability on switching status and generation dispatches [145].
Modern control centers of electrical power systems are equipped with
computational tools to help the system planners and operators to achieve a high quality
service with minimum power interruptions and cost. In addition, energy management
system (EMS) is also used to implement sophisticated functions of diagnoses, analysis
and advising available to operators. Network topology configuration, state measurement
and estimator, contingency analysis, emergency control and optimal power flow are
examples of such system functions [146].
Some authors in recent literatures have addressed the real-time OPF (RTOPF) and
formulated it as a real-time problem where the proposed algorithm is able to keep track of
the optimal operating points of the power system and adjust the control variables in realtime [147]-[150]. However, these references didn’t provide a real-time implementation of
the OPF in different system scenarios and AC/DC system. Therefore, this chapter will
focus on implementing a real-time system in a real lab-scaled hybrid AC/DC microgrid
and related issues for rapid calculation, convergence and the adoption of the OPF with
renewable resources uncertainties.
Initially the OPF problem and their solution techniques will be investigated to
define and solve the objective function. The implementation of real-time system to
control laboratory microgrid with its communication and control layers will be
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demonstrated. Finally, the real-time system designed to communicate with the OPF
solver and then the results were interpreted for application in real-time system for
different load cases.
8.10 Optimal Power Flow Techniques

Optimal Power Flow (OPF) algorithms are applied for optimizing the operation of
electric power networks by satisfying all system constrains. Their formulation is based on
solving power flow equations to minimize an objective function by considering system
quality and security constrains. The objective function may be the total generation cost or
the system loss. There are other objective functions such as minimization of load
shedding. Several approaches have been illustrated to solve OPF problem. In this chapter
we will focus on interior point methods [151], [152] and linear programming method
[153], [154]. Mostly, these techniques are available in analyses software packages and
can be run in discrete instant of time for given sets of system conditions. This procedure
requires that OPF is run so frequently that the system topology and loading conditions do
not vary much between two different runs and hence, the control variables are close
enough to the previous and optimal settings. The general concept of these two methods is
presented as follows:
8.10.1 AC Optimization (Interior Point Method)

This non-linear optimization method uses an iterative interior-point algorithm
based on the Newton-Lagrange method. The goal of the optimization is to minimize an
objective function L subject to the equality constraints imposed by the load flow
equations and also to the inequality constraints defined for various power system
elements. This is summarized mathematically as follows:
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min L ( x , s , δ ) = f ( x ) − μ  log( si ) + ( λ ) .[ g ( x ) + h ( x ) + s ]

(8.10)

i

 

L
(
x
Where , s,δ) is the Lagrange function, x is the system parameters vector,


f (x)


is the objective function (cost or loss), subject to the equality constraints, g(x) = 0 ,

imposed by the load flow equations and also to the inequality constraints, h ( x ) ≤ 0 ,

defined for various power system elements and introduces a slack variable for each



inequality constraint. It can also be formulated by h ( x ) + s = 0 , where s ≥ 0 . μ is the

penalty weighting factor in order to change the contribution of the penalty function,


 log(si ) . Finally, λ
i

is the Lagrange multiplier which may be defined separately for

equality and inequality constrains. For system security and quality purpose some
selective system parameters should be kept within the specific limits, hence:

∀i :

hmin ≤ h( xi ) ≤ hmax

(8.11)

When the loss minimization objective function is selected, the goal of the
optimization is to find a power dispatch which minimizes the overall active power losses.
Similarly, when the cost objective function is considered, the goal of the optimization is
to supply the system under optimal operating costs. More specifically, the aim is to
minimize the cost of power dispatch based on non-linear operating cost functions for
each generator and on tariff systems for each external grid.

8.10.2 DC Optimization (Linear Programming)

Linear programming methods gained much attention because of its speed and
flexibility for application in the nonlinear world of OPF. Linear programming
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formulation requires linearization of objective function as well as constraints with nonnegative variables. In this method the load flow is calculated using the linear DC load
flow method.
This technique uses piecewise-linear approximation of the generators cost
function subject to an incremental linearization of the network constraints. The general
form of this problem is:

min

T
T
c x Δ x + cu Δ u

subject to :

(8.12)

Gx Δx + Gu Δu = −g(x, u)

(8.13)

H x Δx + Hu Δu = −h( x, u)

(8.14)



Where x is the vector of state variables and u is the vector of controllable

variables and cx and cu are vectors of cost coefficients.
function gradient of x and u, respectively. Similarly,

G x and G u are the equality

H x and H u are the inequality

function gradient of x and u, as well.
The result of the linear optimization tool includes calculated results for control
variables, such that all imposed constraints are fulfilled and the objective function is
optimized.
The algorithm can check the feasibility of the network considering the specified
controls and constraints (i.e. performs a constrained load flow). The objective for
minimization of costs is used to minimize generation costs. To perform a cost
minimization calculation for each generator, a cost factor needs to be entered as a cost
curve [$/MWh] for each generator. The (linear) algorithm uses a fixed cost-factor per
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generator. This cost factor is the average cost considering the costs at the generator’s
active power limits.
8.11 Real-time Control and Monitoring System of Hybrid AC/DC Microgrid

Figure 8.29 shows a single line diagram of implemented hybrid AC/DC setup
which all was presented at previous chapters. One of the larger generators (G1) runs at a
constant frequency of 60 Hz to maintain the frequency of the system, while the other
three generators operate under torque control.
The DC bus is connected to the AC system via a bi-directional converter. This
allows bi-directional power flow between AC and DC. The system as shown in figure
8.29 consists of a DC-DC converter integrating a Photo Voltaic (PV) energy sources into
a common DC bus. They have the ability to implement the Maximum Power Point
Tracking (MPPT) on the injected power to the DC network. The bi-directional ACDC/DC-AC converter is used to allow bi-directional power flow between both sides. The
amount of power flowing in either direction can be set to a certain pre-set value. An AC
load with an inverter and also two DC loads are applied in different DC Voltage.
The experimental results of output active power versus input torque command for
these generators have been shown in figure 8.30. These curves allow us to enter a right
torque comment to achieve a specific amount of power at the generators terminals by
using their linear equation with a good approximation as presented in the figures and can
be implemented inside the real-time software. Once all the generating stations are
synchronized, the VI allows the user to control the amount of output power of the
generator by controlling the input torque command of each generator, individually. This
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method is performed incrementally to increase or decrease the output power of the
corresponding generator.
In addition, the active and reactive power measurements can be demonstrated for
all three phases and plotted. This VI is available for all branches in the setup and they are
sub-VIs for an overall real-time monitoring system shown in figure 8.31. This overall VI
as a SCADA system represents all measurement in general in its front panel and all
measurement VIs can appear by clicking on their icon.
This VI in contrast to conventional SCADA systems is very fast and the update
time is around one second. The update time is good enough to be observed and followed
by a SCADA user to monitor system and control it manually. Hence, the real-time wide
area protection and control system has few seconds’ latency in order to apply new
settings and strategies in the entire power system. The ability to show the systems fast
dynamic single line display can provide visually real and reactive power flows, line
loadings to point out overloads, bus voltage magnitude/angles or even derived values
such as voltage stability indices.
Using the contours and animation features, the operator could immediately
recognize the system state which may be changed over a specific time period. The
challenging work is the construction of appropriate pattern for the interactive display of
large amount of power system data and the development of effective human factors for
such applications. The real-time SCADA system should be equipped with proper alarms.
Without effective alarm management, the system operator can be easily overwhelmed by
alarms during the system disturbance and hence the initiation of an event will be
complicated.
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Figure 8.29: Overall power system single line diagram of implemented setup in the real-time software
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8.12 Implementation of Real-time Optimal Power Flow

In this section, the implementation of OPF in real-time format with a few seconds
(2-3 Sec) will be presented. The developed monitoring system uses power factory
DIgSILENT software as an analytical tool for calculating real-time OPF in engine mode.
This software has the online data transfer capability with the real-time applications.
Hence, by implementing an interface between real-time environment and the power
factory engine, we can use it in on-line form for running system analysis features such as
on-line power flow, on-line contingency assessment, on-line optimal power flow, on-line
fault and stability calculation, simulation of grid disturbance scenario, sensitivity analysis
on grid operating conditions, tuning optimization of controllers, investigation of control
structure, etc. Hardware-in-the-loop testing is also required to develop, analyze and tune
control systems for any kind of turbine-generator or superimposed control systems such
as a Smart Grid Controllers are the other application of the integrated fast real-time
SCADA systems with on-line analysis engines [155].
The implemented procedure for running OPF algorithm is shown in figure 8.32
which plays as an algorithm inside real-time application. The Power Factory DIgSILENT
software receives data from the real-time LabVIEW software for switches status
(topology data) and system voltage, power data. The generators cost functions, system
constraints and controllable parameters for OPF as shown in figure 8.29 are the
parameters inside analytical software. It is feasible to enter those data dynamically from
real-time application too. Hence, the cost function for different generators, active and
reactive power constrains for generators are shown in figure 8.29, too. Other constrains
involve buses voltages and branches flow.
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Figure 8.32: Overall power system single line diagram of implemented setup

For the DC side connection the reactive power exchange is the main constrain
which can be controlled via OPF results and sending the reactive power set-point to the
DC controller. This communication link is also implemented to set the injected/consumed
reactive power flow from DC side inside real-time application while the injected active
power is intended to be Maximum by MPPT algorithm. After importing the system real
data automatically, the real-time software will analyze conventional load flow analysis in
a case of the initializing of OPF from load flow analysis was activated. Then AC
optimization Method (Interior Point method) was used to minimize objective function
which may be system loss or the generation cost. If the system converges then the
optimal setting for the available controlled parameters are applied. These settings consist
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of active powers for G2, G3 and G4 and the reactive power request from DC side. If this
method doesn’t converge then the DC optimization method is utilized to better
convergence. The DC optimization method simply neglects the reactive power flow from
the system and solves the optimization problem just by considering the active power
flow. Hence, this method is not accurate as AC-IPM but it converges faster than AC
optimization method and makes it suitable for real-time applications.

8.13 Experimental Results of Real-Time OPF Management System

In this section, the results of implementing OPF are investigated for different
methods applied in real-time software. The system data are imported to analytical
software as a snapshot. Because of measuring all system data, the state measurement of
the system is feasible and therefore it is possible to perform a classic load flow
calculation. The results of load flow are validated by system measurements and has
negligible mismatch in generation-load level. Hence, the generation of the slack bus is
left free in order to compensate generation-load level balanced. Figure 8.33 shows the
system measurements in a snapshot and the load flow calculation results for all
equipments. The results depicts that the Generator G1 is going to reach its operational
limit which is 2.5 kW. In addition, Bus-0130 experiences an under voltage situation in
which its voltage is 0.94 pu. To mitigate these problems proper constraints are applied in
optimal power flow methods to alleviate loadings of equipments and maintain the whole
system voltage in the acceptable range. The OPF calculation with AC Interior Point
Method was done and the results are demonstrated in figure 8.34. The system loading and
voltage problems are mitigated by applying new generators control.
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Out of Calculation
De-energized

Voltage violation/Overloading
Terminals violating their max. voltage limit
Terminals violating their min. voltage limit
Edge elements violating their max. loading limit

Low and High Voltage / Loading
Lower Voltage Range
< 0.95 p.u.
Higher Voltage Range
> 1.05 p.u.
Loading Range
> 50. %
> 60. %
> 70. %
> 80. %
> 90. %
> 100. %

Table 8.4 presents OPF results under different methods and objective functions.
Following the total generation cost and total system losses in the results for AC OPF, the
objective function is properly minimized and we need to just reschedule generators and
request the specific amount of reactive power from DC side. As long as DC OPF does not
consider the reactive power, the reactive power will be vanished from calculation and
hence, the DC side reactive power will not be scheduled as it is obvious in this table.
Figure 8.35 show the implemented real time monitoring and control system of AC sides
with OPF core engine. Figure 8.36 also show the implemented DC side equipment and its
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Figure 8.33: Real-time system load flow results for a specific system snapshot
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Figure 8.34: Real-time system optimal power results for a same system snapshot using AC-IPM
Table 8.4: Different OPF Results for Real-time System Snapshot data
Classic
Load-Flow

AC Optimization
(Interior Point Method)

DC Optimization
(Linear Programming)

Minimize
Losses

Minimize
Cost

Minimize
Cost

Minimization of
Generators
Dispatch Change

G1’s Active Power (W)

2791.24

1280.12

2156.74

2500

2500.

G2’s Active Power (W)

397.97

915.80

724.47

0.

398.

G3’s Active Power (W)

742.95

1325.26

1081.97

1603.56

967.56

G4’s Active Power (W)

237.99

642.34

203.19

0.

238.

G1’s Costs ($/h)

0.23393

0.1515

0.2083

0.0981

0.0981

G2’s Costs ($/h)

0.08213

0.1233
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0.

0.0320
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0.10973

0.1549
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0.06782
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0.
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Total Generation Cost ($/h)

0.49363
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66.62

59.87

62.71

0.

0.

DC Side Active Power (W)
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920.

920

920

DC Side Reactive Power (W)

159.750
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561.01

0.

0.

Loading Problem

G1 (56.15%)

-

-
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Voltage Problem
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-

-

-

-
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For the snapshot data shown in table 8.4, classic load flow is resulted from real
time data and shows normal operation of power system. In second column the results for
AC optimization using interior point method are presented. The generator dispatches are
changed in a way to keep the system losses minimized at 59.87 W. The G1 active power
is also alleviated. The reactive power injection from DC side is also increased from
159.75 VAR to 593.38 VAR. This also eliminates the under voltage problem at Bus 0130
which was 0.94 pu. If we change the objective function to minimize the generation cost
according their power-cost curves, unexpectedly the generation cost is increased from
0.493 $/h to 0.516 $/h. This increase is resulted from forcing constrains to loadings and
voltage problem of system equipment. However, this objective function results decrease
of generation cost from 0.543 $/h to 0.516 $/h regard to the case of minimizing of losses.
As stated before, the DC optimization was used while the AC optimization
method does not converge and hence just the generations active power can be reschedule
in order to minimize the objective function. Applying these setting in real time cause
generation consistency in case of not to be able to optimize generation levels quickly and
accurately in time base OPF run.
The developed OPF real time system in testbed is capable to run OPF every 10
seconds and reschedule the generators at that time. But for keep the system safety we
inserting the generators torque command manually to maintain system safe and
continuous operation.
In summary, in this chapter, we presented the development and implementation of
a real-time Optimal Power Flow Management for the developed laboratory Smart Micro
Grid. The commercial Power Factory Software Package was used to communicate with
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the real-time LabVIEW software to receive system data and utilize real-time data in the
online engine mode to calculate OPF and return the optimal schedule of generators and
reactive power demand from the DC side by the available communication link. The
results were presented for different OPF methods. An objective function was used to
apply proper optimal management solution in the Hybrid AC/DC microgrids on the testbed.
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CHAPTER 9
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

9.1 Conclusions

This dissertation presented a unique hardware/software/communication based
Smart Grid test-bed facility in a laboratory environment. We developed an infrastructure
for studying and developing real-time automated power system network operation and
control strategies. In addition, the developed system can be used as a platform to study,
test and implement grid connectivity issues of alternate energy sources and validate
power sharing and energy storage ideas. The developed system was achieved by the
integration of different hardware devices and emulators. The communication interfaces
between these devices and their operation in a wide area network infrastructure. The size
of the system is significant enough reaching a 72 kW level of AC, alternate generation
and energy storage. Research applications and examples of experiments of this
laboratory-based smart grid test-bed are presented. The real-time analysis capability of
the developed system provides a platform for investigation of the most challenging
aspects of operating a real power system.
The developed setup is an integrated wide area system with capabilities for
WAMS, WACS and WAPS. The implementation of this system in real-time creates an
environment for studying and verifying new control and protection schemes for the whole
power system. This was accomplished through modeling and software development
which were implemented in the hardware environment.
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In this dissertation, one of the focal issues was on developing and implementing a
PMU in a laboratory scale power system test-bed in digital form by using real-time
analysis software. A simple power system was implemented in order to test the real-time
application of the developed PMUs. This system uses different DAQs to gather voltage
and current data and measure the power system parameters such as the voltage and
current phasors, positive, negative and zero sequences as well as power and frequency of
each component. Verification experiments were presented to show the performance and
capabilities of the implemented system.
This system was used for studying an integrated wide area control and protection
system to monitor the system status for abnormalities such as over/under voltage,
overloads of system components and any other conditions. In the implemented example,
when the loadings of a power system line increases, the relay indicated that the system
tends to reach the fault condition and may need to be disconnected by available
protection devices. Hence by setting the protection relay below the settings of the
physical relay, the control scheme can retrieve the normal status by appropriate control
actions. This may be achieved by changing the system topology, proper power
dispatching or by self healing strategies in the control center.
In this research the Virtual Protection System (VPS) was proposed for the wide
area system protection implemented on the test-bed. This system was used to control
power systems in a manner to heal any abnormal conditions that may cause damage,
outage and perhaps blackout. The VPS was developed as a generic digital relay with
variety of protection functions that uses the PMUs current and voltage outputs to simulate
power systems behavior in a virtual environment. This gives us some information about
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upcoming faults or system states moving forward an abnormal situation. Proper control
action for self-healing can be developed in a control system to maintain the system stable
conditions with minimum outages. A laboratory based power system test-bed was utilized
to test events and verify the VPS idea in a large power system. Applications of VPS were
discussed for modern power system for predicting upcoming events, detecting blackout
and cascade events and applying online settings to protective relays.
This real-time system that was developed was is also used to monitor real-time
system stability and security margin. The indices formulation and their implementation
on wide area monitoring and control center example on the test-bed were presented. This
provides an applicable view of the system voltage stability and security margin using
PMUs in wide area networks. The voltage stability indices were measured during the
operation of the power system when the load changes take place. A wide area monitoring
system with high data resolution rate (around one second) was developed. As a result, the
system operator will have proper knowledge and visualization about the power system's
current situation and the distance of stability margin.
This dissertation also presented a brief summary of the critical research needs to
meet the enormous challenges in real-time security analysis to ensure reliable and secure
grid operation for the future grid. A related issue was the availability of the real-time data
from the PMUs all over the power system; any inaccessibility of fast real-time data may
affect the feasibility of WAMPAC for fast data monitoring and analysis. The purpose of
security monitoring is to look ahead for possible contingencies that may transition the
power system from normal operation state to the emergency state. Fast computation is
intensively effective for monitoring the security of the large interconnected system in
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order to apply remedies in proper time. Since the problems caused by a contingency can
range from the simple overloading of a line to the various complicated instability
phenomena, identifying, categorizing and ranking the security problems on a continuing
basis will require considerable attempts.
Moreover, we concentrated on the development and implementation of real-time
Optimal Power Flow Management for the developed smart microgrid. The power factory
analysis software was used by getting its data through communication with the real-time
LabVIEW software. This interface received system data and utilized such real-time data
in the online engine mode to calculate OPF and return the optimal schedule of generators
and reactive power demand from the DC side by the available communication link. The
results were presented for different OPF methods and objective function in order to apply
proper Optimal Management solution in Hybrid AC/DC Microgrids.
Finally, we developed real-time energy management algorithm in order to
mitigate pulse loads effects on system performance in smart microgrids. The main
objective of the algorithm is to manage the energy storage devices in real-time in order to
maintain system stability and performance in the short term operation and minimize the
energy cost in the long term operation particularly for peak shaving purposes. The
algorithm involves non-linear mathematical models for PV and load data as well as smart
techniques including fuzzy logic and adaptive control concepts. An investigation on the
system performance under pulse loads shows that when the battery’s state of charge is
managed by the developed algorithm, the system has better stability margin and the
battery is sustained to share all its stored energy to pulse loads. The comparison with the
system performance without fully charged battery results in more system parameters
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changes, which may cause stability problem or protection reaction due to high drop in
frequency/voltage and hence the system may be thrown off-line.

9.2 Recommendations for Future Work

The topics discussed in this dissertation demonstrate the difficulties encountered
in monitoring, control and protection of power system applying the new modern
technologies such as PMUs and effort strategies for determining the state of the power
system. In view of the urgent need for better analyzing and determining the system
planning and operation conditions and constrains in wide area, it is recommend that the
following topics be expanded by others:
•

There is a need to develop novel smart control concept in wide area power
system that can be implemented using PMUs. There are already some
applications which have been developed for PMUs, but more needs to be
done. Since the number of power utility installed PMUs is increasing all
over the grid, there is a need to use their information in a SCADA center
to monitor the system with very fast and real-time data. Hence, there is a
gap in the research for developing such algorithm for wide area
applications using PMUs.

•

There is a need for research centers to develop the real-time monitoring
and control features for implementing the developed strategies in smart
control of the power system. Application and verification of such
algorithms need a platform for real power system setup and system realtime control infrastructure.
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•

There is a need to continue the applications of Virtual Protection Systems
for applying online setting of protection devices. This should be studied
further. The protection coordination settings in a large area network are
completely dependent on the topology and system status which are
varying frequently. The developed system could detect the grid status and
will run protection coordination software to achieve proper settings for
relays. Then, it will apply new settings by real-time software and
communication networks to the selected system protection devices. This
should be verified by developing new protection algorithms and
experiment them in the testbed setup as well as in utility environments.

•

The developed voltage stability indices should be implemented in
commercial PMU package and should be applicable for any control center
to monitor system situation in terms of marginal transmission loading and
its closeness to the instability point. This can create an opportunity for
preventive alarming system in power system control centers.

•

The hybrid systems which are in the development stage are almost using
AC and DC renewable generations. In most microgrids the load and
generation behavior needs further study in terms of stability and security.
We studied the system behavior under the presence of pulse load and
developed a novel algorithm to mitigate their adverse effects on microgrid
operation. Hence, the real-time energy management algorithm which is
applicable for generation control and storages should be studied in more
details and be implemented in related microgrids.
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•

Further focus needs to be paid to integrate monitoring, protection and
control system in real-time format to enhance the operation of smart
power system.

•

New and modern control centers should use the real-time PMUs data to
make the power system much smarter to increase the system stability,
security and reliability.

•

Real-time energy management algorithm for hybrid AC/DC microgrids
should be implemented and tested on a hybrid AC/DC smart power system
test-bed to design and test the performance of such algorithm on system
stability in the presence of different events, load patterns including heavy
and pulsed loads.
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